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As the following essays, so far as they relate to taxation

and trade, flow from the original work of the Author on

those subjects, " Elements of a Plan for the Liquidation

of the Public Debt," (1819), in which may be found the

germs of the more recent financial and commercial policy
|

of the country, a reprint of the substance of that work is

appended.

The reprint of the ^' Postulates and Data " is slightly /

/Corrected.



CONTRIBUTIONS

^^ POSTULATES AND DATA/'

OTHEE ESSAYS.

FINANCE.

Much suffering has been endured by this country
through the want of searching, analytical, compre-
hensive financial views. Mr. Pitt, although not too

sound in the adoption of the plan for the redemption
of the public debt by the operation of a sinking fund,

saw the objections to a high scale of import duties.

He was sensible of the heavy expenses incident to and
of the abortive nature of, the endeavour to prevent
illicit trading, when prompted and encouraged by a
high legislative bounty; and was also aware of the
effect of artificially high prices, in preventing con-
sumption. Clear however, as were the views of the
Minister, and effective as was his financial progress,

the French revolutionary war subjected the National
councils to a stern and controlling necessity. The
calculations of the Statesman were overborne by the
exigences of the state, aggravated, as they were, by
the action of the sinking fund, which, on the 5th
January, 1819, amounted for that year, to upwards
of fifteen millions. In addition to the heavy current
expenses and the interest and charge of the debt, the
amount of the sinking fund, fifteen millions and up-
wards, was to be raised, for the most part, if not
entirely, by further loans, for by no other means could
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2 FINANCE.

the artificial and unwieldy fabric be supported. In

that year however (1819), the necessity of reducing

the action of this cumbrous machinery was felt

and acknowledged, and the first step was taken in

financial reform, by lowering the sinMng fund to five

millions per annum. Subsequently, it was admitted

that even that involved a fallacy, since there was no

such surplus in the Exchequer, and eventually the

amount to be applied to the redemption of the debt

was limited to the actual excess, if any, of receipts

over expenditure, as at this day.

In the same memorable year. Sir Robert Peel
introduced the proposal for the return to the metalHc

convertibility of the bank note, a measure essential to

the well-being of the country; but which could only

have been enforced, with safety and propriety, simulta-

neously with or preceded by, other changes. The obli-

gatory conversion of the bank note was suspended in

the year 1797 from necessity, ensuing in part, from

the enhanced price of all articles entering into general

consumption, occasioned by a high scale of indirect

taxation. A tumid state of prices, combined with
other circumstances, required more of the circulating

medium than could be supplied on a metallic base;

and the constantly increasing indirect taxation and
advancing prices, from that period to the termination

of the war, irrespectively of other causes, augmented
the difficulties of a return to a convertible currency.

The cessation of the war expenditure, and the abate-

ment of the sinking fund, were important amehora-
tions, but the indirect taxes, the chief cause of the

excessive prices, continued ; and the unrestricted issue

of notes by the Bank of England, concurring with
the far greater evil of unrestricted issues of notes by
the private bankers, of whom so many eventually fell

into insolvency, forbad any sudden or forcible action on
the currency, without a previous reduction of the in-

direct taxes, the very root of the enormous and inde-

finable mass of e^/il then experienced.
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There was, there can be, no question, as to the

urgency of the call upon the legislature for the cor-

rection of this vitiated state of the circulation, for

which the only safe remedy was a charge or tax upon
property, in substitution for a mass of duties of Cus-

toms and Excise ;—a measure which (still in the year

1819) was proposed,"^' but not even partially carried

into effect, until the lapse of more than twenty years

of complaint, harrass, convulsion, and the breaking

up of innumerable families dependent on agriculture,

manufactures and commerce, and the endangering of

the principle of a convertible currency, the arguments
against which derived a plausibility from the excru-

ciating effects of a return to a convertible currency,

forced on as that proceeding was, untempered by the

required previous reduction of indirect taxes. The
maxim of the sage, '* alter one thing, alter many,"
was overlooked ; and not until the gradual reduc-

tion of the taxes which ensued, down to the return

to power of Sir Robert Peel, and the more compre-

hensive fiscal and monetary measures of his last great

administration of affairs ;—not until many things were
altered, was it possible to harmonise the leading inter-

ests of the country. Severe as have been the throes

and heaves of this transition state, and unnecessary as

its prolongation has been, most of the impediments to

a reciprocal action of capital and enterprise, in every

department of industry appear, at length, to have been
removed, excepting the obstruction of duties of Cus-
toms, which yet admit of being materially reduced, and
even with improvement to the revenue ; and of some of

the remaining duties of Excise, the repeal of which
may be so regulated as, in effect, to strengthen the se-

curity ofthe pubHc creditor. To establish these weighty
propositions will be the object of a separate essay.

P. & J).—June 12, 1852.

* See at the end, " Elements of a Plan for Liquidation of the

Public Debt."
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TAXATION.

Few subjects of general interest, are less considered

in principle, than taxation ; and this is the more to

be regretted, since all questions of property or money,
involve deep moral considerations, and taxing is a

dealing with property and money, on the most exten-

sive scale. It is the case of the community, as a

whole, dealing with each and all its members, under
the authority of the state.

In the imposition of a tax, strict regard should be
had to two particulars ; the least possible prevention,

interference with or interruption of, labour ; and the

limitation of duties on imports to a standard below
the point of encouragement to an organised system of

clandestine trade.

As to the first proposition, any social arrangement of

a nature unnecessarily contracting the sphere oflabour,

appears to be opposed to the decree from above, that
'' in the sweat of his face man shall eat bread."

And as to the second proposition—a legislative

bounty on contraband trade, inevitably leads to the

organization of a system of smuggling, and which, as

certainly, becomes a source of crime and disorder, in

nearly every form of vice and corruption, and entails

a heavy expense in the vain attempt to protect the

revenue from fraud ; the expense being a consider-

ation in itself, of some weight, but dwindling into

insignificance in comparison with the criminal and
disorderly habits engendered by this pursuit.

With these guides and on these grounds, and es-

pecially the last, it may unhesitatingly be pronounced,

that the duties on tobacco, tea and foreign spirits, the

principal, if not only remaining articles of organized

contraband trade, ought to be put in course of early

or immediate reduction, to such a standard as might
be expected to operate as a defeasance to systematic

smuggling.
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And this is the more especially insisted on from its

intrinsic and paramount importance, in a moral point

of view, and not through the want of other weighty,

interesting and impelling motives for reducing the

duties on these imports ; firstly, in the increase of

consumption and consequently of employment inci-

dent to the lower prices of the merchandize so to be
relieved, and in the greater comfort of the working
classes ; and then, in the increase of revenue con-

fidently to be anticipated from the change from a

high to a low range of duties, as is now to be shewn.

The expectation may fairly be entertained that,

upon a reduction of the duty ;

—

On a pound of tobacco, from 3s. 2d. to Qd.

On a pound of tea, from 25. 2d. to 8(i., and
On a gallon of spirits, from 1 5s. to 9s.,

the consumption of tobacco and tea, dvly imported,

would, severally, be threefold ; of foreign spirits, fifty

per cent, additional ; and as a consequence of such a

reduction of the duty on tea, the consumption of

sugar, at least, two-fold.

Upon these quantities, and at these rates of duty,

the revenue from these four articles of import, might
be expected to advance from rather more than fifteen

millions, the present product, to sixteen millions and
a half ; the improvement of the revenue would be an
annual million and more.

It is anticipated that this estimate will be demur-
red to, as being excessive. Before however, an argu-

ment which has for its objects, the amelioration of the

condition of the people throughout this great empire,

and a vast increase in the interchanges of commerce and
the augmentation of the revenue, be allowed to sufier

prejudice fi-om this notion, regard is requested to the
grounds upon which the calculations rest.

Tobacco.—It is stated, on the best authority the
subject can afibrd, that the quantity of tobacco clan-

destinely brought into consumption, fully equals that

on which the duty is paid, and that the adulteration
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of this narcotic, by the admixture of ingredients of

little cost, is considerable. The quantity regularly

imported in the year, may be taken at twenty-eight

millions of pounds weight ; the quantity smuggled,

the same ; the adulterating ingredients, at eight mil-

lions, and the additional consumption to ensue from

the reduction of the duty from 35. 2d. to 6d., is esti-

mated at somewhat less than one third of these quan-

tities, or twenty millions ; total of the annual con-

sumption, eighty-four millions of pounds weight.

The quantity upon which the duty would be levied,

were the frauds wholly to cease, would be eighty-four

millions of pounds, at least. The organized contra-

band trade would, it need not be doubted, be discon-

tinued ; but to allow for some continuing evasion of

the law, the quantity to pass the scale at the Custom-

house, will be taken at eighty millions, the amount of

duty, consequently, at two millions per annum.
Tea.—The estimate of a three-fold consumption of

Tea, duly imported, proceeds from various considera-

tions

—

1. The effect of a large reduction of duty in the

discouragement of contraband trade.

2. The experience of the great increase of con-

sumption, upon the reduction of the duty on
coffee, sugar, dried fruits and other imports,

and the acknowledged results flowing from

cheaper bread, the penny postage, and cheaper

conveyance by land and water, which afford

conclusive evidence of the restraint occasioned

by high prices, and of the spring and elasticity

of the people, when released in any degree, from
taxation.

3. The well-known and universal taste for this

beverage, and the craving for it, of the more
humble classes, to whom it is next to bread, in

the economy of living.

The amount anticipated from this duty, when re-

duced, is five millions per annum.
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Tlie reduction of the duty on tea might be divided

over six, that of tobacco, seven, years, which would
prevent the probability of any inconvenient chasm in

the exchequer, or sudden action on the respective

trades, and would allow ample time for production and
supply to meet demand.

Sugar.—At least a two-fold consumption of sugar,

would follow from a three-fold consumption of tea.

Upon this assumption, the duty on sugar would be
eight millions per annum.
Foreign Spirits.—The estimated addition of fifty

per cent, to the present consumption of duly imported
spirits, on the reduction of the duty from 15s. to 95.

per gallon, is justified by the considerations governing

calculations of this nature, and is supported by the

experience of the reduction of the duty by Sir Kobert
Peel from 225. to 155. per gallon. Two years might
be sufiicient for the reduction of this duty. Expected
produce one million and a half per annum.
The duties for the year ended 5th January, 1851,

(Finance Accounts) were :

—

On Tobacco £4,410,323
Tea 5,596,961

Sugar 4,114,133

Foreign Spirits 1,416,291

Total .... £15,537,708
Deduct—for Coast-Guard . . . . 330,000

£15,207,708

The duties, as estimated above :

—

On Tobacco £2,000,000
Tea 5,000,000
Sugar 8,000,000
Foreign Spirits 1,500,000

Total .... £16,500,000

The Coast-Guard service to cease.

Being, as stated above, an additional million and
more to the revenue, from these four imports, and
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there would of course be a great concurrent consump-

tion of other articles entering into general use, and

contributing to the revenue.

Attention is now called to the total repeal of the

Excise duties on ;

Malt £5,391,321
Deduct Charges of CoUection . 291,321

£5,100,000

Paper £852,996
Charges of Collection . . . 52,996

£800,000

Soap £1,065,571
Charges of Collection . . . 65,571

£1,000,000

Malt Tax.—It is proposed that so soon as

the surplus revenue, on the average of three years,

be equal to three millions and a half, the duty be

wholly repealed, because the repeal of the tax would
effect the release to the public of the eight millions,

to which the duty is now augmented, in its passage

through the maltster, brewer and retailer, and it is

on the action of this considerable sum upon the

market, and the consequent percolations into the

Exchequer, in the course of its circulation, that

dependence is placed for the return to the treasury

of part of the money so to be released. Considering

that those great purchasers of the first necessaries of

life, the receivers of weekly wages, would be relieved,

to the extent of the greater part of this amount, to

be expended, assuredly, in a manner the most favour-

able to the recruit of the Exchequer, it is deemed quite

justifiable to assume that the revenue would thus
recover itself in the proportion of one-fifbh of the eight

miUions, or one milHon six hundred thousand pounds,
in which case the account would stand thus :

—

To be recovered from the expenditure of eight millions to

be thrown into circulation by the repeal of the tax . £1,600,000
Surplus income required 3,500,000

£5,100,000
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The liberation of the maltster from the visits of the

Excise, would lead to more scientific methods in the
conversion of barley into malt, to the improvement of

the quality, to cheaper processes of manufacture, and
to an increase in the demand for hops, far more bene-
ficial to the cultivator than would be the repeal of the
duty on that production, and with no inconsiderable

benefit to the revenue from increased consumption.
Paper Tax.—Whenever, after the repeal of the

malt tax, the Exchequer show a surplus equal to

three-fourths of the duty, the same course of argument
would apply, as to malt ; the tax should be repealed.

Soap.—Whenever, after the repeal of the malt and
paper duties, there be a surplus equal to three-fourths

of the duty on this important branch of manufacture
;

this tax also should be repealed.

To clothe these counsels with the gravity befitting

their adoption by the statesman, regard will now be
had to the reserve of four millions and upwards, in

terminable annuities, constituting a guarantee against
the possibility, during the continuance of peace, of the
derangement of the Exchequer, or hazard of the public
faith, from the measures now proposed.

Per Annum.
Upon the reduction of the 3i per cents, to 3 per cents.,

in October, 1854, the Exchequer will be relieved to

the amount of £600,000
On the 10th October, 1859, and 5th January, 1860,

annuities for terms of years will expire, amounting to £2,200,000
If the granting of life annuities were to cease, there

would be a further, eventual relief, of about . . . £1,000,000

£3,800,000

Besides this large amount, there is an annuity to

the Bank of England, of £585,740 to expire in 1867,
which might be reduced to an annual demand of

£300,000, by its conversion, with the consent of the
Bank, into a perpetual annuity, or preferably, be re-

deemed at once ; and this leads to the consideration

of a highly important question, which it is apprehended
has never been duly considered.
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There are two leading methods of dealing with the

national debt. To reduce the debt by capital to be

raised by taxation, or to allow the energy of the

nation to widen and strengthen the bearing surface,

by the powerful impulses of industry, and the conse-

quent increase of wealth.

The first has been favoured by statesmen, from the

days of Sir Robert Walpole, to the present time
;

the second appears to have gained but little favor or

attention ; and yet, in a heavily taxed country, any
greater incentive to evasion of the revenue, or to

frauds which bear with tenfold force on the working
and lower classes, and with the greatest intensity on
the most needy, it would be difficult to conceive

;

for the additional taxes required to raise the capital

to buy up the principal of the debt, are precisely such

as ought to be the first to be repealed, because bearing

the most heavily on the community, and the most
obstructive to progress. Whereas the contrary of

these consequences would flow from the rehef of the

spirit of enterprize and the hand of labour, from the

restraining, repressive and paralyzing tendencies of

indirect taxes. A relief which, in its degree, would
be greater, even in its action on the debt itself, than
could be produced by racking from the nerves and
sinews of the country, a surplus income to be carried

into the stock market to redeem the debt.

This must be acknowledged, if due attention be

given to the following statement :

—

Od a careful inquiry into the value of property in

the United Kingdom, in the year 1812, by the

late Dr. Colquhoun, the estimate amounted to £2,600,000,000

At the Peace (1815) the value had probably

increased to £2,750,000,000
And, upon the nearest estimate that can be made, is

taken as at the end of 1850 (it was probably

more) at . . . , £4,200,000,000
The annual charge of the public debt, was,

—

In the year 1819 . . £32,240,000
1850 . . £28,500,000

The proportion which the debt bore to the property
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1

in the year 1819, was as 33 to 100 ; and at the end
of 1850, as 19 to 100 ; for every £100 of property,

exclusive of the sinking fund, there was, in 1819, £33
of debt ; in 1850, for every £100 of property, £19 of

debt.

Without dwelling upon the vast importance of this

change, it is in a high degree interesting to ascertain

how it has been effected, and the result of the inquiry

is most instructive.

The change has proceeded, principally from two
causes :

—

1. The redemption of the debt by purchase, and
the partial reduction of the interest.

2. The great increase of property since the Peace

of 1815.

The proportion to be assigned to those causes, res-

pectively, isfour 2^ciTts to the reduction of the debt
;—ten parts to the increase of property.

The first, so far as regards the redemption of the

debt, by purchase, has been effected by an out-stretch

of taxation, fostering contraband trade, fostering every

species of fraudulent contrivance, by which money, in

trade, can be ill-gotten ; checking enterprize and re-

pressing industry, and keeping up an unseemly conflict

between the various divisions of society.

The second, the augmentation of national wealth,

attributable mainly to reduced taxation, has been the

means of removing, to some extent, the incentives to

contraband trade and other frauds ; has encouraged
enterprize and stimulated industry ;—tended to har-

monize the various classes of society, and affords more
security to the creditor by the enrichment of the
debtor. Here is a train of beneficial consequences
already experienced, and to be expected in a higher
ratio, from the further remission of taxes contemplated.

The objection then, to any further grant of life

annuities by the state, the conversion of an obligation

to pay three pounds per annum into a current annual
payment of nine pounds, until the dropping of the life,
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is irresistible, under any intelligent view of the ob-

structive and corrupting effects of indirect taxation.

It equally follows that, the Bank of England con-

senting, the annuity to that corporation (to expire in

1867) should be cast into a perpetual annuity, which

would reduce the present annual claim from £585,740

to less than £300,000, or, preferably, that this annuity

should be redeemed.

The cessation or reduction of these annuities, coin-

ciding with a general improvement of the revenue ;

—

presuming upon the continuance, under some modifi-

cation, of the property, or property and income tax,

and the generalization of the house tax ;—would very

soon justify the repeal, in succession, of the duties on
malt, paper and soap.

It must not be understood, from this line of argu-

ment, that the object of reducing the debt by purchase

is set aside. Enterprize and industry might be so

unfettered, the various classes of the community so

harmonized, the comfort and ease of the people so

assured, as to admit of a pause in the reduction of

taxes, but ere that time can be said to have arrived,

other taxes must cease : in particular )-^-

The remaining duties on timber and wood.
Assessed taxes.

Duty on hops.

„ on fire assurance.

„ on marine assurance.

„ on legacies.

The springs and soiu-ces of wealth must be effec-

tually relieved, before the principal of the public debt
can rightfully or properly be redeemed, beyond the
operation of the annuities expiring in 1859 and 1860,
and the falling in of the life annuities, unless by a di-

rect appeal to property.

If these views should bear the test of close and
rigid examination, a claim is asserted for their adop-
tion, as the policy of the country ; if not, let them be
dismissed from attention, but not without the calm
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and diligent thought and inquiry, due to a subject

which embraces not only the interests of one hundred
and fifty millions of subjects of the British Crown,
but by sympathy and international relations, of all

the families of the earth.

P. & J).—June 19, 1852.

GOLD, AND THE LAW OF CO-PAETNEESHIP.

The recent discoveries of Gold in California and Aus-
tralia, awaken attention and demand consideration.

Gold, the expression will be understood to mean
the precious metals generally; Gold, irrespectively of

its use in art and science, has three principal offices.

1. As the subject of barter, for other merchandize.

2. As the most convenient and available standard
of measure and value.

3. As the impelling power to mental and mani-
pulative exertion ; to the activity of the head
and hand.

The last is the more important function of gold.

Matter in most of its various and multiform condi-

tions and combinations, appears to await this impelling

power. At the bidding of gold, under the blessing

of Providence, the earth yields its increase, handi-

craft presents its ingenious and useful products; the
chemist reduces material substances into their ele-

ments, and recombines them, in illimitable variety.

The demand for these several ministrations, has
usually far exceeded the supply of gold ; hence the

large additions which countries, the most advanced
in civilization, have made to their circulation by a
paper currency. A device or contrivance, the re-

course to which has, at times, been of essential service

to nations, but which has also led to excessive

abuses, to great social disorder and disturbance, and
which after much conflict of opinion, and the severe

struggles of contending interests has, in this country.
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been restricted within, comparatively, narrow limite.

At this time, the notes of the Bank of England in

circulation, simply represent the bullion actually in

deposit in its celj.ars, and these notes are therefore, in

effect, as solid and real as the metal itself. No opera-

tion can be more simple ; every note may, at any hour,

be exchanged for the gold for which it was issued

;

we see the beginning and the end of the transaction :

whilst there is great convenience in the use of the

Bank-note, instead of gold and silver; a convenience

which can only be adequately appreciated by those

who have visited countries, in which payments are

generally made in coin. Loss by friction is also

avoided. Here is a perfect currency, the convenience

and economy of the Bank-note, with the solidity and
security of a metallic circulation.

So long as the equilibrium be maintained, between
the bullion in deposit and the note issued, there can

be neither difficulty nor abuse, provided there be

such a metalhc deposit as will keep the circulation

full, and so far bordering upon overflow, as to afibrd

ready means to judicious enterprize. The recent large

supplies of gold, have brought the Bank of England
to that state of equilibrium ; the sources of those sup-

plies appear to be copious, and not only give the

assurance of the continuance of this healthy and ba-

lanced circulation, but justify the expectation of a

constancy and amount of supply sufficient to meet an
increasing demand for gold, for every purpose for

which it can be required; and as scientific discovery

and commercial enterprize, have no assignable limit,

none can be assigned to the demand for capital and
currency. Even should the supply of gold be, at any
time, in advance of the demand, a plenitude of money
will infallibly quicken enterprize, and so long as

nature and art be inexhausted, and a taste for the

comforts and refinements of Hfe prevail, the circles of

employment for capital will multiply and enlarge.

The fields of science, invention and industry, will
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widen and expand, with the acquisition of this pow-

erful agent

—

Gold.
All the Nations of the Earth are interested in the

discovery of these great springs of action ;—England
in the highest degree, from the vast extent and varied

nature of her possessions^ from her attainments in

science and art, and above all, from her practical ha-

bits and great proneness to useful enterprize. The
application of steam to the mine, the factory, the

railway and the ship, may be appealed to, as indispu-

table evidence of the disposition of the people to

obey any call upon their energy and exertion.

These observations cannot be closed, without draw-

ing attention to a consideration which, as the supply

of capital augments, increases in importance.

The law of co-partnership, in this country is, in

effect, a law of anti-partnership, of severance or dis-

union. The highest power of gold, is to be found in

its union with skill and science, and the habits which
distinguish the man of business. The law, in its over

care for the creditor, subjects the entire property of

the trader or adventurer to hazard ; and thus, whilst

the merchant and manufacturer are in a state of con-

stant struggle and anxietyfrom a deficiency ofcapital,

the wealthy seek every description of investment, free

from this cruel and wanton risk; the penalty under
miscarriage, being no less, than the confiscation of a

man's last shilling and his degradation in society, one
of the effects of which is, the low rate of interest on
government, railway and other securities, free from
the disturbing cares and hazards of trade. The French
have shown how fully, all the fair and reasonable

claims of the creditor to the protection of the law,

can be met, without this fatal discouragement. The
law of France provides, that parties may unite in

any object of commercial or economic pursuit, with a
liability limited to the amount of capital, declared by
public registration, to have been embarked by each in

the co-partnership, and such is the practice here, with
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the sanction ofa Royal Charter or Act of Pa7iiamentj

which in most cases, in which this sanction would be
desirable, for ordinary purposes, would either be re-

fused or the expenses would absorb the capital or the

larger part of it, to be embarked. The law of co-

partnership, in this country, must be repealed in

favor of a better, or the union of skill, capital and
enterprize, will be the exception, not the rule;—The
Law forbids the Bans.

P. & jy.—July 3, 1852.

ETHICS OF COMMEKCE.

Evident, as it is, that the occupation of the mer-
chant and dealer tends, by the very nature of its ob-

ject, to bring into connection the various races and
communities of people, and disposes them to peace
and union, the spring of action is the desire of gain,

and the Apostle declares, with the irresistible force of

truth, that, " the love of money, is the root of aU evil."

Even with nations bearing the name of Christian, it

is left to the Church to exhort to disinterestedness

and rectitude ; whilst the State, in its ministrations,

especially as regards finance and trade is too often,

not only regardless of the moral effects of legislation

and government, but is, in truth, a source of the de-

luge of iniquity which floods the earth. Church and
State are thus not only not one, but are distinctly

and directly antagonistic. The Church, purely admi-
nistered, is parental only of good ; the State, too often,

of evil.

This grave and serious consideration, is earnestly

pressed upon all who may be actuated by the desire

to displace wrong by right motives of action, and the

call is imperative. The Acts of the British legisla-

ture, through a high bounty, invite the unscrupulous to

throw off their allegiance, by the defiance of the law,
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and the instruments of these people, the ignorant and
needy, from smugglers, become poachers, from poach-

ers, burglars, and from burglars, too often murderers.

This is the work of the British legislator, and carried

on under his sanction, even to the present day ; whilst

the ministers of the crown insist that these laws, so

fatal to our well-being, cannot be altered, without

hazarding the good faith and credit of the country.

A proposition reiterated from ministry to ministry,

the last administration of Sir Robert Peel, excepted

;

echoed and re-echoed in mere verbal opposition to

every deduction of sound reason ; for it has been, and
may at any hour be shewn, with a force next to de-

monstrative, that so far as regards this country, a

scale of duties which would be fatal to contraband

trade, by rendering it unprofitable, would be, at the

least, as productive to the Exchequer, as the present

rates, so fraught with objection.

As in war, the private soldier is called upon to act

as if the battle depended upon his single arm, so is

every individual, having any social influence, called

upon to compensate, to the out-stretch of his ability,

for the want of regard to first principles, in high
places. The release of the weak, the ignorant and
necessitous, from the temptations and snares by which
they are environed, by a gross and obvious abuse in

the conduct of the public business, is a duty of strict

and urgent obligation. The high duties on those

three great articles of consumption, tea, tobacco and
foreign spirits, require immediate reduction, and
with the due regulation of those duties, organized

smuggling, the business of the merchant-smuggler,
would cease, in this country.

Contraband trade prevails throughout the habitable

globe. Wherever an inhibitory commercial law or

a duty, offering a bounty sufficient to compensate for

the incidental expences, and to yield any profit, exists,

the merchant-smuggler is to be found, and the cor-

ruption flows, in a strong under current, through the

c
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sea-board population. The consequences have been

seen and felt in the late war with China. In Spain,

the Contrabandista may, in a strong sense, be said to

be the State. In Mexico, where the duties on imports

are most excessive, there is too much reason to believe

that the influence of the Contrabandista, is again so

great, as to be the cause of the high tariff; in other

words, of the discouragement of the regular trader,

and the encouragement of the merchant-smuggler.

For this degrading and disgraceful practice, the

only apparent remedies are, the repeal of prohibi-

tory laws, and the reduction of duties to such rates

as will cease to be remunerative to the contraband

trader.

England, cannot say

;

" My poverty and not my will consents."

Her fiscal laws, so far as they promote this bad prac-

tice, are not even ancillary to her wealth and power,

but have an opposite tendency. They produce incal-

culable evil, not merely gratuitously, but with the

aggravation of checking her material prosperity.

It ill becomes this great country to sanction, by its

example, practices so utterly opposed to and subver-

sive of sound morals and social order, and so hazardous
to inter-national peace. Other forms of fraud and
false dealing, are but too prevalent and must, for the
most part, be left to the influence or power of con-

science. Of the Eulers of the People, it may, at

least, be required, that they do not provoke to evil.

P. &D.—/wZj^S, 1852.

DWELLINGS FOR THE POOR.

It is well known, that few investments of money are
more productive than capital invested in houses occu-
pied by the working classes, in great cities. This is

past controversy, at least as to this city ; and society,
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for all practical purposes, is entitled to any advantage

to be derived from the fact, that the possession of

houses for the more dependent classes, results in large

gain to the proprietors.

It follows, undeniably, that if this object were to

be undertaken on a comprehensive scale, by compe-
tent parties, a large capital might be employed, very
much to the benefit of the investors. The capital

might be rendered largely productive.

Such, however, would not be the case with a body
of capitalists associated to carry into effect a great

plan for the object, as is now suggested, of im-

proving the condition of large classes of the inhabi-

tants of the metropolis ; and who would desire only

such a return for their investment as would be suf-

ficient to give efficiency and permanence to the asso-

ciation required to carry into effect this great and
good work ; under this view, the return to capital might
and it is conceived should be, restricted to five per cent.

Those large limbs of the Metropolis—Shoreditch,

Spitalfields, Bethnal Green, Whitechapel, Southwark,
Lambeth, Westminster, Saint Giles' and Holborn

—

cannot contain less than one million of inhabitants,

living under circumstances, and in the morbid state,

so often described of late, as to render repetition here

unnecessary.

For this vast population, could the sites, now
covered with objectionable dwellings, be obtained,

well arranged and convenient buildings might be
provided at an average of £30 for each individual,

or £150 for five persons, and thus an entire re-edifi-

cation of the buildings, for a million of inhabitants,

might be effected by the investment of 30 millions,

with the assurance of a dividend on that sum, at the

rate of {ive per cent, per annum ; this very capital, if

now invested in the public funds, producing three

per cent, only, the difference on the entire dividend

being, £600,000 per annum, or £1,500,000, in lieu of

£900,000.
c 2
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Of the safety of the capital, or the certainty of the

income from it, there can be no doubt ; for the funds

of such an association, would be invested in real

estate, in London and Westminster, and as to income,

what can be more secure than freehold house property

in this populous and increasing city 1

Considering the nature and character of the pro-

perty required for sites, and that a large part, proba-

bly, belongs to famihes of rank, much difficulty is not

anticipated in its acquisition, and many proprietors

would, possibly, be willing to invest the value in

transferable stock of the association.

It may be added that most of the preliminary dif-

ficulties have been met or anticipated, by associations

of the highest character, already existing and perform-

ing good service ; the capital now employed, however,

is but a germ, compared with the amount required for

the free development of a plan, which would indeed,

enable its promoters to manifest their appreciation of,

and obedience to, the great precept, " to love thy

neighbour as thyself"

The means then, are evident, of bringing the worst

parts of the metropolis, to an equahty with their

adjacencies, in all that is essential to good habits

and sound morals ; without disturbing those social

relations, the gradations of order and degree, clearly

designed by the Divine Wisdom, and taught, even,

in the observance of nature, from the economy of bees,

to the flight of birds.

Capital alone is wanting, and which, although in-

vested in a spirit of benevolence, would yield a far

better return of income than government annuities,

and the income might be again employed, if so de-

sired, in further acts of beneficence.

The capital or stock of such an association might be denominated
" Real Estate Stock," and which it may be presumed, regard being

had to its object, would be transferable with all the facilities afforded

to consols.

P. & D.—Juhj 10, 1852. \
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LIFE ASSURANCE.

The contract of Life Assurance, appears to have been
less regarded, as a shield and protection to the family

estate, than for most other purposes.

A sum of £500 per annum, appropriated at the age
of thirty, to a trust, on marriage, or under any other

circumstances, would assure £20,000, which sum
would admit of additions approximating to as much
more, during the natural or probable duration of the

life ; the sum to be received on the falling of the

life, at maturity, would be from thirty-five to forty

thousand pounds. Should the life fall earlier, the

additional sum to be recovered would be less ; if later,

more, in proportion to the greater or less duration of

the life.

Many interests are bound up with the condition of

the higher classes of families, so happily spread over

this land, and whatever impairs their position, becomes
a weakness in the state, and a source of regret to all

who associate England's greatness with the existence

of a high and independent landed proprietary.

The law of primogeniture awards the estate to the

eldest son ; the law of nature, requires that provision

be made for younger children, and, in the absence of

other means for that purpose, hereditary property has

been burthened with heavy and inconvenient obliga-

tions ; the estate is given to the heir, but its fruits

are, to an important extent, anticipated. If duly re-

garded, a policy of assurance on the easy terms on
which it can now be obtained, by a judicious choice

of ofiices, would obviate this difficulty ; upon the de-

cease of the life tenant, the sum assured is at the

bankers, the younger children are provided for, and
the estate is free.

All have an interest in common, in the institutions

of the country. The order of the aristocracy, is a

Corinthian pillar, largely contributing to the support
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of the social edifice, and the consideration of the con-

tract of Life Assurance, in reference to the family

estate, is therefore thus urged upon the attention of

those who, as the guardians of the higher class of

family property, can in effect, decide how far, in this

great country, their order is to be maintained as a

social element ;— for, without prudential care and

foresight, the ancestral domain may depart, and be

given to a stranger.

P. kjy.—juii/n, 1852.

INTEK-TROPICAL CULTIVATION.

How to bring the great resources of soil and cHmate
of the torrid zone, to bear upon the common weal of

mankind ; how to subject inter-tropical cultivation, to

such a reciprocal action, between the employer and
employed, between the producer and consumer, as

shall be really and in all its bearings, beneficent, is a

problem not yet solved ; whilst retrospection on this

subject, is humiliating and, in the extreme, painful.

The torrid zone, comprehends a large portion of the

globe ; that portion which is blessed with the richest

and many of the most desirable fruits of the earth,

and the question arises, whether modem science does

not now present the western section of this vast

belt, under aspects more favourable to humanity.
Columbus hoped, by a westerly course, to reach the

East Indies, but found an interruption to his progress

in the continent of America. The previous discovery

of the Cape of Good Hope, by Diez, and the subsequent
discoveries of De Gama and Magellan, indeed, soon
shewed theway to India, by either an eastern or western
course, but by a prolonged and, in those days, difficult

navigation, more fatal from disease, than from the perils

of the sea. After the elapse of more than three centu-
ries, not only will the obstruction of Central America
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on the west, but of Africa, on the east, be in a great

measure removed, by the railways crossing the Isth-

muses of Darien and Suez ; and, for a great variety

and extent of purpose, the torrid zone or belt, will be

circumnavigated with, comparatively, slight inter-

ruptions and inflections. The effects of this great and
remarkable change will not be fully apprehended
until time shall have ripened events, and matured
reflection, but there are some consequences to be seen

at a glance, and one of the most important, is the

approximation of the Western Archipelago to China.

The population of China, exceeds three hundred mil-

lions. Its shores, as all who have visited that country

well know, teem with people, both on the land and on

the water ; they are excessive in numbers, and, al-

though too many are poorly fed, the Chinese are a

muscular race, both capable and patient of labour,

much devoted to agricultural pursuits, and from their

straightened condition, are willing emigrants from
their own tropical provinces, to the equatorial islands

of the Indian or Eastern Archipelago, and the main
lands adjacent.

These people, famiHar with the planting of the

cane and manufacture of sugar, are great cultivators

in the eastern section of the torrid zone, both at home
and abroad, and they would, no doubt, be equally

ready to cultivate the western section, were the pas-

sage thither made easy and familiar to them. The
voyage across the pacific, although longer, is less dan-

gerous than the navigation by the China Seas to the

Eastern Archipelago, and the easy transport by land,

upon the completion of the railway, across the Isthmus
of Darien, already in part opened, and to be completed
(as is said) in March next, the higher civilization of the

western islands and settlements, as compared with the

eastern, and the higher pay to be expected, would
assure their preference, in sufficient numbers, to afford

a full supply of labour to the British and foreign

western planter. Kind and considerate treatment is
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all these people reqmre ;—but they are percipient,

shrewd and quick of feeling, and require to be treated

with attention and respect.

There is but one apparent objection to the encour-

agement of the migration of Chinese, and it is an
objection of a very grave nature, although many will

probably refuse to it, its due weight. The law of

China, is understood to forbid emigration ; and until in

the brotherhood of nations, each respects the laws of

the other, the moral code will be but imperfectly

obeyed.

It is obvious, therefore, that every endeavour should

be made by the British government, to induce the

Rulers of China, to abrogate this law, which is at vari-

ence with nature ; for whilst China is excessive in

population, large portions of the globe, are either

thinly peopled or are uninhabited. And without dis-

persion, how is the Almighty fiat, '• that man shall

be fruitful and multiply and replenish the earth," to

be obeyed '?

The removal of large bodies of people from their

native country, is a work of great responsibility, on the

part of those engaged or concerned in such an under-
taking. Not only should the removal of the people

be free from the charge of abduction, but they should
be conveyed yviih great care to their destination, and
their reception be duly provided for, as well as their

return to their native country, after a term of years.

With these conditions, the substitution in the
western section of the tomd zone, of Chinese, for

African, labourers, would most materially reduce or

entirely supersede the slave-trade, and afford the pro-

mise of many temporal blessings ; and above all, might
materially assist in chasing away the darkness of the
Heathen, by the light of Christianity.

P. k J).—July 17, 1852.
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PROPERTY TAX.

The real estate, in common with all other property

in this country, is burthened by a virtual sweeping
mortgage to the public creditor ; much is under
mortgage for actual and specific loans, and much is

subject to family charges.

Too much attention cannot be given to the first,

for the obligation being virtual or implied, rather

than specific, its operation on property is but imper-

fectly seen. This mortgage, in the year 1820, may
be estimated at thirty-three per cent, on the value of

real estate, exclusive of the bearing of the sinking

fund; in the year 1850, at nineteen per cent., and on
personal property, the same.

This very important relief in the bearing of the

public debt, is attributable principally, to the in-

crease of property during the last thirty years, which
increase is estimated at 1,500 millions, a progress,

and in times for the most part of great trouble, dis-

turbance and confusion, which may well merit inves-

tigation.

Invention, progress in art, unceasing diligence and
activity, in the vast fields of enterprize, within and
without the British empire, have produced this won-
drous result.

The mineral and vegetable productions, under the

influence of art and science, assume an indefinable

variety of form and fashion, for use or ornament, and
thus exchangeable values are produced, which render

this the richest country in the world ; and to this

increase of wealth, there is no assignable limit.

The internal action, in the reciprocity of intercourse

between town and country, animates or invigorates,

in proportion to its intensity, and enriches each, by
increasing its possessions in quantity or value ;—the

commercial interchanges with the British dependen-
cies, extending to a greater range and variety of

objects, are of similar operation ; and the trade with
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other nations has the same basis, the products of art,

ingenuity and industry.

The abundant, and for the most part cheap, min-
eral and raw material, converted into machinery of

various and admirable structure, with the action

produced by the expansion of a costless fluid, some
manipulative and much directive, skill, convert similar

and other materials into exchangeable value, and
the means are acquired of commanding the wealth of

either Ind.

Here is the key to England's greatness, in defiance

of her threateninof and burthensome debt. Here is

the cause enabling her, even when rapidly increasing

her debt, to triumph over the predictions of philo-

sophic statesmen and profound thinkers, whose anti-

cipations of national ruin, have only been falsified, by
the marvellous discoveries and inventions, running
through the last eighty years. Here is an admo-
nition to the statesman to relieve the springs of
INDUSTRY, so far as may be possible, from every in-

cumbent weight, and to the possessor of real estate,

cheerfully to acquiesce in that great measure, a pro-

perty tax, in substitution for duties of Customs and
Excise.

Adam Smith argues, with much force, that.

The middling and superior ranks of people, if they understand their

own interest, ought always to oppose all taxes upon the necessaries of

life, as well as all direct taxes upon the wages of labour. The fiscal

payment of both one and the other falls altogether upon themselves,

and always with a considerable overcharge. They fall heaviest upon
the landlords, who always pay in a double capacity—in that of land-

lords, by the reduction of their rent ; and in that of rich consumers,

by the increase of their expense. The observation of Sir Matthew
Decker, that certain taxes are, in the price of certain goods, some-
times repeated and accumulated four or five times, is perfectly just.

—

Wealth of Nations, Vol. III., p. 236. 1th Edition.

This exposition may, in the present day, be received

with some allowance, because, from the progress of

science, the amount paid to the artisan for skill, com-
bined with labour (skilled labour), is very great ; and
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in the event of the continuance of a tax on income,

this consideration must not be lost sight of. It may,

however, and ought to be observed, that more than

one half of the taxes are, in this country, paid by the

working classes ; whilst, but for the present small

property tax, a very considerable amount of property,

would either not contribute to the revenue at all, or

would so contribute in a partial manner, only. Landed
property indeed suffers and is deteriorated in value,

by indirect taxation ; but still, would not come
broadly and fairly in aid of the exchequer, unless

subjected to a direct tax, or the rent be expended,

and at home ; and so, as to much other property,

through home expenditure only, would any taxes be

paid. Funded and much other property would pass

entirely free, unless brought into course of home ex-

penditure.

The value of property within the United Kingdom,
including funded property, cannot be estimated at

less than five thousand millions sterling, and yet

its possessors, by the voice of the legislature and the

acts of the government, require that full one half of

the amount wanted for the national defence and pro-

tection, and to meet the interest of the vast debt

incurred, in support of the national policy, shall be
paid out of the wages of labour ; being, even now,
with reduced taxation, equal to half-a-crown out of

ten shillings received for the week^s wages.

This absorption of 25 per cent, of the weekly
wages, is attended by a train of prejudicial conse-

quences to every interest of the country, internal and
external, and is unaccompanied by any compensatory
effect. Either the twenty-five millions and upwards,
so absorbed, would, in the hands of the working
classes, immensely augment the purchases at market,
or would augment the resources of the tenant-farmer
and other employers, or would increase rent ; the fair

inference being, that the benefit would be divided, in

some proportion, under the three heads. The result,
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in either case, must be, a constant and great aug-

mentation of the national wealth, which experience

shows to be equivalent, in its operation on property,

to the reduction of the public debt.

The addition, during the last thirty years, of 1,500

millions to capital, has lowered the proportion of the

debt to property, at the rate of ten per cent. The
greatly improved condition of the country and of its

dependencies, and the spirit of the times, warrant the

expectation, that, in the course of the fifteen or twenty
following years, an equal sum or 1,500 millions more
capital, will be produced ; the effect of which would
be, the further alteration of the relation of the debt

to property, from nineteen per cent., the present esti-

mate, to thirteen per cent., and, peace continuing, the

same process would follow, with increased effect ; and
besides, there will, in a very few years, be a reduction

of full one per cent, from the falling in of annuities.

The proprietary classes are consequently, deeply

interested in meeting the exigencies of the state, by
submitting to a tax or charge upon property, and
whether this argument or appeal, be addressed to the

reason or judgment, to the calculations of self-interest,

to the higher motives of human action, to the lord of

the soil, to the legislator, or the government of the

country, the proposition that property, generally, and
especially landed property, would be greatly benefited

by a property tax, equally claims attention, and from

the owner of real estate, under mortgage, above all

others, since the mortgagee would pay the tax (and

rightly), whilst the proprietor would partake fully of

the common good, to ensue from this great measure.

In the consideration of the modes in which the

principle of the tax might be applied, property and
income will be considered separately.

The best form of a property tax would be in a

legislative enactment, declaring all property in the

United Kingdom, to be subjected to a charge at the

rate, it will be assumed, of ^Ye per cent. In this
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case, so far as regards existing or actual property, the

recurring annual claim, would no longer interpose as

an objection to the principle of the tax. Land and
all other fixed property, would be valued, and charged
with the amount of the per centage. Every £100
value, would be subjected to a charge of ^ve pounds,

which the proprietor would either meet at once,

or he would pay the annual interest thereon, at such
rate as might be determined on, so long as he might
choose ; with the privilege of reducing the charge, by
partial payments, at will or at his convenience.

Floating and all other capital, of a nature not to

afford security for the principal, would pay the sum
assessed, by instalments, extending over a short term
of years ; and here there could be no reduction of the

power of the proprietor in carrying on his business,

since the co-incident repeal of duties or taxes, would
render the reduced capital as effectual in that respect

as the present larger capital, although his profits

indeed might be somewhat less, from a less amount of

return. Excepting the valuation of property, there

could be few impediments or difficulties in the details,

and as regards fixed property, there would be no fur-

ther or after enquiry.

The question of a tax on income, may be considered

in two points of view :

As a per centage on a sum, varying from year to

year, and requiring an annual return of income.

Or, as a per centage on income realized or reduced
into capital ; the amount for assessment, being ascer-

tainable, at fixed periods : three, ^ve, seven or ten

years, as might be ; and always at death.

The latter of these suggestions, is unquestionably
to be preferred on several grounds :

—

1. In avoiding the objectionable annual enquiries,

as to income.

2. In consequently, avoiding the temptations to

a departure from integrity, in making the

returns.
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3. In reconciling tlie community to the applica-

tion of a GREAT PRINCIPLE ; the provision

for the need and necessities of the country,

not according to the expenditure of the in-

dividual, which may be forced or excessive,

but by the standard and measure of his

ability ; his stake or possessions in the
country.

In principle, there can be no well grounded objec-

tion to an annual per centage on income, equivalent

to the charge upon property ; for the object of the

impost is to lighten taxation, to render income more
effectual to the purposes of life, to remove impedi-

ments to the acquisition of wealth, and the cost

should be borne as equally as may be, by property

and income. The motives for preferring the assess-

ment of property, when realized, rather than of annual
income, are, the expedience of avoiding an annual in-

quisition into private and personal affairs ; the real

difficulty of ascertaining profits, annually, and the

consequent temptation to the adoption of the favour-

able vibration of the balance, and sometimes more

;

the greater machinery required in the collection of

the tax, and the relief to capital in the process of

creating wealth.

The ANNUAL assessment is most in accord with the

ordinary views and sentiments, prevailiag on this

point ; but the assessment of property, when realized,

would most conduce to an acquiescence in the prin-

ciple of the tax, in its permanent application, and
would probably, in the end, be as advantageous, gene-

rally considered, as the annual levy of the tax ; for,

from the adoption and under the influence of such a

system, it must follow that stipends and salaries,

public and private, and compensations for aU service,

would be modified and adjusted upon a reduced scale,

bearing some fair and reasonable proportion to the

more effective value of money, consequent upon the
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easier means of living, to ensue from the charge to be

borne by property.

The beneficial effects of this measure, would in-

deed, be very great.

Five per cent, on all property, v^ould be equal to,

at least, two hundred and fifty millions, or nearly

one third of the capital of the public debt ; and v^ould

put in course of early liquidation, that large propor-

tion of the entire debt ; for either the principal of the

assessment would be paid and apphed to the redemp-
tion of the debt, or the annual interest on the sum
assessed, would be received at the Exchequer, to be
paid over to the public creditor. The guarantee of

the state would remain, but the individual debtor

would provide the funds :—the action of the country
would no more be impeded by the continuance of the

whole or any part of that one third of the debt, than
if it had been fully redeemed.

The consequent reduction of taxation would be
considerable : the weight pressing upon the energies

of the nation, would be further materially reduced

;

the proportion of the debt to property, without await-

ing the accumulation of wealth or the expiration of

annuities, would at once be reduced from nineteen, to

about thirteen per cent., and the wealth to bear the
remaining burthen would accumulate much more
rapidly than would be possible, withoiit such relief.

Can then, the proprietary of this United King-
dom, in their various positions and classes, hesitate to

accept the call upon them to acquiesce cheerfully in

the impost proposed 1 In the year 1819, the property
of the country was, in truth and in fact, though not
in form, mortgaged to the extent of thirty three per
cent, of its value, exclusive of the operation of the
sinking fund. The mighty forces at work, have
reduced the mortgage to nineteen per cent. ;—

a

measure is now suggested which would effect a far-

ther reduction of six per cent, nearly, at the cost of
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FIVE per cent, only ; showing an immediate advan-
tage, sufficient, in the most contracted or sordid point

of view, to bind the judgment ; but when contem-
plated, in its range of consequences, leaving no room
for doubt or hesitation, but, in a manner, compel-
ling ASSENT ;—for the liquidation of one third of the

public debt, by the means thus recommended, would
so lighten the burthen of the remaining debt, and so

clear the way to its eventual liquidation, as to leave

the country free, in a great measure, not only to the

further development of its great and inexhaustible

resources, but with the ability, in the proprietary

classes, more effectually to discharge a duty of para-

mount obligation, the moral nurture of the depend-
ent multitude, without which, there can neither be
SECURITY without, nor peace within.

P. & \).—Jnly 31, 1852.

TAXATION.

It may not be uninteresting to observe that the seve-

ral papers on finance and taxation which have appeared
in this work, are the offshoots of a pamphlet'" which
attracted so much notice in 1819 and 1820, as to have
passed into a seventh edition. It is believed, that

the proposal which it contained for the liquidation of

the public debt, was the subject of deliberation with the

Cabinet of Lord Liverpool, and although not then

adopted, the financial principles and measures which
the author advocated, have by degrees become, in

effect, the policy ofthe country; more especially under
the influence and authority of Mr. Huskisson, and
subsequently, of Sir Eobert Peel. The same princi-

ples appear to mark or indicate, the course now to be

pursued in the government of the country.

* Page 121.
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The introductory words of that publication are :

—

Whatever may be the difference of opinion, as to the causes and mo-
tives of the late war, it is evident that the British nation retires from

the contest, with the advantage of great increase in all the means of

political power.

In agricultural and cultivated surface, the increase is very consider-

able ; in the British American Colonies, in the Antilles, in Asia, in

the south of Africa and in the British Isles, the augmentation of terri-

tory, of population and of production, constitute great accessions of

power.

In manufactures, generally, the ability of the United Kingdom to

maintain successful competition throughout the world, is demon-
strated ; the British warehouse is the resort of all nations for clothing,

in most of the varieties required by the convenience and taste of each

;

—the increase of demand on British Industry, exerted in the useful

arts, is indisputable.

And so happy is the distribution of these several interests, so fortu-

nate the relation of the several parts to each other, so hannonious the

whole, as to produce, necessarily, a mighty arm for protection and de-

fence, in the marine, by which the intercourse for the exchange of the

natural and artificial productions of each is conducted.

The effect of this harmonious and powerful combination has been

experienced, in the invincible fleets and armies of Great Britain, in the

unexampled expenditure by which those fleets and armies have been

maintained.

How then, does it happen, that the increase of public happiness, is

not only, not co-extensive with the increase of power in the body poli-

tic, but, is to be contemplated, as declining in the inverse ratio of that

increase ? That power in the whole, is suffering and sorrow in the

individual ?

The causes of the anomaly may be reduced to three general heads,

namely,

The system of the public debt.

A population, exceeding the actual demand for labour.

Education, as respects all classes of the community

;

and the argument, leaving the question of population

and education, turns upon the importance of relief

from taxes, principally duties of customs and excise,

by a charge on property.

This proposal was most ably introduced to the no-

tice of the House of Commons, by the late General

Palmer, on the third reading of the Reform Bill, the

20th March, 1832, in which the speaker replied to Sir

Robert Peel, who opposed that bill. The inferences

drawn by General Palmer from the premises have
D
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been so fully justified by the effects ofmeasures carried

into effect, a few years afterwards by Sir Robert Peel
himself, as to give peculiar interest to the conclusion of

the Generars address, which was as follows :

—

He had yet to answer to the right honourable baronet, and would

now state, in as few words as the subject would admit, the grounds of

his conviction, that the present glorious measure,* for which the peo-

ple were so deeply indebted to the Crown and JVIinisters, would enable

them to relieve the labour of the country from taxation, without danger

or injury to property or the constitution.

It was a melancholy truth, in the history of the nation, that, in pro-

portion to the increase of its wealth, so had been the decrease of the

welfare of the labouring classes, and the reason had been shortly this.

When first the Government was established, the whole expense of it

was defrayed by property ; whilst labour, being free, lived by its own
exertion : but, as property increased in wealth, power came with it, and

as power creates abuse, so property began with shifting, by degrees,

the burden of its own protection upon labour's back. Thus taxation

commenced and continued to increase, from time to time, as labour

was found able to bear it ; and thus the hand of industry was turned

against itself, by increasing the power that oppressed it. But, to pass

over the intermediate histoiy of the increase of taxation, and to come

at once to the cause of the present state of the countiy. It had been

the funding system—the foundation of all its wealth and misery—but

which, from having been the source of its distress, had become the

means to remove it. Eor, what but the funding system, in mortgaging

labour instead of capital, to pay the interest of the public debt, had

acted like the steam engine, in midtiplying the powers of both to such

a degi'ee, that, to repeat the emphatic close of the right honourable

baronet's late speech, ^^ had ynade and preserved this the proudest nation

in the annals oj the world 2''^ but which assertion, he must beg to say,

contained more fallacy than truth. For, however tme it might be, that

the combined powers of the capital and labour of England, exceeded

all the world besides, it was no less true that the powers of both, for

want of due combination, had long since ceased to produce beneficial

results ; and the real condition of the country, both at home and abroad,

was the reverse of that which the right honourable baronet had de-

scribed. But this had been the necessary consequence of the same

funding system, which, in mortgaging the labour of the people, who
had all along been paying the interest of the increasing debt, whUst

capital was left to accumulate, had thus enabled the right honourable

baronet to draw the flattering picture on one side, where property, in

climbing all the while the ladder of its wealth, had now arrived at the

top, and might boast of the high ground it stood on ; but what was

the picture on the other side ? During the progress of this cruel sys-

tem, which, after so many years, had brought the nation to its two

* The Reform Bill.
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extremes of poverty and wealth ; whole generations of hard-worked,

ill-fed, short-lived, and even half-grown labour, had been swept away ;

and such was its present state, that ministers were now sending it from

the countiy, to prevent its starving in it. And this was the labour of

England, to which property owed all its wealth, and which, having

once given her that proud weight in the scale of nations, as stated by

the right honourable baronet, might not only do the same again, but

render her far happier and more truly great in peace, than she had ever

been in war. For all that was wanting to restore her power, was
simply for property to untie labour's hands, and thus enable it to work
again ; but not, as before, to the sole advantage of its employer, at the

expense of its health and strength, its moral character and welfare, and

all the comforts and enjoyments of life to which honest industry was

entitled ; but for their mutual benefit, by obtaining for property the

fair profit on its capital, and for itself the just remuneration for its toil.

And now to say how this was to be done. Let property begin

with taking the burden of the public debt, by which it would re-

lieve both labour and itself. But first he must state the value of

the whole property of the country, which, according to the esti-

mate in Dr Colquhoun's work, published in 1812, then amounted to

j82, 647,000,000, to which ought to be added, the great increase of pro-

perty during the last twenty years ; but he would leave this out, that

he might adopt the estimate of Mr. Richard Heathfield, in his

plan for the liquidation of the public debt, first published in 1819, and
which he begged to state very shortly to the House, in justice to the

author, and in defence of the opinion of so humble an individual as

himself. In this plan the value of the property of the kingdom was
stated to be about ^62,700,000,000 ; to which was to be added the

£800,000,000 of public debt, making in the whole, je3,500,000,000.

Upon this sum it was proposed to levy an assessment of 20 percent.,*

amounting to the sum of 700,000,000; with which to liquidate the

debt to that amount, and thus at once relieve labour from thirty mil-

lions of taxation. Of this £700,000,000 of the debt, £160,000,000,
being the amount of the assessment of the fundholders, would be at

once cancelled ; the landholders and other proprietors requring time,

being taxed with the interest due on their assessments until the whole

be paid oif. He would not trouble the House with the details of this

plan, which would speak for itself to all who would take the trouble to

read it ; but to show, at once, that property, in thus relieving labour,

would increase its own income (meaning, by property, the great body of

proprietors throughout the country, great and small, and of all descrip-

tions, who, by spending their whole income in it, most wanted and de-

served relief)—the case proved itself ; insomuch that the absentees,

and still more the accumulators of income at home, who escaped from
present taxation to a very large amount, would, in supporting equally

the burden of the debt, relieve the general body from taxation in the

degree which they (the absentees and accumulators) would then have

* The proposal was 15, not 20 per cent.

D 2
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to bear it. Thus, all but the absentees and accumulators, would be

relieved ; but above all, the landholders, and especially the unhappy

mortgagor, who was now bui'dened with the whole taxation on the

estate of which he had mortgaged the income ; whereas the transfer of

the debt would shift his proportion of the thirty millions of the burden

to the back of his mortgagee, who, injustice, ought to bear the taxation

on the property, in proportion to his capital invested in it.

If then, property, iu thus far relieving labour from taxation, would

benefit itself, could there be a question that in bearing the whole expen-

diture of the government it would derive increased advantage from it ?

For, in fact, the depression of labour which had commenced with the

peace, and had ever since been increasing, had already burdened pro-

perty, in effect, to the full amount of taxation, and with aggravated

weight. During the war (as he had stated in his former speech) the

enormous loans raised for its support being expended in the country,

were the sources of its increased wealth, by increasing trade and com-

merce, and which, in giving fuU employment and high wages to labour,

enabled it to bear the taxes to pay the interest of the debt ; and so long

as high rents, high prices, and high wages could be maintained on the

ascending scale, all went smoothly on ; but the return of peace, in re-

ducing rents, prices and the wages of labour, without reducing taxation,

and followed by that ruinous measure to every landed proprietor who
had neither funded property nor other income to assist him, namely, the

return to cash payments, was the short history of that general distress,

which nothing but the removal of the cause could remedy.

But the whole question of the present system of taxation, and its

cruel eifects on capital and labour, in having rendered both unable to

benefit each other and the country, were fully explained in Mr. Heath-
field's publications on the subject, wherein he had sho^vn that in

raising the revenue, by taxes on consumption, instead of a tax on pro-

perty, the necessary effect of high duties, in multiplying prices by the

action and re-action of price on price,* so increased the amount, that

the annual tax of JBl, on any article of consumption, required at least

£6, in the general prices, to distribute the burden of the £1, paid to the

TreasvuT ; and consequently, that the sum of forty millions now paid

annually in duties of excise and customs, to effect a distribution of the

burthen over the mass of consumers, required an increase in the sum
of the prices of all the articles sold in the United Kingdom, during the

year, to the amount of two hundred and forty millions, more than the

consumers ought so pay, if the said forty millions of duties were not

imposed. Such being the effect of the present system of taxatitn, he

would no longer detain the House than to state his humble but firm

conviction, that the adoption of Mr. Heath field's plan would, in

again combining, for their mutual benefit, the gigantic powers of the

capital and labour- of England, at once raise her out of all her diffi-

culties ; and not only restore and increase her trade and commerce to a

boundless extent, by giving her the command of all markets in the

* Observations on Trade, p. 19.
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cheapness of her produce, but iu compelling France and other govern-

ments, in their own defence, to adopt the same just principles, and
thereby relieving the distress of the people, and setting labour free,

carry into effect the principles of free trade, establish a general and
lasting peace, and thus verify the words of the right honourable baro-

net, in making and preserving this " the proudest (greatest) nation in

the annals of the world.'''

The policy thus recommended, and to which Sir

Robert Peel sacrificed the highest position of a sub-

ject, has already reaHzed to a great extent the views

so well supported by General Palmer, and no more is

now required than a strong will and measured, but
quick steps, in the same course of action, to complete

fiscal reform, and afford to the country all the advan-

tages of good government, in this great, interesting,

and important department of service.

P. & V^.—August 7, 1852.

The position supported, in the House of Commons,
in the year 1832, by the late General Palmer, that

duties of customs and excise, to be equalized through-

out the trade and dealings of the community, must
be multiplied six-fold, was either substantially true,

or an extravagance. That the proposition, having
regard to the time when it was advocated, was founded
in truth, although not admitting of strict demonstra-
tion, and was not an extravagance, is now to be
shown.

The chief cause depriving agricultural produce of

a character more beneficial to the landlord and tenant

is, ^he operation of indirect taxes, ^ which cannot be
estimated by their mere numerical amount, nor, by
the amount combined with the advance which is ne-

cessarily made by the merchant and dealer, upon the

duties paid by them.

Taking the duties of customs and excise in the

year 1832, at 40 millions per annum, and the addi-
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tions incident to the dealings of tlie merchant, manu-
facturer and dealer, to the primary duties, at 10

millions more, the amount to be paid by the next

purchasers, is 50 millions.

This aggregate, although it shows that the con-

sumer ought to have paid 50 millions in respect of

the fiscal impost of 40 millions, exhibits only a small

part of the amoiuit required to be incorporated in

prices, to effect the general and equal distribution of

the 50 millions.

The struggles, in the attempt to effect this distri-

bution, led to the intestinal conflicts of the several

orders of society, between the peace of 1815 and the

year 1842 : witness the years 1819, 1830 and 1842.

In the first of these periods, every interest throughout

the country was in a depressed and almost despairing

state ; land, labour, manufactures, especially as to the

manufacturing population; shipping, and above all,

banking, under the appalling effects of an uncontrolled

issue of country bank paper, and of inconvertible

notes by the Bank of England, betrayed a morbid
condition, threatening the worst consequences; and
the agrarian disturbances in 1830, and the more
general outbreak in 1842, exhibited a state of distiu*-

bance and convulsion, attributable solely to an invol-

ved and ill-judged system of taxation.

Such and repeatedly, has been the condition of this

Kingdom, in the face of a fuU demand for the pro-

ducts of home cultivation; and notwithstanding its

vast resourses. This anomaly has proceeded, not

from the amount of revenue required, but from the

manner of its levy.

Fifty millions of taxes, supposing the annual' ex-

penditure to be 500 millions, if raised by direct tax-

ation, would be but ten per cent, on the expenditure,

and if so raised under a fair adjustment, could not
have produced such consequences, consequences to

be accounted for only, by a searching investigation
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of the intricate, subtle and aggravated action of in-

direct taxation.

Nothing occasions more restlessness, in the body
politic, than indirect taxation. Each endeavours to

shift the burthen from himself to his neighbour. In
this warfare, the more opulent merchant, dealer and
manufacturer, have been successful, for they have not
only cast off the burthen, but have gained largely, by
trading in the duties imposed, and in some branches
have enjoyed monopoly profits, ensuing from the
magnitude of those very duties.

The merchant, dealer and manufacturer, can, and in

truth do, more than protect themselves against the
duties on merchandize and manufactures, for they
charge the same rate of profit upon the duty as upon
the natural price of the article dealt in. Nay fur-

ther, the vast amount of duties paid upon malt and
spirits, create a virtual monopoly in favor of the large

capitals employed in their payment.
The late Sir Francis Blake, a member of the

House of Commons, in the year 1796, presented a
petition to the House, praying for the imposition of a
property tax, and entering into many details, well

deserving attention, assigns as one of the grounds of

his petition'"—
That from sources of information, the best within his reach, it

has appeared, to the complete satisfaction of your petitioner, that trade

is not an object which, by any possible human contrivance, can be
made amenable to the payment of any tax that can affect the parties

concerned in its management, inasmuch as the parties so concerned,

can always contrive to relieve themselves by shifting the weight, which,
in that case, must ultimately and principally fall upon the proprietors

of land, who have no such means of shifting the weight.

This is undeniably true, but does not convey the
whole truth, inasmuch as the fact is not noticed, that
great gains and large fortunes accrue to commercial
men from high duties ; whilst salaries and stipendiary

incomes, are more or less regulated by the cost of

* Annual Register.
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living ; leaving the aggravated public burthens to

bear upon the Kind-holder, the land-owner, the tenant-

farmer and the working classes ; more especially, and,

in the highest degree, the farm labourer. The land-

lord and the tenant farmer have, until of late, found

a questionable relief in the provision laws ; but until

their repeal, where was the relief of the agricultural

labourer, whose tea, malt, tobacco and other supplies,

are yet taxed at rates, varying from sixty to eight

hundred fold, and whose bread besides has, until

recently, been doubled or nearly doubled, in price'?

The repeal of the provision laws has materially al-

tered the relative position of the landlord and tenant,

on one hand, and the farm labourer, on the other ; the

first, can no longer recover, in the price of provisions,

in the same degree, the taxes entering directly or in-

directly into the costs of production, whilst the la-

bourer, although still excessively taxed, no longer

repays in the forced prices of food, the taxes bearing

upon the land

The case then, with regard to indirect taxation,

stands thus;—
The commercial classes cannot be considered as

payers, but rather as receivers ; for they trade in the

taxes, as much as in other elements of the cost of the

articles which become the subject of their traffic.

Public officers and servants and stipendiaries, are

ordinarily compensated in their salaries and allow-

ances, for an increase in their expenditure occasioned

by high taxation.

The fund-holder, bears more than a due proportion

of these taxes, if he expend his income in this courtry.

In the proportion in which he do not so expend his

income or expend it abroad, he is free from the action

of indirect taxes.

The land-owner and in a minor degi'ee, the tenant-

farmer, pay an unfair, because much more than an
equal proportion, and unaided by a provision or corn

law, the landlord cannot recover in any due degree,

\
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the augmented costs of production, and should the

tenant-farmer find some relief in less rent, it must be

at the expense of the landlord.

The farm labourer still bears a most unequal share

of the burthen, and suffers in the drawback from his

weekly wages, by the highly augmented price of all

articles subject to customs or excise, consumed by him
and his family. Most of the other working classes

are more or less compensated by the rates of wages.

To relieve the land-owner, and so far as they may be
the sufferers, the tenant and the farm labourer, from
this unequal pressure, no more is needed than to en-

large the opportunities of enterprize and commercial

development, by the repeal or reduction of the indi-

rect taxes, the action of which is the very evil to be
remedied. This and similar observations are ordina-

rily met, by the common-place " What is to be the

substituteV Have they, who put this question, for-

gotten, that the repeal of seven millions of taxes, by
Sir Robert Peel, was followed by the influx of an
equal sum into the Treasury, ensuing entirely from
an increase of consumption at home and of exporta-

tion to other countries'? Or, that, in the course of the

next seven years, the Exchequer will be relieved to

the amount of from three to four millions, by the

falling in of Annuities, and that any further grant of

Life Annuities from this time forth, would continue

to involve a voluntary chsirge upon the Treasury 1 Or,

is it denied, that a reduction of the duties on tea,

tobacco and foreign spirits, would be followed by a

proportional increase of consumption of these and
other articles'? Or, that the repeal of the duties on
malt, paper and soap, would result in a vast increase

of consumption at home, and an increase of external

traded So far, no substitute is needed; and then,

there is the immediate appeal to a moderate property,

or property and income tax, to be more generally and
therefore, more equitably, levied; and the extension

of the existing house-tax to all dwelHng-houses

;
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which, together, would yield much additional re-

venue.

It has been the great misfortune of this country,

that those who have the largest possessions, and who,
from their position, should have the most influence,

have not discerned the real bearing and operation of

indirect taxation, and, through the want of that per-

ception, have fostered and promoted public measures
the most injurious to themselves ; whilst the mercan-
tile classes have derived large benefits from those

sources which have been thus prejudicial to the landed

proprietary and those holding and living under them,

—the tenant-farmer and labourer.

To revert, more immediately, to the proposition

that in the state of afiairs, twenty years since, an indi-

rect tax must have been repeated six times, to equalize

or duly diffuse itself throughout the community.
So various and subtle are the forms and modes in

which indirect taxes operate, that it is not possible

to follow or detect their progress with any accuracy,

through their many channels and windings, but it

will be clear upon an attentive consideration of the

subject, that if a tax be imposed upon article No. 1,

and No. 1, pass into the composition of No. 2, the

amount of the tax ought to re-appear, be repeated, in

No. 2, and that if No. 2 pass into No. 3, the tax should

re-appear, or be repeated again ; thus one poimd paid

upon No. 1, should be three pounds in the aggregate of

the rates of the three articles, and so on, in the

indefinable processes and action of manufacture,

production and trade. It is upon this ground that

the landed proprietary, even with low and inade-

quate wages to the labourer, have required for pro-

duce a forced price of vast amount, in the aggregate

of sales. The argument has been and the facts

support it, that the costs of production are highly

augmented by the taxes ; which must mean, chiefly,

the indirect taxes. In no other way can the claim

be maintained ; but so put, so explained, so argued,
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it demands the utmost attention. The indirect taxes

do most materially affect the costs of production, and
with open and free ports for provisions, the artificial

prices required to cover these extra costs, cannot be ob-

tained, and thus, at least one ofthe repetitions of excise

and customs duties, in the price of home produce, has

ceased. The extensive reduction of those duties, since

the year 1832, has, at the same time, much diminished

the action of price upon price, by lowering costs.

The interworking of artificial costs, leavens and
permeates with taxation, the entire course and action

of British trade, manufacture and production. The
trader and manufacturer, can recover in price, all that

they pay and more ; the land-owner without provision

laws, cannot; neither can the agricultural labourer,

under any circumstances, unless such a demand for

his labour be supposed, as would enable him to obtain

higher wages, and which, if obtained, would be a

further charge upon the land.

If then it be sufficiently clear, that indirect taxes

greatly augment the costs of cultivation, and, under
the cessation of a forced action upon prices, most
materially innovate upon and lower the condition of

the landlord, it becomes evident, that this great social

evil can only be corrected by the extrication of the

land from the artificial and false system of national

finance, which is so strangely allowed to deprive the
proprietors of the high natural advantages of their

position, as lords of the soil, in the most prosperous

community on the face of the globe. Under a re-

vised and judicious system of taxation, the great

industry, the enterprize, the copious invention, the

vast and varied possessions of the country, would
be so many increasing tributaries to the wealth and
power of the Land-Owner : who, having been thus
true to himself and just to his neighbour, would
shortly participate, in the highest degree, in the
NATIONAL PROSPERITY.

P. & D.—August 28, 1852.
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Without a clear perception of the manner in which
indirect taxes bear upon the social economy, the legis-

lator can have no better knowledge, in this respect, of

the body politic, than the medical practitioner without

anatomical attainments, of the body natural ; and
yet it is lamentably true, that indirect taxation has

been known only in its effects, and not, in its modes

of action, which escape observation, unless earnestly

and perseveringly directed to the subject. Sir Robert
Peel well and truly said that, to be understood, the

reflection of from five to six hours per day, must
be given to the question of taxation.

But when yielding to continued and sustained

attention, and so laid open to general apprehension,

that " he that runs may read," the most ordinary

regard to self-interest, without looking higher, cannot

fail to lead to an acknowledgment of the important

truths, an explanation of which has been attempted

in these pages, and which will now be further de-

veloped.

When the costs of living are materially raised by
fiscal imposts, a rise in wages in some corresponding

degree, should follow ; and if the costs of the products

of the soil, be much enhanced by the same cause, the

price of the produce at market should bear some
proportion to the increase of cost, and so as to pro-

duction generally.

The truth of these propositions, will, in the abstract,

not be disputed ; but experience shews that, in prac-

tice, the desired results cannot be attained, and the

consequent discrepancies and inequahties of bearing,

lead to complaint, disturbance, confusion and loss,

afi'ecting, in the highest degree, the agricultural body,

from the land-owner to the most humble class of la-

bourers, and most especially, the latter.

To show the operation of indirect taxes, some in-

stances will be given, beginning with malt.

1
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The duty on malt, although somewhat more, will be

taken at 5 millions per annum ; which, without allowing

for any advance, on the duty, being charged by the malt-

ster, must be added to the cost of the malt, and is to

be paid by the brewer and distiller say, 5 millions.

This sum having entered into the cost of the products

of the malt (the beer or spirits), with a large advance for

the use of the money, risk and profit, is represented in the

sales to the retailer, at an amount which will be taken at 6 „
The retailer then repeats the charge with a further ad-

vance to the consumer, and which is taken at .... 8

Total . . .19 millions.

Thus the circulation, is loaded with 1 9 millions, in

consequence of the first charge of 5 millions on malt.

Then as to Tea. The duty on tea also amounts to 5

millions per annum, which being paid by the first dealer,

becomes a charge to the next buyer, of not less than .

Much of the tea carried into consumption passes through

several hands ; the average may be taken at three.

The second dealer must repeat the charge, with the

advance required by him, and the amount, in this stage,

may be stated at 6i

The third dealer again repeats the charge, with his

advance, and in this stage the amount will, at a low esti-

mate, be taken at 8

Total ... 20 millions.

Thus, the original payment of 5 millions for duty on
tea, loads the circulation, to the amount of 20 millions.

The same or a similar result follows, as to tobacco,

with even higher aggravation. The duty of 4 mil-

lions will be found to amount, in the outlay and
returns, through the entire chain of dealing, to another

20 millions; constituting in the aggregate, as affecting

the circulation, about sixty millions, in respect of

these three articles of consumption, malt, tea and
tobacco.

If traced through all products and imports, subject

to duties of custom and excise, the result would prove
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that the circulation is or ought to be loaded to the

extent of one hundred and thirty millions, in

respect of 32 millions of nett revenue of customs and

excise ; and that the amount falling upon the last

buyers, the consumers, ought to be fifty millions

per annum or more. Supposing the agricultural

body, the landlord and those under him, to bear one

half, here is a dead weight upon cultivation, of twen-
ty-five MILLIONS per annum.

Before the remission of the taxes which have been

reduced or actually repealed, during the last ten years,

and the repeal of the provision import laws, the circu-

lation was charged with at least one hundred mil-

lions more than at present, and hence the general

surprise at the great extent of the beneficial conse-

quences experienced from the recent changes in our

fiscal and commercial policy ; the benefits of which
have, in part, been enjoyed directly by the consuming
classes, in the reduction of prices, and, in part, by
freeing the circulation, considered as such, from this

heavy incumbrance. Had the action and effects of

indirect taxation been better understood, the antici-

pation would have been more commensurate with the

event.

There is also to be considered, the influence of

these checks upon consumption, which are in truth,

checks upon labour, checks upon employment, and
further, the concomitant impulses to frauds upon the
revenue, and the too general disregard to probity in

the daily transactions of life. See the " Lancet
;"—

also, " Ethics of Commerce," ^.16.
It is not however, contended, that the system of

indirect taxation should at once, be entirely aban-
doned ; although that course might be the most
desirable. The state of the nation may possibly,

at a future day, admit of such an entire change, but
cannot yet admit of more than a long step in that

direction. Much might be effected, without any
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substitutory tax ; in particular, by the reduction of

the customs' duties on tea, tobacco and foreign

spirits, to a standard admitting of the discontinuance

of the coast-guard. And the entire repeal of the ex-

cise duties on malt, paper and soap would, in some
degree, be compensated by the cessation of the heavy
charges of collection and, far more, by a vast increase of

manufacturing, commercial and agricultural activity.

The great development of the resources of the

country which must ensue from these partial changes,

having been accomplished, the rest might be left to

the great teachers, Time and Experience.

P. & T^.—Odober 2, 1852.

BUDGET, 1852—ME. D'ISRAELI.

The elaborate and very able financial statement of

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, is calculated to af-

ford general satisfaction. It has evidently been
prepared under the inspirations of truth and justice,

leading on to the full development and consummation
of the principles laid down and partially applied by
Sir Robert Peel, whose declared purpose was to

extend their application as the course of circumstan-

ces and the state of public opinion might admit. Less

than a thorough and complete change could not meet
the fair and just claims, or reconcile the vast and
varied interests of this great community, without ex-

ample in their range and intensity. Bold as were the

measures of Sir Robert Peel's last Administration,

they were still necessarily imperfect in their opera-

tion, being parts only of a more comprehensive plan
;

nor could the social sympathy or harmony required

be produced, without further measures of the same
powerful grasp. The introduction and advancement
of such measures became the great and high and
paramount duty, of the succeeding Administration

;
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the opportunity was trifled with, and the government
broke up.

A broader view might indeed, now, have been taken
of the property and income tax which, duly considered,

is a Commutation Tax, and might therefore be levied

at a uniform rate, whether as to property or income,

from whatever source derived. Each is relieved in

his expenditure, by the removal of indirect taxation,

the relief being procured by means of the substituted

tax ; consequently all should be rated alike to that

tax, so far as the collection could be effected ; and
more immediate encouragement might have been given

to an acquiescence in the tax, by a greater, present

alteration of the burthen of indirect taxation ;—no
doubt to follow ; but the " bane and antidote" might,

advantageously, have been brought more into juxta-

position.

And here it may, not inappropriately, be observed,

that the recent conflict of opinion, throughout the

country, has arisen from two leading causes ;

—

Firstly. The natural attachment of the land-owner,

somewhat bhnd indeed, as attachments sometimes are,

to high prices for the productions of the soil, to cover

high costs ;—whereas a common eflbrt should have
been made to lower the costs of production, to a cor-

responding standard of prices.

Secondly. The successful eflbrts made to depress

prices of native produce, without the previous, simul-

taneous or early reduction, in a greater degree, of the

costs of production.

It might be deemed unnecessary to insist upon the

injustice of these last mentioned proceedings, but for

the strenuous attempts on the recent motion of Mr.
ViLLiERS, to characterise them as just; whereas
had the purpose been entertained, of lowering and
degrading the upper orders of society, measures, ap-

parently more calculated to give eflect to such a
design, so far as regards the corn agitation, could not

have been devised, and through the want of more
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general measures and more rapid progress in financial

and commercial reform, the landed proprietor has,

in reality, been subjected to great injustice.

The fault (delay) is not attributable to Sir Robert
Peel, who desired to sustain the social fabric, as con

stituted in this country, of King, Lords and Com-
mons, by the only safe and practical means, the adjust-

ment of costs to a lower standard of prices. In this

adventurous, but judicious course, he was arrested in

mid-career, to the manifest injury of the great interest

which he espoused, the interests of all.

Passing from this unwelcome theme, and joining

earnestly in the exhortation of the Earl of Derby and
his colleagues, to look forward, the country may be
congratulated on the general concurrence of opinion in

favour of measures tending to relieve production from
artificial or unnecessary costs ;—to remove impedi-

ments to industry and checks to enterprise. The
immediate proposals of the Chancellor of the Exche-
quer, in reference to these objects, are in themselves

of much importance, but the principles avowed by
Mr. DTsRAELi and his foreshadowings of the future,

are far more interesting and important. Fiscal and
commercial measures affecting the body politic, as

they must, in every nerve and artery, can only be
carried on by steps. When however essential, as now,
to satisfy the claims of reason and justice, they should

be as prompt as possible. The proneness of this

nation to expand into action, upon the springs of in-

dustry being relieved, as experienced in an unexpected
degree, during the last ten years, affords sufficient

assurance of compensatory results from the course of

policy indicated by the minister, and the quick step

is demanded ; a quick pace only, is required, to com-
plete the great work, and set the example of a nation
3delding, in the affairs of state, to the whisperings of

the moral sense and the voice of an enlarged prudence,

akin to generosity, and in its action essentially just.

Under these circumstances and the influence of these
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views, it is not unreasonable to hope and expect, that

at the close of the financial year, in April next, the

Chancellor of Exchequer will open a second budget,

liberating those great branches of manufacture, paper

and soap, from the supervision of the Excise, and
that the colossal duty on tobacco, will then be put
in course of reduction to a point below the standard

of gain to the contraband trader. The repeal of the

remaining half of the malt duty will no doubt follow,

in due time, and although it may be expedient, in

consideration of Ireland being only in course of

recovery from her reduced and exhausted state, to

exercise some forbearance as to the levy of the income

tax upon the lands of that division of the kingdom,
the time may be looked for, when with her rising

prosperity, the exception must cease, affording the

means of additional general relief, by the further

repeal of indirect taxes.

Irrespectively of other considerations, the treasury

will shortly be relieved from heavy claims, by the

falling in of annuities, clearly justifying confidence

in the removal of the public burthens, even at the

hazard of some anticipation of the coming relief.

In taking leave of this subject, an interesting state

of facts will be submitted.

It appears that in the year 1818, the circulation of

notes of the Bank of England, country notes, England
and Wales, and Scotch notes, was 51 millions, popu-
lation 14 millions. In the year 1847, notes of these

three classes amounted to 28 milHons, population 20
millions ; whilst throughout the first period, the mo-
netary action of the country was disturbed, confused,

convulsed, and the commercial, manufacturing and
agricultural interests, were alike deranged, threaten-

ing the most momentous consequences ; and at this

time, with no material variation from the amount of

the circulation in 1847, there is a full currency,

approaching to redundance, nearly the whole of the

notes now under issue being based on deposits of coin

or bullion.
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This transition is well worthy of reflection, and
may be attributed to the following causes :

—

1. The great reduction of indirect taxation, which
relieves the circulation in the proportion of, at least,

four millions for every million of taxes repealed, and
the repeal of the corn laws.

2. The quick returns of capital incident to steam
as a motive power, by land and by water.

3. The discouragement of commercial speculation,

consequent on quick and free communication of infor-

mation throughout the globe.

4. The abundance of the precious metals.

Each, tends directly and powerfully to reduce the

circulation of notes on demand, the notes of the Bank
of England and the country notes, which become
little more than the representation of coin or bullion.

This great and remarkable change in our currency

and circulation, attributable in the highest degree to

the reduction of indirect taxation and the repeal of

the corn laws, is now brought under notice, because

it is calculated to encourage confidence in, and to

quicken the progress of, any measures having for

their object the repeal of indirect taxes, or their

reduction, as has been well expressed by the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, to moderate rates.

P. & Ti.—December 11, 1852.

SHIPWRECKS.

Few subjects can be brought under attention more
calculated to strike the chords of sympathy than cala-

mities at sea.

And yet, with many powerful motives rooted in

commercial calculation, to alter trade from habits of

the greatest possible exposure to the peril of life

and property, to the very opposite conditions, year
after year witnessses the most harrowing events, be-

E 2
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reaving the wife of the husband, the husband of the

wife, the child of the parent, the parent of the child,

attended by an incalculable loss of property. Witness,

the following melancholy tale :

—

The Eecent Hurricane.—Daybreak on Monday morning dis-

closed two large ships in the Bay of Dungeness, between two and three

miles to the westward of the lighthouse. One proved to be an emi-

grant-vessel from Hamburgh, a bark apparently of 500 tons burden,

named the " Louisa Emilia," bound with emigrants to Eio Grande, in

South America. The boisterous character of the night had induced the

coast-guard, stationed at Lydd, to anticipate some sad disaster, and

they made the usual arrangements to render relief to vessels in distress.

The night was one of the most awful description. The helpless ship

was driven on the sands, which stretch out some miles from the shore,

and, out of upwards of 80 souls who were on board, not more than 40
were preserved, and they were only saved by clinging to pieces of the

wreck, and after an immense amount of suffering. They were got

ashore in the most pitiable condition, and lost everything they were pos-

sessed of in the world. As for the ship, a few hours' lashing and beat-

ing of the sea, sufficed to decide her fate. At daylight she had broken

up, and the coast was strewn with portions of her hull and cargo.

—

C TiTMs;' 29 Dec, 1852.)

Other distressing details follow :— .

The Shipwreck at Rye.—{Further Particulars)— During the

violent gale of wind on Monday morning last, the "Jjouisa and
Emilie," of Hamburgh, Captain Carl Barlets, from Hamburgh,
bound to Rio Grande, with a general cargo and 72 emigrants, went on

shore near Dungeness, about 9 o'clock in the morning ; and so violent

was the storm, that in a quarter of an hour she was dashed to pieces.

It was useless to attempt to rescue any of the sufferers by boats, but

by the great and praiseworthy exertions of Chief Officer Brooks and
the men under his charge at the coast guard station, and a young man
of this town, named Clarke Crosskey, 86 were saved. Too much
praise cannot be given to Crosskey for his heroic conduct, he having

saved six lives, in doing which he nearly lost his own. With a rope

attached to his body he repeatedly plunged into the boiling sea, and
either swam or was drawn to the shore with a half-dead sufferer in his

grasp, and in his last attempt he was struck by a wave, and when
drawn on shore was found to be insensible : he soon recovered, and is

now well. On ascertaining the number saved, it was found that 46 had
perished, including the captain, the second mate, and three seamen, the

captain remaining on board to the last moment, when he was struck on
the head with a piece of timber, as he went down. And now followed

one of the most heart-rending scenes that it is possible to imagine. Of
the survivors scarcely a family but is broken up, and many of their

number gone. Here were little children crying for their parents.

I
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parents bewailing their bereaved children, husbands without wives,

wives become widows , two fathers left alone with each an infant, one

six, the other nine months old. One mother, with an infant in each

arm, was thrown on shore by the waves, and they were saved— all

destitute of everything they possessed in the world, save the slight

covering in which they had slept. The poor unfortunates were con-

veyed to the town of Lydd, where Mr. Prescott, of that place, most
kindly opened his house to them, and did all in his power to comfort

them, the gentry and other inhabitants humanely assisting in providing

clothing and other necessaries for them. The ship left Hamburgh on

the 11th instant, and had not been able to get further than Beacliy

Head ; the passengers had been in a sad state of sea sickness the whole

of the time.—" Times,'' 31 Dec.)

The number of lives lost on this occasion (46) mul-
tiplied twenty-fold might give some approximate idea

of the annual loss of life in the navigation of the North
Sea, the eastern parts of the English Channel, the

Irish Sea and St. George's Channel, in respect of the

transit ofgoods and passengers, which indeed might
be effected with more despatch, more certainty, and as

much economy, and with either no loss whatever, or

loss in the lowest degree, so far as immediately regards

the approaches to the port of arrival or departure. The
greater part of the dangers between the ports of Ger-

many, Holland, the Netherlands, and the port of Lon-
don and the Isle of Wight, might be avoided, both for

European imports and exports.

The English ports, harbours and estuaries, on the

margin of the British channel, are probably unrivalled

in the same length of coast, in the whole world. The
head-lands by which they are marked, their facilities

for arrival and departure, their shelter and safety, al-

though varying in circumstance and degree, mark them
as the cradles of maritime power—witness Portsmouth
and Plymouth, as naval stations ; and other channel

ports, are admirably calculated, in themselves, to meet
all the purposes of commerce, although not all equally

enjoying the advantages of position. These ports and
harbours will be briefly traced.

1. Falmouth.—Excellent, but too remote from the

metropolis to admit of the expensive accessories

required by a general and large trade.
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2. Plymouth.—Too much pre-occupied by the navy
and too remote from the metropolis—even if not

so occupied.

3. Dartmouth,—Excellent in itself, but not too easy

of access, and again too far from the metropolis.

4. Weymouth.—Upon the completion of the break-

water, now in course of construction, this bay
will become an asylum harbour of the first de-

scription, and might admit of all the dock and
other accommodation required by an ample trade ;

but here again, the distance from the metropoHs
and the great outlay required, must occasion a

pause, perhaps a long pause, before such an enter-

prise could receive adequate encouragement. If,

however, this port should ever be sufiiciently

equipped for the purposes of trade, a most im-

portant addition would be made to the commer-
cial resources, not only of this country, but of

trade and navigation generally.

5. Portsmouth.—Pre-occupied by the navy.

6. Southampton.—Were the question now to arise

for the first time, where should be the emporium
of the maritime commerce of England and of

Europe 1 the answer unquestionably would be,

Southampton. Could there have been a doubt
on the question, the introduction of the iron rail

and the locomotive engine, decide the point. The
Kiver, no longer will control the course of mari-

time trade ; the Ocean Port, when competitive

with the River Port, must now prevail. South-
ampton combines the resources of each ; the

Itchen, the Hamble, and the Test, are confluent

with the Ocean, at this most beautiful estuary,

affording deep water for shipping, and its banks,

sites for wet and dry docks, to the utmost extent

that can be required, and the railways radiate to

nearly all parts of the Island.

Notices in the pubHc journals of disasters at Sea,

are so frequent, as too commonly to pass, if not with-
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out commiseration for the sufferers, as unavoidable

calamities. As respects home navigation, no conclusion

can be more fraught with error ;—error the more la-

mentable from its leading to the oversight or neglect

of the Providential means accorded, of carrying on an
illimitable commerce, at the European terminus, at a

minimum in lieu of a maximum of risk ; for it is un-

answerably true that Southamhton water, shut in

by the Isle of Wight from wind and wave, is not sur-

passed in its resources for every purpose of the ship-

owner, whilst, as regards the merchant, the charges

are light ; and not only is this port in the centre of

the maritime coast of England, but of maritime

Europe.

Had the Germans who perished off Beachy Head,
in the night of the 27th ultimo, been passed from

Hamburgh to Great Grimsby, where docks have re-

cently been provided, at a cost of nearly a Million
sterling, and thence to the South Coast by the rail-

ways, which have been constructed at a cost of many
MILLIONS, and then embarked for their Southern
destination, the horrors of sea-sickness would have been
most materially mitigated, and the dangers of the

voyage reduced to a comparative low calculation ;

whilst the expense of the transit would not have ex-

ceeded that of the voyage, as undertaken, from Ham-
burg ; and these observations may be considered as

applicable generally, whether to trade or passage,

commencing at a northern continental port or at

London.
Under the authority of H. M. late government,

Southampton has humanely been adopted for the em-
barkation of emigrants, in lieu of Deptford.

In an appeal for the institution of an Asylum for

the orphan daughters of sailors, it is estimated that

the mortality in this class, chiefly from casualties at

sea, average 2000 annually.
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The arrangements still required to complete the

accommodation for the merchant, in regard to the

Southern ports of England, are however, of magni-

tude and importance, but, with adequate capital,

would be easy of execution and highly remunerative.

Few words are required in explanation :

—

There is an extensive site, in the form of a paral-

lelogram, between New Cannon Street and Upper
Thames Street, in the very heart of the City of Lon-

don, precisely in the situation required for, and in all

respects adapted to, the purposes of the deposit, in-

spection, manipulation, sale and distribution of im-

ports and exports.

The same site is equally calculated to become the

heart of the railway system of this Island, and with-

out the slightest counteracting inconvenience. A
railway originated at the second or third floor ofware-

houses on the south of New Cannon Street and pro-

ceeding by a railway bridge over the Thames, and ,

thence on the south-east, to Greenwich Road, and on

the south-west, to Waterloo Road, would connect all

the narrow gauge lines on the south of the river,

whilst a subway on a level with the floor of the cellars

or basement, might be made to connect all the narrow
gauge lines on the north, north-east and north-west,

and the streets of the metropolis would be affected

only by the distribution of goods required for the me-
tropolitan trade or consumption. The station for cabs,

other than the ordinary stations, would be on the

south side of the river, where many descriptions of

merchandize might be housed with advantage, and at

less expense than in the City.

Such simple but comprehensive arrangements,

would infallibly determine a large amount of traffic

to Southampton, wliich would thus become a branch
Port of London, adding to rather than weakening,
the motives of the foreign merchant to commence and
terminate the Atlantic voyage at that Port.

There is no other way apparent, of avoiding Ship-
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wreck and of frequent and even greater distress, by

the foundering of vessels, in these seas, than the at-

traction of trade to the southern or channel ports of

England ; and every encouragement is, therefore, due

to efforts to effect this great change. Our social com-

forts depend much upon the toils and perils of navi-

gation, and to diminish its exposure and hazards to

the utmost of our power, is an obvious duty.

P. & T).—January 8, 1853.

TAXATION.

The oscillations and convulsions of party must not be
allowed to interfere with principles in themselves

immutable. Without entering upon the question of

the greater or less judgment evinced in the recent

budget, it is irresistibly true, that the principles

which, upon its introduction, gave sinew to the able

and remarkable speech of Mr. D'Israeli, must actuate

and govern any effective administration of the present

day, as in their appHcation by Sir Egbert Peel, they
were seminal of the great harvest of national pros-

perity which has ensued.

These observations are introductory of the reprint

of a short essay on the principle and effect of a pro-

perty tax, occasioned by the speech of the late Mr.
Robinson, in the year 1833, advocating a property
tax in commutation for taxes pressing most heavily

on productive industry.
^^^

Mr. Robinson proposed, that taxes to the amount

* Observations occasioned by the motion in the House of Commons,
on the 26th of March, 1833, by Geo. R. Eobinson, Esquire, for a
Select Committee, "To consider and revise our existing taxation, with
a view to the repeal of those burdens which press most heavily on pro-
ductive industry, and the substitution of an equitable property tax in

lieu thereof." Addressed to the Landed Proprietors of the United
Kingdom.
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of £15,700,000 should be repealed or reduced and
that a graduated property tax should be substi-

tuted : the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Lord
Althorp, and the Vice-President of the Board of

Trade, Mr. Poulett Thompson, opposed, and in a

House of 376 Members the motion was lost by a

majority of 66, Lord Althorp is understood to have
argued in substance

—

That a commutation of taxes would be attended
with much partial inconvenience.

That consumption would not increase, as a conse-

quence, because the income of the opulent classes

would be reduced in such manner, as to leave con-

sumption, as to those classes, unaltered.

That by taxing the opulent, the employment of the

poor would be less.

That a property tax would drive capital from the

country, and must be considered, exclusively, as a war
tax ;—and

—

That the graduation of such a tax,upon an ascending

scale, would tend to and terminate in, the equalization

of all property.

Mr. Poulett Thompson, merely urged, that the

proposed commutation of taxes would iinsettle and
disturb all the great interests of the country, and
would have the effect of driving away capital.

Excepting the " graduation" of the tax, and that a

property tax, as ordinarily understood, that is, as an

additional tax, might have the effect of " driving

capital from the country," there appears to be but

little weight in these objections, and each admits

either of being satisfactorily answered, or may be de-

prived of its force, by a different modification of the

tax ; the repeal of taxes might, at the same time, be

carried to a much greater extent than was then pro-

posed ; whilst a property tax, upon the plan now to

be suggested would be beneficial generally, and in the

highest degree advantageous to the landed proprietor.
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The objections will be first noticed ;—the outline of

the plan to be proposed, will then be submitted to the

reader.

Firstly ;—As to the classes to be affected, in the

first instance, by the repeal of taxes ; namely, the

dealers in the articles to be relieved from taxation.

Undoubtedly, the particular trades or branches of

manufacture to be directly affected by the repeal of

the tax might, for a time, be unsettled. If, however,

a measure can be devised and carried into effect of a

nature greatly to benefit the whole community, every

trade and branch of manufacture must derive compen-
sation from the general improvement. Or, giving the

utmost latitude to the argument, is the apprehension

of some partial and temporary inconvenience to the

trading and manufacturing classes, to be alloM^ed to

perpetuate the evils of the present system of taxation 1

—Who can reflect on the uneasy and distressed state

of the country ; on the scanty reward of labour ; on
the terrific amount of pauperism and crime ; on the

bounty held out to illicit trade and practices, by the

high revenue system, and on the expense of that sys-

tem ; on the interruption to the free course of demand
and supply occasioned by the same system ; and, at

the same time, allow this objection to have any force,

in opposition to the only measure by which the com-
mercial, manufacturing or landed interest, can be
placed on secure and solid foundations 1

Secondly ;—^As to the inability of the opulent to

add to their present consumption.

This is an error of magnitude and importance, and
so calculated to mislead the judgment, as to demand
distinct and complete refutation.

Even if all property equally contributed to the
burthens of the country, on the present system, the
position assumed would be questionable : but all pro-
perty does not equally so contribute ; on the contrary,
a large part of the property escapes taxation.

At the very least, one fourth of the funded property
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of the country escapes. A large part of the sum
standing in the name of the Accountant-General,

escapes, because the dividends are, for the most part,

again funded ; the large sum in the names of the

Trustees of the Equitable Assurance Office ; the consi-

derable sums in the names of the trustees of other

Life Assurance, and other joint-stock, companies ; in

the names of the trustees of numerous corporations,

and invested on other public trusts ; and the nume-
rous private trusts for minors and others : all this

property, with little exception, is free from taxation.

So is all the private income from property, annually

accumulated from savings and invested in the various

foreign funds, and other foreign securities unless, ex-

pended here : so is all income from property, in this

country, expended abroad. Now, exactly as these vari-

ous classes of proprietors be made to contribute to the

national burthens, would the proprietory classes, who
expend their incomes in this country, be enabled to

consume more ; if three now pay the whole of the

taxes, let di.fourth be brought in to contribute in equal

proportion, and each of the three would have the

means of purchasing more, to the amount of* the tax-

ation to be borne by the fourth. If the proportion of

each person s expenditure carried off by taxes, or

ensuing from their direct or indirect operation, be

33^ per cent., as is said (the proportion is greater),

each of the three would be enabled to increase his

consumption eight and a third per cent. ; an import-

ant addition to the means of employing the working
classes, and which, in the increase of taxable articles

consumed, would afford a proportional compensation
for a diminished rate of taxation. And this not only

disposes of the question of more or less consumption,

as a consequence of the proposed commutation of

taxes, but at the same time exposes the fallacy of the

argument, that the rich would have less means of em-
ploying the poor, should the legislature impose a

property tax, in commutation for other taxes.
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Thirdly ;—As to the general disturbance and un-

settling of the great interests of the country.

In this argument there might be much force, if

the various classes of society had reason for content-

ment in their present condition ; if we were a people

living in the enjoyment of a fair remuneration for

labour and exertion, and adequate returns from pro-

perty ; and if change and disturbance could be

prevented. But it is too notorious to render specific

proof necessary, that the nation has been restless and
uneasy, nay, strongly convulsed (to use an expression

to be found repeatedly in the speeches of the late Lord
Liverpool), with little intermission, during the whole
of the time which has elapsed since the peace : a

period of awful change, in which, more than once, the

nation has been on the very verge of rebellion ; in

which an unfavourable change of condition in indivi-

duals and families has been nearly general ; and in

which, the morals of the country have sunk in a

corresponding degree. In the face of this dreadful

experience, we talk, apprehensively, ofthe consequences

of disturbing and unsettling the great interests of the

country,' through the adoption of measures for estab-

lishing those interests on the clear and solid foundations

of truth and justice. Changes are taking place at

this moment—and especially, a change in the aliena-

tion of the feelings and affections binding the poor to

the rich ;—a change is going on, in the growing want
of confidence in the rulers of the land ;—and a change
will shortly be experienced, in the total mistrust of

the legislature, shoTild parliament surrender so grave
and interesting a question as the means of relieving

the industry and exertion of the country, through an
undefined fear of the effect of change. As if it were
not the province of wisdom to admit that change is

always going on ; or the duty of the statesman to

guide the course of change, with discrimination and
skill, to great national and moral ends.

Fourthly ;—As to the graduation of the tax.
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The objection that the graduation of a property-

tax, upon an ascending scale, would operate unfairly

towards the larger proprietors, is well founded. Of
any given sum expended in living in England, 33;^^

per cent, (it is more) is said to be occasioned by tax-

ation. Suppose the demand upon a proprietor, in

respect of a property tax, to be equal to one-fifth of

his income derived from property, the benefit which
he would derive from that mode of contributing to

the exigencies of the state, would be exactly in the

proportion which his expenditure, in this country, may
bear to that income. If he expend the whole of his

income at home, he would derive the greatest benefit

;

—if he do not expend any part at home, he would be
benefited in the lowest degree, or not at all. Now, it

may fairly be presumed, that persons of small and
moderate income, derived from property, more nearly

approximate their expenditure to their income, than
persons of larger possessions ; that is to say, that the

persons accumulating money from income, derivedfrom
property are to be found, more especially, in the class

of the larger proprietors. The benefit then being

greater to the smaller, than the larger proprietors, in

proportion to the contribution to be paid to the pro-

perty tax, why should the latter contribute in a

higher ratio 1 A proprietor having and expending an
income of £500 per annum, pays in respect of taxes

(as it is said) 33^ per cent., or £166 135. 4cZ., and to

a property tax, if imposed at the rate of twenty per

cent., would pay £100 per annum. Another proprie-

tor has £1,000 per annum, of which he expends no
more than the half He also pays in respect of the

taxes the same sum of £166 135. id., but as the price

of the relief he is to obtain from taxation, would pay
to the property tax £200, whilst the first would pay
£100, and it is fit he should do so, because he has

twice as much property as his neighbour, imder the

protection of the state, and he might receive a larger

measure of compensation, if he thought proper to
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bring his income into circulation. But upon what
principle is he to be charged in a higher ratio than

his less opulent neighbour, in proportion to whom, even

at an equal rate of contribution, he would, in the case

supposed, pay double '? If the property tax be con-

sidered as a measure of protection, it is right that all

property should contribute alike. If considered as a

commutation for other taxes, it is clear that the smaller

would be benefited in full proportion to the larger,

proprietors, and therefore ought not to be subjected

to a less rate of contribution.

Fifthly, and more particularly ;—As to the effect

of the proposed commutation, in driving capital from

the country, and the opinions occasionally pronounced

that a property tax is to be considered exclusively, as

a war tax.

The objections under this head are undoubtedly
of considerable force, with reference to a property tax,

additional to the other taxes, and unless a plan for

commuting existing taxes, for a property tax, could be
devised, any measure for that purpose must be consi-

dered, at the least as of questionable propriety, what-
ever may be the value and importance of the principle

in itself.

Happily however, it can be demonstrated, that the
principle of the measure might now be applied, not
only without any material risk of driving capital from
the country, but with the certainty of greatly

increasing the motives for employing capital within
it, repealing at the same time, not fifteen, but thirty

millions of taxes ; and, therefore that a property tax
is applicable to a state of peace, as well as of war.

The plan of a property tax, so freed from objections,

is as follows :
—

Firstly ;—To subject all property in the United
Kingdom to assessment, at the rate of twenty per
cent.

Secondly, and simultaneously :—To declare a re-

mission of taxes to the extent of thirty millions per
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annum, to be brought into operation as quickly as a
due regard to the stock in hand of traders and
dealers would admit.

Thirdly ;—To reduce all public salaries, pay and
pensions, at the same rate of twenty per cent.

Fourthly ;—To apply the principal, as received in

discharge of the assessment, to the payment of the
public creditor.

Under the operation of these measures, the fimded
and unfunded debt would be cancelled to the extent
of 160 millions, or one fifth of the annuity and annual
interest, by the assessment of the debt itself, being a
reduction of six millions per annum, nearly.

The land, estimated at 1,500 millions, and assessed

for 300 millions, would pay the last mentioned sum,
or interest thereon (at the option of the proprietor),

at three per cent, per annum, equal to nine millions

per annum.
The dwelling-houses, estimated at 500 millions,

would pay 100 millions or an annual tax, for a term
of years to be limited (the property being of a perish-

able nature), at the rate of five per cent per annum,
on the sum assessed, equal to ^ve millions per annum.

Other property, that is to say, commercial, agricul-

tural and manufacturing capital, and all other, not

above-mentioned, estimated at 800 millions, would
pay 160 millions, or until paid, interest at the rate of

three per cent., equal to £4,800,000. The assessment

on such part of the property as would not, from its

nature, afibrd the means of seciu-ity, to be paid by
early instalments.

In respect of these various descriptions of property,

which of the proprietors could avoid the proposed im-

post, by a transfer of his capital to other countries ?

Could the proprietors of the land or of the stock upon
the land 1 Could the proprietors of the dwelling-

houses ? Or of the canals, railways or docks ? Would
the manufacturer suddenly abandon his works at the

sacrifice of a large part of the capital invested in
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them, and the loss of his station as a British manu-
facturer 1 Would the merchant as suddenly abandon
his trade 1 And each, with the prospects which the

repeal of thirty millions of taxes would open to him 1

Some sales of funded property might, no doubt, be
made, but here there could be no seller who would
not be replaced by a buyer, and the amount to bear the

tax under this head, would consequently be the same.

On the other hand, a large remission of taxes would
encourage the investment of capital, because, as might
be demonstrated, if the labour and enterprize of the

country were relieved in the manner proposed, the

demand upon the national industry would be greatly

augmented, and profits be much increased, at the

same time that the cost of living would be greatly

reduced.

It may therefore, be safely concluded, that proceed-

ing by means of a charge upon property, although
part of that charge would resolve itself into an annual
payment, little, if any part of the property of the

country, could evade the tax ; and that, so far from
the measure being calculated to drive capital perma-
nently from, additional motives of great force, would
be supplied for employing capital, in the country.

The measure proposed, re-stated, is as follows :

1. Reduction of annual public pay and pensions,

and reduction in the cost of stores for tlie

public service, consequent on the proposed

repeal of taxes £4,000,000
2. Eeduction of annuity and annual interest pay-

able to the public creditor (nearly) 6,000,000

Assessment on property.

3. On land, equal to 9,000,000
4. On dwelling houses, equal to 5,000,000
5. On other property, equal to 4,800,000

£28,800,000

which would cancel upwards of £30,000,000 of gross

taxes, paid by the public.

F
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Of this measure, carrying as it would, healing to

every interest of the country, who could justly com-

plain 1

1. Could the public functionary or stipendiary, if

he expend his income at home, complain 1

His income is diminished—but the same supplies

and establishment for his family, cost far less, and part

of the means of so reducing prices would be derived

from the accumulator and absentee, who now escape

taxation, leaving, under the present system, those

who expend their income at home, to bear the whole
burthen of the taxes.

2. Could the public annuitant, if he expend his

income at home, reasonably complain 1

No—for the reasons assigned in answer to the first

question.

3. Could the landed proprietor ?—less than any
other class, though none could fairly or reasonably

complain.

Under the present operation of the taxes, the pro-

portion bearing directly upon the land and the resi-

dent proprietor, is very considerable ; but to the in-

direct and conseque7itial operation of the taxes, is to

be traced nearly the whole of the distress experienced

by the landed proprietor. Which of the taxes on
articles of consumption does not bear with accumulated
force on the landed proprietor 1 If any description of

manufacture be taxed, of which is he not the largest

consumer, in the persons of himself, his family, his

tenants, the labourers under and the artisans employed
by, his tenants ? If bread or beer be dear through
the operation of taxes, who again is the largest con-

sumer *?

If the markets for agricultural produce or stock be
less resorted to, by the various classes of consumers,
owing to their reduced condition, arising from the

operation of taxes, who are the sufferers in the defi-

cient returns firom the market 1

If the pauper poor are to be maintained, upon whom
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does the accumulated weight fall of having to maintain

them, at the rate of highly taxed commodities '?

On the contrary—if the mass of taxes on con-

sumption were to be repealed, who would derive the

greatest benefit ? Beyond all proportion the landed
proprietor.

In such a case, the benefit of the reduction in the

prices of manufactured goods, of all supplies to a

farm, of bread, beer, of the other necessaries of life,

would be experienced by the landed proprietor in all

the ramifications above mentioned.

The increase of demand at market, which would be
immediate and progressive, would again chiefly bene-

fit the landed proprietor.

The diminished number of paupers consequent on
an increase of employment, and the low rate at which
the pauper could be maintained, would be a further

and most important benefit to the landed proprietor,

in particular; at the same time that the proposed

measure would very much facilitate the execution of

any plan for the more judicious management and
regulation of the poor.

As the price of those advantages, what is proposed 1

That the landed proprietary should pay an annual sum
of nine millions, or a capital equal thereto, as may be
convenient to the respective proprietors.

That is the ostensible character of the measure pro-

posed, as respects the landed proprietor ; but in truth,

much less is demanded of that class ; for as it unfor-

tunately happens that a considerable proportion of the

land is under mortgage, and as the mortgagee would
be obliged to pay the interest of the assessment on
the sum lent, so long as the mortgage might continue,

the mortgagee would probably pay not less than one-

third of the whole, leaving, to be actually paid by the

landed proprietors themselves, an annual sum of six

millions only, with the fair presumption of having a
thriving tenantry, and of their parishes being relieved

from the claims of the able-bodied poor. The price

F 2
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to be paid by the landed proprietary being, in propor-

tion to the evils to be removed and avoided, and the

positive good to be obtained, little more than nominal,

however formidable the proposal may appear when
considered abstractedly.

4. Could the proprietors of dwelling house fairly

complaint

Not if the income be expended in this country,

for the reasons assigned in answer to the first ques-

tion.

5. Could the merchant or manufacturer fairly com-

plain'?

No ; for the same reasons, and because his remain-

ing capital would be sufficient for the purchase and
production of larger quantities of merchandize or a

greater quantity of fabrics ; and because the demand
both for the foreign and home markets would greatly

increase.

6. Could the farmer fairly complain *?

No; because his remaining capital would be more
effective in the cultivation of his farm ; because the

demand at market for his produce would increase

;

because he would be much relieved from the burthen

of the poor ; and because the supplies for his family,

as well as his farm, would be greatly reduced in

price.

7. Could the proprietors of canals, railways, bridges

or other property depending upon the activity of

trade, complain?

No ; because the means of living would be supplied

more cheaply, and because an increase of trade must
ensue.

The accumulator and absentee indeed, might urge

that they would not receive any equivalent in the

repeal of the taxes which they do not pay. Still,

many even of these classes would experience material

benefit, and all might look for some advantage, di-

rect or indirect, immediate or remote, from the

operation of the measure: the landed proprietor in
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the better condition of his estate ; the accumulator in

the greater security of property, and in a prospective

regard to those who are to succeed to it ; and many
of the absentees, in the inducement to return, which
the relief of the country from taxes, as they now
operate, would present. These however, are precisely

the classes whom the measure, on the clearest prin-

ciple, is intended more especially to reach.

Here then, is the outline of a plan, which, to facili-

tate and secure its execution, only requires that degree

of moral courage, without which no difficulty of mag-
nitude can be expected to be overcome—a plan which
will bear the closest examination—which has been
^ery much the subject of examination and discussion

during the last fourteen years—which, in proportion

as it has been understood, has been approved by most
persons reasoning with intelligence from cause to

effect, and desirous of securing the well-being of each,

by the comprehension of the interests of all—and
which is recommended to the landed proprietor, in

particular, as the certain means of obtaining the ad-

vantages which, if not prevented by bad and mistaken
legislative arrangements, must unavoidably flow to

him from the industry and enterprize, and the de-

velopment of the vast resources of the nation.

So far, in the year 1833, since which the relief actu-

ally experienced from the burthen of taxation, the great

augmentation of property, the rapidly increasing

trade and intercourse with the British dependencies

and foreign countries, and the approaching expiration

of terminable annuities would, in the year 1853,

render equally operative, a much lower rate of as-

sessment than was proposed in the year 1833;

—

but it must still be kept in view, that the higher the

rate of direct, in substitution for indirect, taxation,

the greater will be the progress of the material pros-

perity of the country.
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What will the coming budget disclose for the

i-elief and encouragement of the national industry,

and to promote progress'?

Upon the answer that may be given to this question

by Her Majesty's Government, much must depend.

The leading principles of finance are now generally

understood, and the interest turns more upon the

acceleration, than the specific measures to be intro-

duced. It is understood that, to an important extent,

direct taxation is to be relied on, in relief of indirect

taxation, and consequently, in promotion of the en-

terprise and industry of the empire, throughout its

vast range. The interest of the hour, turns upon the

question of the greater or less acceleration of this

movement.
How to meet the difficulties of modern legislation

;

—to contend with the various degrees of information,

with the vibrations of judgment, in a mixed assembly
of more than six hundred persons ;—how to contend
with pre-conceived and, too often, ill-conceived, notions

of personal interest ;—how to balance and counter-

balance parties in ParHament, is no part of the duty
of those who undertake simply, the display of tiiith,

and to indicate the conclusions to which its just appre-

ciation tends ; and such is the sole purpose of this

essay.

Some further preliminary observations will, it is

hoped, be allowed.

With the exception of the Administration of

which the late Sir Robert Peel was the head, a

sufficient range of time has not been embraced in

opening financial views, and by far too much import-

ance has been attached to the existence of a large

surplus of revenue at the close of the year. Any
view, adequate at this time, to the comprehension of

this great subject, should take the range of seven

years, because, during that term, large claims upon
the Exchequer will cease, by the falling in of annui-

ties; because six or seven years is not too much to
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allow for the gradual reduction of the excessive duties

on tea and tobacco; and because the coming seven

years, will probably be a period of great progress, not

only at home, at the heart, but in every member of

the empire.

As regards time then, any budget, in the calcula-

tions to be made, in the views to be disclosed, in the
convictions to be produced, must now extend over the

full term of seven years; and as to surplus revenue,

should not contemplate any surplus beyond the exist-

ing term and life annuities, through the medium of

which only, from a million to a million and a half,
annually, is actually applied to the reduction of the

public debt ;—as much so, to all intents and purposes,

as if the surplus were accumulated in the Exchequer,
paid over to the Commissioners for the redemption
of the debt, and then carried into the market for the
purchase of stock. The reasons for our not legislating

for any further immediate action upon the debt, by
an excess in the public income, to be produced by
indirect taxation, will now be stated, and they are

irrefragable.

The question to be disposed of, is ;

—

Whether it be more advantageous to the country,

to apply a surplus of revenue arising from high indi-

rect taxation to the reduction of the public securities,

or to forgo that excess of revenue, by the remission of

taxes.

Let the case be supposed of an annual surplus of
revenue of two millions, and that that sum be applied

to the redemption of the national debt. In this case,

thirty years would be required to justify the same
remission of taxes, as might at once be effected, pro-

vided the nation were to be released from the payment
of taxes, producing the surplus of two millions.

The effect of the application of two millions to the

redemption of the debt would be the repeal of taxes

in the first year £70,000
and the like sum of two millions to be applied annu^
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ally, during thirty years would, at the end of that

period, operate in the repeal of taxes, to the amount
of £2,100,000.

Whereas, an immediate forbearance from the call

for the taxes to the like amount of two millions,

would effect instant rehef from taxation as follows ;

—

Nett revenue, not required to meet the pub-
lie exigencies £2,000,000

Expenses of collection, saved 80,000
Advances upon the duties, charged by the

merchant and dealer, more especially

to the working classes, for the interest

of money, risk, and profits of trade,

40 per cent.* 800,000

£2, 880,000

Can it be doubted then, what course ought to be

pursued 1 To relieve the springs of industry, and
thus enlarge the sources of revenue, increase the com-
fort and advance the well-being of all classes of soci-

ety, adding, at the same time, to the stability of the

social fabric; OR, to uphold and continue a system of

action, which, whatever may be thought, is no other

than requiring the labour and exertion of the country,

to contribute largely to the discharge of the principal

as well as the interest, of the national debt, by means
which, from their very nature, operate most power-
fully as a negative upon that capacity of labour and
exertion, upon which the public income must depend 1

Let then, the revenue be brought, from time to
time, to the level of the positive necessities of the
state, luitil much more of the superincumbent and

* The merchant or trader pays the duty to the Customs or Ex-
sise : the next buyer in the iuccession of dealers, becomes an expen-
sive Collector of this duty, to enable him to repay the first men-
tioned, the first in the series, and so on, from one warehouse or shop
to the other, until the village husckster becomes the last Collector.
The villager very commonly pays fifty per cent, advance or more, on
the original duty.
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oppressive weight of indirect taxation be removed, or

other means be presented, or a more favourable junc-

ture arise, for the liquidation of the Public Debt :

—

as a preparative for which, nothing could be more
effectual than increased and increasing employment,
ensuing in more command by the people, of the ne-

cessaries and comforts of life.

Concentrating attention, accordingly, on the one

point, that of permitting enterprise and exertion, it

remains to be considered ;

(a) How to diminish the claims upon the public

income.

(6) How to reduce impediments to increased con-
' sumption and trade, by the removal of

artificial elements of cost,

(c) How to facilitate and promote trade, by the

correction of obstructive statutes.

The claims on the public purse might be lightened

;

By ceasing to grant term or life annuities.

By transferring the issue of warrants for life annui-

ties, and the calculations and business of the national

debt commissioners ; the first, to the Bank of Eng-
land, where the warrants are nov) paid

;—the second,

to the Treasury. The national debt office, would
no longer be needed, and a small part of the expense

only remain.

By discontinuing the issue of Exchequer bills and
abolishing the Exchequer bill office, and also the Ex-
chequer loan office. The issue of Exchequer bills can
no longer be required for the public service;—less so

than formerly, by the monied interest or individuals,

or for works through the Exchequer bills loan com-
mission, and so far as regards the convenience to the

monied interest, or to individuals, the charge should

no longer be incurred. In the event of this or similar

machinery being hereafter required for the public ser-

vice, the duty might be performed by the Treasury or

the Bank of England ; or be divided between them.

Each of these offices might be abolished.
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By the discontinuance of the Coast-Guard, simul-

taneously with ;

—

A vast increase of consumption to ensue from the

reduction of the duties on tea, tobacco and foreign

spirits to such a standard as would be preventive of

organised contraband trade; and which, with the

consequent increase of consumption of sugar, would
be followed by an increase rather than a diminution
of, revenue, under these four heads ; irrespectively of

the consideration of the improvement of home, colo-

nial and foreign trade, to follow from the greater sup-

plies required.

The actual surplus of the revenue should be applied

principally, to the total repeal of the duties of excise.

And here it may be observed, that it may safely be
laid down as an element of calculation, that any duty
of excise, totally repealed would not only be followed

by the saving of the charges of collection, but by the

recovery to the Exchequer of considerable part of the

income relinquished, through the great augmentation
of the general consumption and circulation. An in-

crease of a milHon or two of exports, is remarked as an
interesting and important cu'cumstance, and it is so, as

evidence to many points ; to more employment, more
consumption, more trade, more revenue. But then
how much mor^e telling would be the liberation into

circulation of 1 1 or 1 2 millions per annum, from absorp-

tion into the cost of malt, paper and soap. It is

therefore allowable to say, that the Exchequer being

]}liis two thirds of the amount of the duty on paper,

that tax might be repealed, and so, as to soap and malt
in succession, or in any other order of succession, as

might be determined. The supposed surplus and the

consequent increase of consumption and circulation,

it is assmned would together be an equivalent for the

duty repealed.

It remains only to be considered, how far obstruc-

tions to trade and manufacture, can be removed from
the statute book.
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The most grievous of these obstructions is the law

of co-partnership, the law of unHmited liability, which,

by checking the union of capital, skill and education,

prevents combination for the prosecution of innume-

rable purposes depending on their united action. The
community is debarred of the greatest conceivable

means of progress, by the operation of this law, and
its effects extend beyond the mere question of com-
mercial and scientific enterprise; for it throws much
of the actual business of the country into the hands
of persons of inadequate capital, and very commonly,
narrow education ; whilst it diverts the attention of

the more opulent and more educated classes, to public

and other securities, unattended with risk. Another
motive for the substitution of a legislative act, limit-

ing liability, is the expedience of counteracting the

tendency of the great influx of gold, to disturb prices

and unsettle our social relations. The law of co-

partnership requires immediate alteration.'"'

A minor cause of interruption to manufacture and
trade, is in itself, exceedingly galling to those who
witness its effects, and at the same time very prejudi-

cial in its consequences, and that is the operation of

the duty on spirits of wine, which forbids the cultiva-

tion of a highly interesting and increasing branch of

science and art, in the manufacture of chemical pre-

parations, branching into numerous products of the
laboratory, for which this country is now dependent
on the neighbouring continent, in lieu, not only of

supplying itself, but of enjoying an extensive export
trade. With superior resources, this department of

occupation is lost to the nation. A drawback of the
duty paid on spirits of wine so used, would be effectual

as a remedy, and might be arranged without risk

of loss to the revenue by fraud.

A careful revision of the tariff might lead to other
suggestions ; but sufficient has been said to show that

* Page 13.
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by simple and easy means, the material prosperity of

the country might be greatly accelerated, consistently

with a due regard to the rights of the public creditor,

and concurrently with great moral and intellectual

improvement.
If the propositions and measures now advocated,

be demonstrably true, in the abstract, and judicious

in their suggested application, what remains, but in

simplicity of design and earnestness of purpose, to

bring them under the consideration of the legislature,

not in partial development, as might be exigently

required, from time to time, but as a comprehensive

whole, in which each part might be seen by the re-

flected light of every other part of the entire system

;

—always regulating the order of progress by a due
regard to the actual circumstances and condition of

the country ; the present moment being particularly

favourable to an enlarged view of the subject, and to

immediate and extensive action.

P. & J}.—January 15, 22, 1853.

RAILWAYS AND THE CITY OF LONDON.

When petitions against Old London Bridge were
presented to the House of Commons, thirty years

since, by wharfingers, lightermen and watermen, situ-

ate or working above bridge, the Corporation of Lon-
don were the only opponents, and the opposition was
conducted at a considerable expense to the city.

Upon the re-edification of the bridge, laudatory-

testimony was borne notwithstanding, and in glowing

terms, to the Lord Mayor and Corporation, in respect

of this great work, now acknowledged to have been of

indispensable necessity.

It is hoped that, with regard to another projected

improvement, the Fleet Valley sub-way, the same
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mistake, the same anomaly, will not recur, nor, as is

presumed, can sucli a danger be imminent, if the case

be understood, not merely in its immediate, but in

its ultimate bearings, upon the claims of humanity,

the interests of the city itself, and the calculations

of commerce, national and cosmopolitan.

The case, in its full amplitude, is this :

—

The railways of the island, notwithstanding their

convergence to the point, are yet without their natural

and proper centre in this metropolis, and why '? From
the insuperable difficulties incident to the intersec-

tion of the streets and ways of the city by the rail.

To obviate this stern objection, a sub-way has

been ingeniously devised and most ably promoted, for

the purpose of bringing forward the rail from the

northern lines to Farringdon Street, and if this rail-

way be constructed and followed on to its consequences,

the city must become the focus of an immense addi-

tional trade in imports and exports. The maritime faci-

lities and easy charges of the Port of Southampton, at

ONE END of the London and South Western Railway,

if corresponded to by the arrangements required at the

metropoHtan end, and again connected by rail with the

groups of railway, north of London, would infallibly

render the centre ofthe city the most attractive position

for the warehousing of merchandise ; combining, as it

would, facilities for additional warehouses and most
of the manipulative processes required, as to imports

;

also the most convenient sites for counting-houses,

show and sale rooms and other accessories, for the con-

venience of the merchant and all other parties engaged
in the larger departments of business, at the very point

where the railways would radiate in every direction.

To realise these views more completely, let it be
considered, that that extensive site, forming a paral-

lelogram, between New Cannon Street and Upper
Thames Street, in the very heart of the City, is pre-

cisely in the situation required for, and in all respects

adapted to, the purposes of the deposit, inspection.
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rDanipulation, sale and distribution, of imports and
exports.

The same site is equally calculated to become the

heart of the railway system of this Island, and with-

out the slightest counteracting inconvenience. A
railway originated at the second or third floor of ware-

houses, on the south of New Cannon Street, and
proceeding by a railway bridge over the Thames, and
thence on the south-east, to Greenwich road, and on

the south-west, to Waterloo road, would connect all

the narrow gauge lines on the south of the river
;

whilst a sub-way on a level with the floor of the cel-

lars or basement of the same warehouses, might be

made to connect all the narrow gauge lines on the

north, north-east and north-west, at one point, and
the streets of the metropolis, as to merchandise, would
be affected only by the distribution of goods required

for the metropolitan consumption, without the inter-

vention above ground, of one foot of rail on the north

of the warehouses. The station for cabs, other than

the ordinary stations, would be on the south side of

the river, where many descriptions of merchandise

might be housed with advantage, and at less expense,

than in the city.

Such simple but comprehensive arrangements,

would infallibly determine a large amount of traffic to

Southampton, as a branch Port of London, and which
must bring an immense traffic to the City and the

opposite shores of the Thames, and add largely to the

value of the sites to be occupied by new buildings, as

well as to many of the warehouses already built, on

both sides of the river.

And now, let the claims of humanity be considered.

In a recent appeal for the institution of an Asylum
for the orphan daughters of British sailors, it is esti-

mated that the mortality in this class, chiefly from
casualties at sea, averages 2,000 annually, and of which
a large part is attributable to the navigation of the

home or narrow seas. This average would be most
materially reduced by the use of the channel ports, at
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points better adapted to the successful prosecution of

trade, than the more dangerous seas now encountered,

in the approach to the more Eastern ports.

So powerfully has this consideration weighed with
Her Majesty's government, at to have led to the

adoption of Southampton, as a port of departure for

emigrants proceeding under the care of the Emigra-
tion board, in lieu of Deptford.
Upon these several grounds, it is suggested that

the plan of a sub-way, as proposed, through a portion

of the Fleet Valley, is entitled to general and zealous

support, and, in particular, from the citizens of Lon-
don, as the first link in the short chain ofrail required

for this union of the northern and southern groups of

railway, leading to all the advantages derivable from
the centralisation of commerce in the City. The
sub-way leading to the basement of the proposed
warehouses and the extension by the railway bridge

or bridges, and then over arches, to the southern

railways, with the suggested warehouses and station

on the south bank of the Thames, complete a design,

which flows so naturally from the premises, as to

render its eventual execution certain, and the present

is the proper moment thus to meet the requirements

of business and the more pressing claims of humanity,

before the pre-occupation of the spare ground can in-

terpose impediments.

These measures are demanded ;

—

1. By the claims of humanity.
2. By a due regard to the interests of the proprie-

tors of more than one hundred millions of rail-

way capital ; for the substitution of railway for

water carriage, must follow, for a vast amount of

tonnage.

3. By the great stake of all parties holding property

in and near the positions to be occupied.

4. By the vast interests of this Metropolitan City,

considered in connexion with the commerce of

the world.

P. h J).—April 2, 1853.
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THE BUDGET, 1853—MR. GLADSTONE.

The financial resolutions of the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, having regard to the national debt, are of

intense interest, not so much from their immediate
operation, as from the introduction of a system of

management, which, under favourable circumstances,

may lead to the conversion of a large part of the entire

debt, into a more satisfactory form, with advantage
both to debtor and creditor.

In a pamphlet, which was thrown out in the year
1850,"''^ measures were suggested tending to carry con-

sols to par ; in contemplation of which the author

proceeds to say, " Such a juncture would be most
favourable for the issue of treasury bonds, from time

to time, as applied for, at an interest of two and a half

per cent. ; the money paid into the treasury for these

bonds woTild purchase stock, and in this manner, a

somewhat rapid redemption and re-creation of the debt

might be effected, redeeming a three per cent, stock,

and creating an obligation, in another form, at two and
a half per cent."

And this is assumed to be the ultimate object ofthe

Chancellor of the Exchequer, in the action on the

funds now proposed, by the issue ofExchequer bonds.

The advantage of this proposal, to the State, is to

be sought in the future conversion of three per cent,

stock, into a bond, bearing a lower rate of interest,

and, provided this advantage could be realised, at the

rate of a half per cent, for a long term of years, the

benefit to the country would be far more than commen-
surate with the disadvantage of converting a fluctu-

ating stock, at the par of 100, into fixity, because fi:om

the reduction of the interest, a train of highly bene-

ficial consequences would flow to the country, by a

corresponding reduction of taxes, during the term of

the bonds.

* " Proposal for the Partial Liquidation of the Public Debt".
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As regards large classes of individuals, the induce-

ments to adopt the alternative to be offered, are mani-

fold and powerful. The objection to the purchase of

government annuities, arises very much from the fluc-

tuations in the market price :—were it the question of

an annuity only, that objection would not arise, but

the considerations which enter into the subject are

complex. Few purchases of this description are made
unconnected with the idea of a re-sale of the stock,

and hence, the purchase involves grave matter for

reflection ; experience shows that the purchase is safe

for the buyer, at a low range of prices, but hazardous

and unsafe at a high range, and the price being now
very high, it must unquestionably be more desirable

for many classes of stockholders and investors, to ac-

quire fixity for their capital, at two and a half per

cent., than to obtain three per cent, at the risk of

the loss of capital, by a decline of 10, 20, 30, per cent.,

in the market price of the stock, and it would there-

fore, supposing the continuance of peace, not be sur-

prising, if a large proportion of the three per cent,

stocks were to be resolved into securities at two
and a half per cent. To meet the objection that

the bonds might become payable in inconvenient

masses, it may be replied, that they would, of course,

be made payable at different times, that no state of

society, in this country, need be supposed, in which
the pledge of the British government would cease to

be desirable, to a vast amount, and that so long as the

demand shall continue, the renewal or funding of the

securities, would be merely a question of terms, to be
left safely to the event. It cannot be necessary to

legislate for remote, improbable and extreme sup-

positions and contingencies.

This is a fair and honourable point of view in which
to consider that important object, the reduction of the
interest of the debt, for in the event of the continu-

ance of peace and of increasing wealth, the conveni-
ence of the creditor would be met, reducing the
obligations of the state, at the same time, without

G

V
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compulsory or forced action, and affecting those only

who would desire to hold the national bonds on the

proffered terms.

Regard will now be had to the recent speech of the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, on the opening of the

budget, in which the best interests of society have
been asserted, advocated and advanced, mth much
earnestness and ability ; more might have been pro-

posed, much more is wanted in financial reform, but it

does not follow that, in this stage of progress, it would
have been wise to have attempted more.

The measures proposed have clearly for their ob-

ject, more just and equal dealing in the fiscal depart-

ments of the country ; the removal of checks and
discouragements to enterprise and labour, and the

lessening of the various and manifest inducements to

false and corrupt dealing ;—the advancement in wealth

and social position, ofthe fraudulent dealer and manu-
facturer, having the effect, at the same time, of de-

pressing, discoiu'aging, discountenancing, the upright

man, and thus lowering the moral standard, percepti-

ble only, in its reahty, by those who have the means
of searching observation, and have acquired the habit

of trying human actions, strictly, by the moral test.

All questions of revenue must be submitted to this

test, whether as regards those who impose, or those

who pay or evade, an impost, and it is the paramount
duty of the legislature and of the government, to re-

frain from the encouragement of iniquitous practices,

in the evasion of the revenue, by a bounty operating

as an incentive to this extensive class of fraud and
crime. That species of bounty has been most freely

proffered by the legislature, and an accurate know-
ledge of the social state and condition, at the period

when it reached its acme, the year 1819, in respect

as well of the circulation, as of the revenue, would
justify a picture over which a veil will be partially

drawn, because remedial and corrective efforts have
since been made, especially by the great administration
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of the late Sir Robert Peel, and are now again pro-

posed, by the present Chancellor of the Exchequer ;

—

efforts well calculated to strengthen the higher and
better principles, the only stay of nations.

Always contending then, for the ascendency of the

moral principle, the measures now proposed, will be
briefly considered in their several divisions :

—

Firstly.—Taxes on income and property, distin-

guished from each other.

An annual income tax, although sound in princi-

ple, is beset with difiiculties, as fully shown by the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, and is evidently imprac-

ticable, excepting as a great temporary expedient to

overcome present difficulties ; as the means of further-

ing great public interests, until more sustained ;—as a
^ fulcrum, whereby to raise a higher and better power.

A direct tax on property, rests on very different

considerations of expediency, nor would it be difficult

to show that, consistently with sound principles, a

considerable proportion of the amount required for

the public service might be levied, advantageously to

the state, advantageously to the community through-
out, advantageously, in particular, to the proprietary

themselves, and above aU, the landed proprietary, by
a charge upon property of all descriptions whatsoever.

The time however, is not favourable for any large or

comprehensive measure of this nature, and it will

therefore, only be observed under this head, that as an
immediate, as well as continuing resource, a tax to be
collected under probate, is the most easy and most
convenient form to which such an impost can be re-

duced, the rate being moderate, and bearing alike

upon all property. Some provision is required to

secure the duty on property passing by deed of gift,

during the lifetime of the proprietor, and with such
guard and provision, the tax would be as unobjection-

able in principle, as sustaining to the state.

To mitigate the difficulty of meeting the payment,
the contract of Life Assurance might be resorted to,

as the means of enabling the life-tenant to provide the

G 2
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succession witli tlie sum required for the tax ; bringing

the impost into the mild and easy form of an annual

payment, by the hfe-tenant ; a practice which might

be extended much further than it now is, as a pro-

vision for younger children and widows ; thus shield-

ing real estate from many of the incumbrances by
which it is now impoverished and embarrassed/'*'

Secondly.—The repeal of the soap duty, next calls

for attention, and the expectation of the removal of

this tax is highly satisfactory, since it not merely

cripples enterprise and checks industry, but is an in-

centive to vice and fraud, and exposes the scrupulous

capitalist and manufacturer, to undue and most unfair

competition with the ilhcit manufacturer.

This objectionable state ofa highly important branch

of industry, will cease with the discontinuance of the
*

duty, whilst the revenue wiU be compensated by an

increase of consumption of all articles entering into

general use, consequent on the relief of the circulation

from the artificial and forced price of soap, not merely

in respect of the duty not entering into price, but in

the opening which it will afford to the application of

modem science to the processes of manufacture :

leading, irrespectively of the duty considered as an
element of cost, to a still lower price, and a cor-

responding increase of consumption at home, and, pre-

sumably, to a large external trade. It is indeed, not

too much to expect that, in the event, the Exchequer
will be plus, rather than minus, by the change, for

few branches of industry have been more checked or

severely visited and distressed, than the manufacture

of soap ; nor can the merits of the question be under-

stood, without some appreciation of the bearings of the

laboratory upon the factory ; a soap factory being, in

effect, a laboratory on a large scale, and the utmost
freedom for experiment, observation and variety of

combination and test, constituting the habits of the

chemist, is therefore required.

* P. 21.
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This impost might have been removed many years

since, probably without loss to the revenue, and cer-

tainly with many advantages to the country, in the

demand for sites for factories, for building materials,

for machinery and artificery, in the use of the mate-

rials of the manufacture, in the impulses to home con-

sumption and external trade, as before observed. How
these obvious considerations can have been out-

weighed or over-borne, so long, can only be explained

by the supposition of the too habitual yielding of the

minister for the time being, to groundless apprehen-

sions of a financial deficiency, and to the counsels of

office, instead of trusting fearlessly, to the force of

acknowledged principles and the elastic energy of the

nation.

Thirdly.—The reduction of the duty on tea. Here
is another measure fraught with social good, but again

too long delayed. It is rightly assumed by the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, in accord with a confidence

which is general, that the increase of consumption of

tea will very soon compensate, in a high degree, if not

wholly, for the apparent loss to the Exchequer. The
reduction of the duty, as proposed, will release to the

consumer, including the dealers^ profit on the duty,

about four millions per annum. Four millions extrica-

ted from the purchase of tea, would throw four annual
additional millions, or the principal part thereof, into

the markets of the country, for the purchase of more tea,

and more of all articles in general demand, and when it

be considered that the demand for sugar will be com-
mensurate with the demand for tea, or nearly so, for all

do not add sugar to tea, the anticipation may be enter-

tained, that the revenue will be largely plus by the

change ; the augmentation of the sugar duty alone

may be estimated at a large sum. The measure pro-

posed is safe as to the revenue, will be highly promo-
tive of domestic comfort in the working classes, afford

help to those who are struggling to maintain a some-
what higher social position, will widen our commercial
relations with China, and probably, quicken the tea
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plantations now of recent growth, in the British terri-

tories in the East.

Fourthly.—The abolition of many of the less pro-

ductive import duties, the reduction of others, the

substitution, where practicable, ofrated, for ad valorem,

duties, are all important and progressive steps, not only

calculated to relieve the consumer, quicken consump-
tion, and facilitate and increase the intercourse of

nations, but may again be expected to result bene-

ficially even to the revenue itself

Much acknowledgment is due to the Minister for

the great labour and care with which this budget has

been prepared, for the economic principles wliich per-

vade it, and above all, for the regard which has been

had to the relief of society from the tendencies of ill-

judged or excessive taxation, which, more particularly

during the last sixty years, since the French revolu-

tionary war, have led to an insensibiHty, in a most
lamentable degree, to the distinctions between meum
and tuum, between right and wrong. Witness contra-

band trade, ilUcit manufactures, the confusion of sub-

stances, wherever practicable, to the outstretch of

ingenuity, and the too general disregard to integrity of

dealing. This is an imwelcome theme, and is only in-

troduced here, in order that due lustre may be thrown
upon a well directed effort to correct this, the greatest

of all evils—the corruption of the national manners.

I

Looking to the future, some suggestions will be ap-

pended, in the earnest hope that the course of action

so happily begun by Mr. Huskisson, largely improved
upon by Sir Kobert Peel, and now, by Mr. Glad-
stone, will lead as quickly as possible, to the reduc-

tion of the duties on the import of tobacco and foreign

spirits, and the total repeal of the Excise on paper and
malt.

The reduction of the duty on tobacco, is placed first

in this category, because it is parental of and identified

wth fraud, simple and compound, to a colossal amount

;
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simple, in the evasion of the import duty, and com-

pound, in the confusion of substances, by the home
dealer. The first, the evasion of the import duty, is

behoved by the best informed on the subject, to

amount to four milUons and upwards, per annmn,
equal to the amount of duty paid on the tobacco duly

imported ; the weight clandestinely brought into con-

sumption, is estimated at 28 milHons of pounds, in the

year, being equal to the weight passing through the

regular channels. Of the admixture of other ingredi-

ents, the " confusion of substances,'^ probably no esti-

mate can be made, but it has been proved before a

Committee of the House of Commons of which Mr.

Hume was chairman, that ingredients, free from duty,

can be so compounded as to escape the detection of

chemical tests, and it is known that this double fraud,

on the revenue first, and then, on the consumer, chiefly

of course, the working classes, is very extensive ; it

will be supposed to be eight millions of pounds per

annum."'''

And why is this duty of from 700 to 800 per cent,

on the natural price, attended by such circumstances,

so perseveringly continued '? It is replied, to meet
the exigencies of the nation, to maintain the public

faith. Let this plea be examined.

The tobacco duties yield about £4,500,000 per annum,
from the regular importation of ... 28,000,000 lbs. weight.

Clandestinely brought in 28,000,000
Home ingredients admixed (suppose) 8,000,000 „

Present consumption of tobacco 7 p t ann f\nf\ u
(socaUed) . j

64,000.000 lbs.

Assuming, upon the lowering of the duty,
")

the regular import to be 60 millions ^ £1,500,000
of lbs., the duty at Gd. would be )

And allowing an increase of consumption, ^
of 20 millions of lbs., to ensue from the ( .^^ ^^^
great reduction of price, there should C '

be an addition to the revenue of )

Tobacco duty, at 6f/ £2,000,000

* P. 4.
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Then follows, the interesting and important con-

sideration of the effect of releasing from an expendi-

ture in the purchase of this one article, as at present,

including the dealers' profit on the duty, of not less

than ^Ye millions per annum, to pass into circulation,

with all the concomitant advantages of more domestic

comfort to the working classes, more home, colonial

and foreign commerce ; whilst, from such an increased

momentum, there must be a large influx to the trea-

sury ; and whether or not quite holding in balance

the present revenue from tobacco, there could not fail

to be a near approximation, sufficient to justify any
minister in looHng forward to an early time for the

gradual abatement of the duty, to the rate required

to put an end to the trade of the smuggler, whatever
that may be ;—it is presumed sixpence per pound.

Many of the reflections and observations arising

from the examination of the soap-tax, as to the evasion

of the revenue and check to consumption, apply with

not less force, to the tax on Foreign Spirits, and there-

fore, without repeating the argument, an appeal will

be made to the fact, that on the proposal of Sir Robert
Peel, the duty on foreign spirits was lowered from

twenty-two, to fifteen shilHngs, per gallon, without

any loss to the revenue, and it may reasonably be pre-

sumed, that a drop from fifteen to nine or ten shillings

per gallon, would not entail any loss on the Exche-
quer ; but even, if so, the deficiency could not be
great, and might well be borne when the object is to

put an end, as to this country, at least, to the syste-

matic action of capitalists, in an opposition to the

law, and the corruption of the lower and more de-

pendent classes, under the influence of a legislative

bounty to the criminal evasion of the law itself'". It

is past dispute, that if the incentives to wrong were
to cease, so would the wrong doing. Let the legisla-

tive bounty on contraband trade and illicit deahng
cease, and the iniquity, with all its disturbing and

* P. ifi.
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vicious consequences, would come to an end. A suf-

ficient reduction of the duties on tobacco, tea and
foreign spirits, would render contraband trade, as a
system, unprofitable, and tlie employment of capital

in this nefarious pursuit would be discontinued. Then
would upright and honourable men occupy those posi-

tions in the business of the country, from which they
are now driven by the unscupulous and depraved.

Malt, as well as soap, is a chemical product, and
the malt-house in common with the soap factory, is a
laboratory. Imagine a Wollaston or a Davy, fet-

tered and shackled in his manipulations, by legislative

rules and the supervision and visits of the Excise, and
an idea may be conceived of the effect of the laws
which actually govern and control the manufacture
of malt and soap.

The repeal of the duty on Paper is urged on simi-

lar groimds, as well as upon other more general con-

siderations applying to the repeal or reduction of

duties on imports and manufactures.

Nothing short of extreme financial need and exi-

gency could, in these days of practical science, justify

laws so repugnant to sthe plainest dictates of reason

and common sense, and had the path, rendered so

clear by the experience of the policy of Sir Robert
Peel, been pursued with ordinary firmness and dili-

gence, all pretence for the continuance of these ab-

surdities must have vanished ere this.

These are the four important heads of revenue re-

quiring to be reduced or repealed, in priority, after the

enactment and maturity of the measures proposed by
Mr. Gladstone ;—and the measures now suggested,

would, in the aggregate, release about fifteen mil-
lions, from four articles of general consumption, to be
carried into and give an indefinable energy to the
circulation, animating and quickening the business

of life, wherever civilisation, even in a low degree, is

to be found.

Other imposts, the duty on wine, for instance, might
be dealt with, to much advantage, in the relief of the
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consuiiior and the expansion of trade, but the defetis-

anoe of smuggling and illicit numufacture, and the

discoui*agement, as far as may be, of other fraudulent

pnictices, inciilent to the present stiite of the revenue,

\u its beiU'ings on the great articles of tobacco, foreign

spirits* malt and paper, ai*e pai-aniount considerations,

and imperatively claim the attention of the statesman

and leglsl;itt>r.

THE ENTERPRISE OF THE AGE.

The subject now to be brought \mder attention, ** The
Enterprise of the Age," would be of little compan\-

tive importance did it not tend to unite in one the

advancement of the higher or spu^itual, with the

material, interests of society. As the invention of

printing introduc\Hl a new moral power, so the uKxlern

application of steam luid electricity, in their pivgress,

are other additional and extnionlinary agents;—the

whole, printing, sta\m mechimiciilly applied, and elec-

tricity, tend most powerftdly, to quicken the sensibil-

ities and awaken i\\c sympathies of mankind, luid

enable those who ni i^ Most with the light of i-evelation,

to bring over the nations who ai>d sitting in darkness,

to tlio standard oi' truth, by the means which a\N*ait

upon the intRxluction oi' the art^ of life, and tlie inter-

coiu*se and inteivhangvs of commerce.
Thus considerixl, the most exalteil and puivst a Sec-

tions may l>e e<.nnl>ineil with the energy of eutorjuise.

Until the more recent developments of science,

gv>vernment sec\u*ities, isolated in their natui^e, iU-

though dei)endent on the national pr^.^perity ; mther
oounteiactmg th*ui contributing to useftil action, ab-

sorbed the spu*e capitt\l which, luuler pivsent oirciun-

stivnces. Hows fively into Siife channels and usefid

employment. Tliis is a gi-eat ivnd ivmai^kable effect

of civilisiition, tor the fiutheiuuce of the mt»st impi^r-
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taut social interests, is thus reconciled to the dictates

of prudence.

The chief of tliese undertakhigs, in progress, in con-

templation, and wliicli may be suggested, will be

passed in review.

The railway, the construction of stea,m shl})s of tni-

precedented magnitude, and of docks on a proportion-

ate sade, and the extension of the electric lines, will

first be noticed.

Of these, the inter-conuniuiication by rail, of the

vast provinces of British India, and the transport

thereby, to and from the Ocean, are objects of the

most earnest and intense interest, for they affect con-

siderably more than one hundred millions of British

subjects, in their material interests, whilst tlunr religi-

ous and moral condition nuich (U^jxmuI, apparently,

upon facility of locomotion.

To estimate the probable etl'ects upon India, of the

establishment of the railway, attention should be direc-

ted, in the first place, to the existing means of com-
inimication in this great dependency of the empire

;

and by considering what have been the eiiects of the

railway in England, where the previous means of com-
munication were idready in an advanced state of pro-

gress, the results of its introduction throughout India

may, in some measure, be anticipated. In England,
before railways were opened, ^ood roads coiuiected

every town and village ; stage coaches carried pas-

sengers for threepence per mile, at the rate of eight

to ten miles an hour :—canals opened the ports, on
both sides of the island, to the maimfacturing towns,

in the interior, and merchandise was conveyed, with
regularity, at from threepence to sixpence per ton, per

mile. In 1829, before the Jlmt English railway was
opened, between Liverpool and Manchester, there were
carried between those towns, on tlie Bxiiduewatek
Canal, 328,000 tons of merchandise, at about twenty
shillings per ton for the distance ; and as the railway

was to be opened in the following year, it was gravely
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proposed to drain the water from the canal, the use of

which was to be superseded. In 1852, when there

were three railways between Liverpool and Man-
chester, the BridgeWATER Canal carried, between
those towns, not less than 500,000 tons, at the reduced

cost of carriage of ten shillings per ton.

In India, where there are few roads and few canals,

travellers are carried in palanquins on men's shoulders,

at the rate of five miles per hour, at a cost of from a

shilling to eighteen pence per mile, and goods are con-

veyed by oxen or camels, at an indefinable cost and
with lingering delay ;

—

cotton is sometimes three
MONTHS on the way between Berar and Bombay,
generally reaching the port, when it does arrive, in a

damaged condition.

Three railways are now in course of construction in

India :

—

1st. The Great Indian Peninsula Eailway,
which commences at Bombay, and is intended to

stretch across the Peninsula by two arms, one to meet
the Calcutta Line, north east ; and one the Madras
Line, south east.

2nd. The Calcutta Railway, which starts at

Calcutta, and is to run up the valley of the Ganges
via Allahabad, Agra and Delhi, to the Punjaub.

3rd. The Madras Railway, which starts at Ma-
dras, and is to run north west, till it meet the Great
Indian Peninsula line, from Bombay.
Thus there will be two main lines from Bombay,

the nearest port to Europe, across the Peninsula of

India, uniting the capitals of the three Presidencies.

The only portion of railway yet opened, is the first

section—twenty-one miles—starting at Bombay, which
it connects with a town called Tannah. Another sec-

tion of this railway, is in course of construction, to

Callian, fourteen miles further ; and a third is laid out

to Shawpoor, eighteen miles ; thus we have fifty-three

miles of the Great Indian Peninsula railway in hand.

This company has also surveyed two hundred miles
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more, and the sanction of the Government of India, is

daily expected to this further extension. The Calcutta

railway company, has about one hundred and fifty

miles in hand, part of which is expected to be opened

early in next year. The Madras railway company,
has only very recently commenced operations, and the

earthworks are not yet begun. Each is under the

control of the East India Company, and it must be
left to the reader to entertain his own anticipation of

the consequences of these changes, without example in

the history of mankind, coinciding as they do with an
ardent and earnest desire to reflect the divine light of

truth, and diffuse a spirit of benevolence, throughout

these vast and various populations.''^

The power of thus reducing the hazards, delays and
expense of transport, cannot be over-estimated.

Europe, the most advanced in social improvement,
first exemplified and illustrated the advantages of lo-

comotion by steam power, and is still in progress ;

—

the United States of America, as might have been
anticipated, soon became a successful follower in the

same race ;—British India, the British Provinces in

America, Egypt, and Central America, are now in

energetic action, in the realisation of the same great

object. In Australasia, with the aid of its gold, rail-

way plans are under consideration, and cannot fail to

be of early adoption ; whilst few countries require the

railway more than the Peninsula of Africa, the Cape
of Good Hope Colonies. Here the want alike, of the

teeming population of India, and ofthe gold of Austra-

* Otter and not less interesting or important lines of railway for

India, are proposed, and under the best auspices. One line, in a north
easterly direction, 800 miles, to connect Bombay with Central India,

terminating at Agra, and there uniting with the Calcutta railway ; and
another by the same Company, from Surat into the great cotton dis-

tricts of Candeish and Berar, and the coal and mineral districts of the

Nerbudda, with such branches as may be required. It is proposed to

carry on the Great Indian Peninsula railway to unite with the Calcutta

line, at Allahabad or Mirzapore.—1 Sept., 1853.
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lia, render such undertakings more difficult, but there

is a great resource in the iron-wood of the country,

which might be effective, even without the iron rail;

and with similar encouragement from the local go-

vernment to that which is afforded by the Canadian
government, individual enterprise, as with regard to

Canada, might be equal to the purpose. The railway

communications required for Canada, have been un-

dertaken, to a comprehensive extent, by one Anglo-

Canadian company, with a capital of nine millions
sterling.

A line of railway has been projected for North
Africa, in a direction from West to East, on the mar-
gin of the Mediterranean, eventually entering Egypt

;

and this is the more practicable from the circumstance

of the mountainous country being inland, admitting

of the execution of the work at a moderate expense.

The idea is also gravely entertained, in some quar-

ters, of constructing a railway to run through the

Euphratean valley, to connect the Mediterranean on
its Eastern shore, with the Persian Gulf.

The subject of the railway cannot be quitted with-

without calling attention to a most important and
interesting consideration.

It has been suggested, as the fruit of much obser-

vation and reflection, that not only might the railway

through vast stretches of country, be made upon a

plan involving Httle capital, but co-incidently with
the peopling of the bordering lands, with great ad-

vantage to the country, and above all, to the settlers.

The " short distance plan," is adapted to any range
of rail, however long, and may be understood to mean,
the execution of the work in sections of ten miles

each, either continuously or by intersections, at will,

in any part of the line, the integrity or uniformity of

the line being maintained. The free grant of land,

to the contractors, on either side of the line, is sup-

posed ; the breadth varying according to circumstances.

As the railway seeks the valley, so the land thus to
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be acquired must necessarily be the most fertile and
the most encouraging to the settler. In an unoccupied

or thinly peopled territory, here are the elements of

vast combinations, for the railway would confer great

and constantly increasing value on the land ; the

workmen, labourers, and others, would find the means
of acquiring an interest in the land, from the railway

proprietors, and as the construction proceeded, the

resources of the company would augment from the

rent or sale, whilst the traffic put upon the line would
increase, from time to time, with the settlement of the

country.

Upon this footing, and with due organisation, with
what facihty might not the work of civilisation be pro-

moted by the extension of the railway ; for instance, in

British America, in Australasia, in North and South
Africa, in Turkey and other countries V'

Concurrently with these plans and suggestions, there

is a most noble plan, for the long desired connexion

of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, by a ship canal

through the Isthmus of Central America, by which
these vast seas are separated. To this project not

even a plausible objection is heard. This enterprise

may be hailed, not only as great and noble in itself but
as an object of Cosmopolitan interest, merging the

selfish principle, but too dominant in nations, as well

as individuals.

The wonders of mechanical power applied to navi-

gation, next demand attention, but are somewhat
bewildering, for where is the limit of this power 1

Sails can be so adapted and governed as, under most
circumstances, to present the angle required by the

* Mr. Wright, Banter, late of Covent Garden, is the author of

this ingenious plan, or rather, system, and first made it known by a

pamphlet, in the year 1849, and which was freely circulated in British

America, and subsequently in the United States, where it was adopted

by Mr. Whitney, in a proposal for a railway to connect Chicago with

the Pacific, but which has not yet been carried into eft'ect. It is probable

however, that it will be introduced in North Africa, in making a rail-

way from the borders of the Atlantic to Egypt, under a concession, so

far as regards Algeria, from the Imperial Government of France.
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state of the wind ; but, notwithstanding the unceasing

vigilance and skill of the mariner, the storm, the calm

and the current, are so many checks to his power of

control, and, when most favored, the capacity of wind
and canvas, find their limit. Now however, we are

to consider the ship as breaking away from the bound-
aries of the seaman s art, admirable as it is, and be-

coming obedient to other and difierent laws.

The advantages in maritime transport, already

realised from the change, are great, and a long vista,

is opening for the application of science to this object,

the results of which can only be dimly foreseen ; bvit

it may safely be assumed that, as the experience of

the last few years has witnessed all but daily improve-

ment in this respect, so the vigilant and unceasing

observation of the seaman, and the continued exercise

of the practical mind of the mechanician, cannot fail

to throw new light upon a subject involving many of

the deeper problems of natural philosophy.

Already, by the simple action of the screw propeller,

33 G knots in the twenty-four hours have been per-

formed, exceeding, by 50 knots, the greatest velocity,

probably, ever obtained from a sailing ship, under the

most favourable circumstances ; and even still greater

speed is anticipated from the same ship, one of the

largest and longest yet ocean-borne. A ship of still

larger dimensions is now under equipment, and, far

more to be observed, another of unequalled dimensions,

is under construction, intended to present combina-

tions of a most striking character, and affording the

expectation of speed, which, if realised, will throw into

eclipse, all that has hitherto been experienced.*"'

* The ship alluded to, is to be of iron, and is in course of construc-

tion. She is to be worked by screw and paddles, one pair.

Length 680 feet.

Breadth 83 „

Depth 58 „

being twice the length of the largest ship afloat. Aggregate horse-

power 2,600. It is expected that the voyage between England and
Calcutta will be performed within 35 days.—1 Sept., 1853.
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To meet a demand for floating and repairing docks

commensurate with this description of shipping, it

fortunately happens that, the resources of the dock
lands at Southampton, are quite equal to all that can

be required, and by a moderate investment of capital,

and MiLFORD Haven affords well adapted sites for

the same purposes.

Not less bewildering and perhaps of more eventual

general application than steam, is the power of elec-

tricity. Through the agency of this force, by which
we are surrounded in the organic, as well as in the

inorganic kingdom, and which is becoming daily,

more under the control of the hand of science, we may
expect soon to converse with the ends of the earth,

and to hold instantaneous communication with every

part of the globe.

Great and extraordinary as are the actual results

produced by electricity, there are good grounds for the

belief that by electric action, an impelling force will

be acquired, to an amount not yet contemplated, and
that, in its application to chemistry, this electric ac-

tion will effect the decomposition of the more massive,

as well as more delicate and minute substances ; refin-

ing and purifying the noble, as well as the baser metals,

producing a power of heat exceeding all other artificial

means, and light surpassing even the brilliancy of the

Sun.
With such a power at command, where will be the

limit to discovery, to eilterprise, to the means of uni-

ting the famiHes of the earth in one 1

A most important question, at the very root of in-

dustry and enterprise, is yet to be considered, the

question of tlie bondage of man to his fellow man.
The subject will not now be considered abstractedly

or theoretically, but practically, under the acknow-
ledgment of the universal brotherhood of mankind.
It is unnecessary, at this hour, to enter upon the en-

quiry how far, in other conditions of society, slavery

might be allowable ; it has been decided, by the -con-

H
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sent of nations, that the trade which has for its object

the acquisition of slaves, shall cease, and the paramount
question now is, how to give fiill effect to that high

resolve. Too much thought and reflection cannot be

brought to this question, for upon its just and correct

consideration depends, one of the most important of

the duties arising from and required by, the light in

which we have the happiness to Hve, if we really walk
in that light.

Not to carry these observations to an inconvenient

length, the consideration of the subject will be con-

fined to the British dominions, East and West.
In the East, labour abounds at the lowest cost, and

the soil and cHmate are such as are suited to the

growth of the productions of the torrid, and even tem-

perate, zone ; the tropical and, to some extent, the

ultra tropical regions.

Why then are not the productions ofslave labour,
undersold 1

The causes may readily be traced.

1. Let it be considered that the vast continental do-

minions of Great Britain in India, have been all but

closed against British intrusion, lest a disturbing ele-

ment should be introduced, and such was the prudential

policy of the East India Company, down to a late

period. No complaint is alleged, but the fact is brought

under view.

2. The impediment to commercial intercourse in the

excessive rates of freight incident to the East India

Company's monopoly. And here, again, no complaint

is alleged. The monopoly of the Company may have

been, and probably was, the protective influence under

which the present more copious means of development

have been nourished.

To discuss such points, at length, is unnecessary ;

—

we have to deal with India imder more settled govern-

ment, better organisation, under higher and more gen-

erous, more religious and moral influences, co-inciding

with an unexampled progress in art and science, and
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there are more than One Hundred Millions of peo-

ple, ready, astute, capable, far advanced, indeed our

precursors, in many of the arts ; but lamentably fail-

ing in stability of character, through the want of the

knowledge of that truth which has only one source.

With the present accessibility of India to European
life and manners, its easy maritime communications,

the fostering disposition of the British government
and East India direction, and the coming faciHties of

the railway, the next desideratum is the treatment of

the sugar cane, in such manner as to enable the small

native planter to express the juice and procure the

sugar, and thus supersede the necessity of factories

and expensive machinery and establishments. Even
under present circumstances, the produce of sugar in

British India, is very considerable, but it may be hoped
that means have been devised to enable the small

sugar farmer or planter, to reaHse his crop at a mini-

mum of expense and a maximum of produce.

That this object has been accomplished, will not

now be asserted, but it ought to be known that, by a
slight blow of a hammer, the sugar cane can be so pre-

pared for its passage between rollers, to be worked by
a single hand, as to yield the whole of the saccharine

matter ; and that the conception is entertained that,

by a very simple and manageable process, the fluid so

obtained, admits of being evaporated by the sun and
air, leaving the sugar in its pure state, unaflected by
a high artificial temperature. Under such circum-

stances, sugar would be produced, in the East, at the

minimum of cost.

However obtained, the standard of a low price for

sugar, in the East, would regulate the price in the West,
and the presumption strengthens that, in the event,

FREE will render slave, labour, unprofitable ;—the

want of profit from the employment of the slave being

the only sufiicient ground of assurance for its discon-

tinuance. With the rapidly increasing population, and
corresponding demand for inter-tropical productions,

H 2
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in the higher latitudes, more especially in North
America, the magnitude of this question increases

from day to day. The means of rendering slave em-
ployment improfitable to the employer, should there-

fore be the more earnestly and vigorously lurged ; and
the prospect of success in this endeavour may surely

be entertained, as to the East, under the advantages
of the railway, and the progress of science, applied to

the growth and manufacture of sugar, and to maritime

transport.

To produce an approximate result, in the British

West Indies, an entire alteration of system appears to

be required. The African races, as free men, cannot

be relied upon for regular labour, on hire, and even
for irregular service, obtain high wages, and hence the

continuance of the slave importations of Cuba and
Porto Eico.

As a remedy, it is suggested, that much land in the

West Indies might be put into a course of successful

cultivation, by a judicious system of leasing in small

quantities, perhaps five acres. The colonial unsettled

Crown lands, added to private possessions, are suffi-

ciently extensive to admit of this description of settle-

ment for ages to come, and these countries, continental

and insular, might afford the best home for the eman-
cipated slave, and also hold out acceptable invitations

to many classes of people, promising to become valuable

settlers, and to grow up under this encouragement to

industry, into communities of good subjects.

Lands are now let on lease, in the West Indies, in

small plots, but the prosperity of the small planter is

severely checked, by his dependence on the large mill,

where the more considerable planters have the prefer-

ence, causing the most grievous delays to the more
humble class ; but with a small convenient mill, and
other easy means of completing his work, his success

would be certain, and, under due encouragement, the

competition of slave labour must cease.

The late Sir Stamford Eaffles, on the conquest
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of Java, adopted the plan of leasing lands, beginning

generally, with one year, renewing for three years ;

afterwards for a longer term, the government taking
one-fifth of the produce, and with the best results.

One more topic will be entertained ; very different,

indeed, in kind, from the preceeding, but still of

deep interest, and with the discharge of an important
public duty, leading to a new path of enterprise and
exertion.

The Falkland Isles, some hundreds in number,
and equal in the totality of their surface to more than
half the kingdom of Belgium, have been noticed as

peculiary eligible for the formation of penal or reforma-

tory settlements, admitting of the division and sub-

division of the convicts into as many classes, each class

occupying a separate island, as might be required.

These islands are remarkable for the salubrity of the

climate, the ample supplies of fresh water and the

nature of the produce, assuring an abundance of cheap
provisions. There are no aborigines, and the number
of settlers, although increasing, is still small.

The considerable amount of labour incident to the

adoption of such a plan, combining with the natural

resources of these isles, and their geographical position,

equi-distant from the equinoctial line on the south, as

the British isles on the north, could not fail to establish

these possessions as valuable dependencies of the em-
pire, affording encouraging inducements to the sheep

and cattle farmer, and attractive to the merchant.

The ulterior effect of a judicious direction of enter-

prise and employment of capital, in rendering this

Crown colony a resort for our mercantile marine,

would be experienced, in its becoming an admirable

naval station, at a point commanding both the Pacific

and Southern Seas.

The discovery of a most extensive deposit of coal in

Vancouver's Island, on the North West coast of

America, nearly in our own parallel of latitude, will

give impulse to the navigation of the Pacific, may be
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available in regard to the railway projected to connect

the Mississippi with that Sea, and must be considered,

generally, as stimulating to high enterprise.

So long as these and similar objects evoke the spirit

of the age, let it not be apprehended that there will

be GOLD in excess, for gold is the very instrument of

action and its abundance coincides, most remarkably,

with a coming and indefinable demand for its use.

Some observations will be added, on colonisation,

more fully considered.

The cultivation of the torrid zone will never cease

to be a disturbing element of social life, until it be

carried on by the natives, or by settlers attached to

the soil, as a home. The transportation of the African

from his native land, attended, as it is, by a train of

indescribable horrors, aggravated by the channels into

which it has been diiven, is conventionally discouraged

and condemned throughout Europe ; but still prevails.

As a check to this practice, the introduction of the

coolies of the East, and of Chinese, into the Western
tropical world, has been adopted ; but tliis system does

not produce a race of settled inhabitants, is attended

by the double and veiy heavy expense of conveyance
over many thousand miles of sea, for the imported
labourer must be re-conveyed to his native land, carry-

ing away the savings of his wages. This endeavour to

work a sugar estate, is the expiring effort of the Euro-
pean planter, and cannot be long continued, if the

resources of the East be adequately developed. Im-
ported free labour might indeed be continued, if the

competition were confined to the slave, but neither by
paid free labour, nor by slave labour, can it be ex-

pected that the West, can long contend with the cheap,

home, labour of the East. The competition can only

be successfully maintained, in the West, by the free-

man attached to the soil, as his home, in the character
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of proprietor or lessee ; the small planters, who, if duly
encouraged by Her Majesty's Government and the

Colonial Legislatures, would assuredly manifest their

ability to keep their limited possessions in successful

cultivation ; sufficiently so for their moderate wants,

since the man, his wife and children, would perform
the labour required, and it may be repeated, their

wants, in a warm climate, congenial to their tempera-
ment and habits, are few.

Different methods, based on experience, may be
brought under view, for the settlement of land in

small plots, in the West Indies.

By sale.

On lease simply, or on lease with the cession of the

land, upon the expiration thereof, the covenants having
been duly performed.

In either case, the occupier might be dependent on
the large mill and works, for the realisation of his crop,

or he might realise it himself.

To provide for the former, a neighbouring miU
must be available, the usage being to compensate the
miU-owner by one-half of the produce.

In the latter alternative, the occupier must possess

a hand or other small mill, together with such addi-

tional apparatus as would enable him to realise the

crop at his own home, as above mentioned.''^ In this

case, if under lease, the rent might be paid in money,
or by a share of the produce.

The lease would bind the tenant to a prescribed

course of management, and many minor arrangements
would naturally spring from the relations of occupier

and proprietor.

Irrespective of the East and West Indies, the ex-

pectation may be entertained of the Northern posses-

sions of Great Britain, in South Africa, being brought
into extensive sugar cultivation. Here again would
the system of small plantations, admit of such encou-

ragement to the natives, as might be attended with the

* P. 99.
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best results, in winning them to habits of industry

and order. And here is a field for the exertions of

the philanthropist, who has been baffled by the climate,

in the endeavour to effect the same purpose, in the more
central regions of the same continent.

In the higher latitudes, much might be effected, in

the union of intelligence and capital, by Joint Stock
Companies, and of which no better illustration can be
offered than the experience of the Canada Company,
who having, in the year 1824, obtained from Govern-
ment the right of purchase of about 2,400,000 acres

of land, in Upper Canada, have, by judicious and
careful management, been of great public service, in

effecting the settlement of industrious families on wild

land, where their industry has foimd its reward ; and
the Company has, at the same time, obtained an ade-

quate return in the support of their establishment,

and in good dividends to the proprietors, with the

certainty of the reaHsation of their capital, with
LARGE INCREASE.

Why does not this prosperous Company find more
imitators "? Plan, system and superintendence, give

the idea of the duties of such a Company. The execu-

tion, the work, is performed by steady hard-working

people, but who, upon their arrival in the colony, need
advice, guidance, to be told where to settle, and how
to husband their slender funds ; indeed, from a low
condition, how to become the proprietoi^ of the soil.

Under the able superintendence of the agents, and the

fostering care of the Canada Company, this change in

the condition of great numbers, even of the poorest

class, has been efiected ; for beginning as labourers for

hire, they have soon found the means of gaining a foot-

ing on the land, and stimulated by the prospect of

independence for themselves and their families, their

weakness has become strength, and they are now valu-

able subjects of the British Crown. At first, the

land was sold in lots of 100 or 200 acres, at a low

price, to be paid for by annual instalments ;—some
years since, the option was tendered, of leasing the
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land, for ten years, in lots chiefly of 100 acres, the

land being ceded in full possession, upon the covenants

of the lease having been performed. The latter plan

has, for the most part, been preferred, and this mode
of reclaiming raw land cannot be too attentively

regarded, in reference to other wild lands of Canada,
the lands of the Cape of Good Hope, Australasia,

and elsewhere.

Thus, ifEngland would, indeed, be great and happy,
let her mighty sceptre be swayed in beneficence, in

prompting to good, not only throughout her vast do-

minion, but in awakening the sympathies of brother-

hood throughout the world, from zone to zone, from
pole to pole, and especially in showing by example,

how the intellectual faculties, the gifts of the under-

standing, may be made instrumental to the aflections

of the heart. The prevailing desire for peace, the

state of intercourse between nations, the ascendency
of this empire, and the common origin and language
of another people, advancing in power and influence,

with unparalleled strides, appear to present Providen-

tial opportunities of social improvement ; but to be
really eflectual to the good of each, the spring and
motive of action, must be the good of all,

P. & D.—June 35, Jul^ 2, 1853.

A FUTURE BUDGET.

Many are the advantages to the nation, from the

adoption, by the legislature, of the budget of Mr. Glad-
stone. This great step in the realization of the prin-

ciples and policy of the late Sir Robert Peel, is a
source of gladness, and cannot fail, in the event, to

benefit all classes of society, and not least, the Land-
owner ; more especially, in the greater ability of the

working classes to support the markets of the country,

by increased purchases, increased and increasing con-
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sumption ; nor can it be doubtful that the state of

the revenue will so shew the effects of increased con-

sumption, at home and abroad, as to justify the minis-

ter in proceeding in an onward course, by unloosing

still more, the bonds which have held in check the

intellectual action and industry of the country.

The resumption of this subject, so immediately after

the important measures of the last session of Parlia-

ment, may to some appear ill-timed ; to be premature :

but upon reflection it is hoped this impression wiU be

removed. No step, having regard to the public obli-

gations, should be taken, without much thought and
enquiry ;—nor, on the other hand, should any tax

be allowed to continue a day, unless requii'ed by the

exigencies of the state; and tliis observation applies

with irresistible force, to imposts which, from their

action upon society, sap both public and private morals

at the very root. No remission of attention should be
allowed, until fiscal reform be complete.

Upon this ground, the reasons urged for the reduc-

tion of duties of Customs and Excise, in these pages,

will now be reiterated and enforced.

It unfortunately happens that the impost, of all

others, demanding the most earnest and early atten-

tion, because the source of the most gross revenue
frauds, and the greatest corruption of manners, applies

to an import, the consumption of which is considered,

by many, as fit only to be discouraged, and therefore

not to be reduced in cost.

If tobacco were not brought into consumption clan-

destinely,—if the question were, simply, shall tobacco

be made dear by a duty on its importation 1 the de-

termination would be right, that this duty should be
the last to be reduced. But it is not so ;—the duty
on tobacco is a most pregnant source of evil, in the

wide-spread frauds which it generates, taking every

conceivable form and direction, to avoid the payment
of the enormous duty ; the fraud exceeding four
MILLIONS per annum. Surely it is not allowable to
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say that we cannot, as a Nation, afford to alter such

a system.

It is for Her Majesty's Ministers to bring home to

themselves the consideration of this matter ; for how-

can they, consistently with their position in a Chris-

tian Community, rem.ain any longer passive in the

continuance of this warfare against all principle 1

The question in this case is not, as in most other

fiscal enquiries, how consumption can be increased, and
the comforts of life diffused, but how, effectually to set

aside legislative encouragement to evil habits, in the

clandestine introduction of tobacco.

If the contraband trade in this article, as an organ-

ized system, would cease, upon the reduction of the

duty to one shilling per pound, the argument is in

force for not reducing the duty lower ; and in this

case there would be little fear of loss of revenue, for

although the duty is now 35. 2d. per pound, the ex-

pectation may be fairly entertained that the consumer
being supphed by regular imports only, and the con-

sumption increasing, through the reduction of price

incident to the lowering of the duty to l^., the receipts

at the Exchequer would be equivalent to the present

revenue under this head, without noticing the con-

sequent increase in the consumption of other articles
;

and, therefore, the reduction to Is. should be first

tried.

If however, it shoidd be necessary, in order to pre-

vent the trade of contraband, to reduce the duty to

Qd. per pound, the apparent deficiency in the revenue,

the difference between the shilling and the sixpence,

would somewhat exceed two millions per annum ; ap-

parent, but not real, because a large sum now absorbed

in the purchase of tobacco, would be released by the

reduction of the duty, and be expended in the purchase

of other articles, more or less directly or indirectly con-

tributing to the revenue. Taking the sum thus to be

released, including the profits of the trade, to be three

millions per annum, and allowing that one-fifth thereof
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would find its way to the treasury, there would be a

diminution of the apparent loss of £600,000, leaving a

deficiency of £1,400,000 only.

Still there is a further and very important consi-

deration in connexion with this subject.—A similar

train of observation and argument, applies to foreign

spirits, upon the reduction of the duty on which, fi:om

15s. to 95. or 10s. per gallon, (which might be effected

with little risk to the revenue), simultaneously with a

sufficient reduction of the duty on tobacco, the coast-

guard, with its heavy expences, might cease, and this

would bring in aid the further sum of £400,000 and
upwards, reducing the apparent deficiency of revenue,

in respect of tobacco (even at 6d. per poiuid), to one

million per annum. The reduction of the duty on

foreign spirits to 1 2s. per gallon, might first be tried.

With the present disposition, intelligence and firm-

ness, of Her Majesty's Government, it may, it is pre-

sumed, be justly concluded, that this enormous evil,

eating as a cancer into the very heart of our moral

being will be abated, and with energetic promptitude.

Nor is it certain, taking into view the spring and
elasticity of the coimtry, that there would, even with

the utmost reduction contemplated, be any eventual

diminution of revenue under the heads of tobacco and
foreign spirits.

Upon the ground of these appeals to the reason and
judgment, and above all to the conscience, the duty

on those imports ought to be put in the earliest pos-

sible course of reduction.

The duties of Excise under contemplation, are first,

as to paper and malt, and their total repeal being re-

quired, more hesitation must be allowed on the part of

ministers, responsible by their position to the claim-

ants on the state, and to the country, for the main-

tenance of the public faith.

For the repeal of these taxes, reliance must, in part,

rest upon surplus revenue, the extent of which de-

pends upon the expansion of home and trans-marine
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trade, and which again, is most materially dependent
on the state of the Imperial dependencies, India and
our colonies.

In all these relations, circumstances are pregnant
with the expectation of an annual growing surplus of

public income, and encourage the hope of a sufficient

early surplus of revenue, to enable the minister to pro-

pose the repeal, first, of the paper duty, because the
least in amount, and then of the malt tax.

And although these duties amount to more than
six millions per annum, and under their specific heads
would not contribute to the revenue, the abolition be-

ing total, the relief and recruit of the Exchequer, re-

sulting from the repeal itself, would be very consider-

able. In the costs of collection, the Exchequer would
be relieved to an amount of about £400,000, and
would be recruited to the amount of £1,600,000,

from the circulation and expenditure of, at least,

£8,000,000, now absorbed by these duties and their

incidents, leaving four millions only, to be sought in

surplus revenue, that is to say, surplus after all other

reduction of taxes already determined on by the

legislature, and due allowance for the discontinuance

of the income tax, in the year 1860.

To lessen this deficiency, at an early time, by at

least £1,000,000, it is suggested :

—

1. That all further grants of life and term annuities

should cease. The annual sum payable in respect of

life annuities is about £1,000,000, but as the lives

drop, if no more such annuities were granted, every

annuity falling in would be so much clear diminution

of the public burthens. For the purpose immediately

in view, it will be assumed that, concurrently with the

gradual reduction of the duties on tobacco and foreign

spirits, life annuities would fall in to the amount of

£400,000, and eventually the entire million. This

branch of the public business is expensive, and the

conversion of an annuity of three into nine pounds,

appears to be most unwise, seeing the paralyzing ef-
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fects of indirect taxation. Let these grants cease, the

payment of the annuities current, be made by the

Bank of England, transfer the calculating department

to the treasury, and dispose of the national debt

office.

2. That by arrangement with the Bank of England,
the annuity to that corporation of £585,740, to expire

in 1867, be extinguished by purchase. The value of

this annuity in April, 1854, will be six millions or

thereabouts, and this might be provided for by the

appropriation of part of the large coming surplus

revenue, expected to accrue, until the cessation of the

income-tax in 1860.

The effect of these measures would be, to reduce

the deficiency under consideration from Four to

Three Millions, for which (3 millions) regard must
be had to the surplus in the Exchequer, and as this

surplus shall accrue, being as it may be hoped, a grow-
ing surplus, must progress be regulated.

Passing from these greater objects to a subject mi-

nute comparatively, in extent, but involving consi-

derations which claim early and earnest attention, the

duty on spirits of wine, will now be noticed.

This impost has the effect, not only of depriving the

country of a highly interesting and valuable depart-

ment of manufacture, as an element of trans-marine

trade, but of reducing the nation to a state of depend-

ence on foreign countries for a great variety of supply,

even for home use, in medicine and the arts, and which
may be generalised thus :

—

The crystalline and other bodies, known as alkaloids.

The substances extracted from vegetables, known as

alcoholic or resinous extracts.

And there are other preparations not included under
these heads.

It would be out of place here, to enter into parti-

culars, but it is no exaggeration to say, that the enu-

meration of the preparations dependent upon the use

of spirits of wine, by the chemist, would form a long
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catalogue, and that the investigations of science con-

stantly add to the number.
When the duty on spirits of wine was first imposed,

few ofthese preparations were known ; they are nearly

all the results of modern science ; the law was, there-

fore, formerly, so far innocuous : but in the present

state of chemistry, it paralyses both the head and the

hand, without any compensatory advantage, even to

the revenue ; for it may fairly be presumed that what
is gained by the duty itself, is lost, many times re-

peated, by its bhghting influence upon invention and
discovery, and by its interruption of the course of in-

dustryj applied to chemistry.

The remedy for this great evil is simple, and might
be rendered effectual, without any material risk of

fraud on the revenue, and that is, by allowing to the

chemist a drawback on the spirits of wine declared to

have been used by him in his processes, when claiming

the drawback;—a plan which has been recognised

and applied in many instances. In this way, might
this department of science be placed on the same
footing here, as in foreign countries, relieving the op-

pressed skill and talent of the subject, and in no un-
important degree adding to our enterprise, industry,

and home and external trade. It may be added that

much of the raw material used for these purposes,

first passes our shores to the interior of Germany,
and that the products, when attained, to a considerable

extent, repass the same coasts.

In the admitted and acknowledged earnestness of

Her Majesty's government, to relieve and promote
enterprise and industry, an assurance may be felt that

this grievance need only be brought fully into view, to

be redressed. It may be added, that the parties more
immediately concerned, the manipulators and men of

science, are in fault, in not having represented these

circumstances more forcibly to the minister ; but ha-

bits of philosophic research are rarely combined with
the character of the man of business.
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It may be urged, that the duty on tobacco, fo-

reign spirits, malt, paper, and the allowance of a

drawback to the chemist, on spirits of wine, claim the

earliest attention ; but without interfering with these

claims to priority, there is another very important

head of revenue requiring early regard, and that is

the duty of customs on foreign wine, the consideration

of which presses on the legislature with no ordinary

interest.

It is unnecessary now to recite aU the arguments
bearing on this question, since by a committee of the

wine trade, of recent appointment, under the lead of

Mr. Oliviera, this subject, in its general bearings, is

fully understood, and will no doubt be argued with
much force, both in and out of Parliament ; there are,

however, two points to which attention will be now
drawn, and which it is submitted merit both general

and official attention.

The reduction of the duty on wine, from five shil-

lings and sixpence to one shilling, per gallon, is ob-

jected to, on the ground that one of two things would
follow ; either an equitable drawback must be allowed

on the vast stocks in the cellars of the dealers, and
upon which the duty has been paid, or the subjection

of the dealers to an immense loss, in the depreciation

of their respective stocks ; either the return to the

wine merchants of some millions of money, or a heavy
and unjustifiable exposure of that body to a heavy loss.

To effect the good, without the alloy of the evil, it

is suggested that permission to the merchant or dealer

to bottle wine in bond, in the dock vaidts, there to be

deposited, or stocked, without payment of the duty,

until brought into consumption, would go far towards
removing the objection to the desired reduction of the

duty on wine, on the ground of its effect on the stock

held by the merchants.

At present, wine for home consumption cannot be
bottled off in this country, unless it be first conveyed
to the warehouse or ceUar of the dealer, and this im-
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plies the previous payment of the heavy duty ; thus,

bottled port must have been either in the dealers' or

consumers' cellars, after payment of the duty, for a
period commensurate to its age in bottle, adding most
materially to the cost of the wine. It is true that

the payment of the duty would thus be postponed,

but as the consumption would proceed in the inverse

ratio of the cost, it would only be necessary for the

minister to provide for the check on the Exchequer
receipts, in the first instance ; the future would be
provided for, in the gradual but constant increase of

consumption.

With a view to facilitate, to clear the way for the

reduction of the duty on wine, without returning

any part of the duty already received, and without
any sensible injury to the merchant, it is suggested
that permission be given, by a treasury order, to

bottle wine in the dock vaults, under the customs'

lock, and the bond of the merchant to pay the duty
when taken out for home consumption.

The value or effect of such a regulation would be
in proportion to the time during which it might have
been in force previous to the reduction of the duty,

since, could the merchant be allowed to mature wine
in bottle in a bonded cellar, that is to say, to ripen

the wine for consumption, without the payment of the

duty, until wanted for delivery to his customer, and,

by the means suggested, be secured against the risk

of loss on the lowering of the duty, he would, of

course, reduce his home stock as quickly as possible,

and rely for his future trade upon stock in the bonded
dock cellar. To render this resource effectual, time
would be required to enable him to reduce his home
stock, before the reduction of the duty took effect.

It is therefore proposed and recommended, that an
immediate treasury order should be issued, permitting

the bottling of wine in the import docks, under bond
;

that an interval of eighteen months or two years, be
allowed from the date of this order, before any alter-

I
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ation of the wine duties take effect, that not more
than one shilling per gallon be taken off in any one

year, and that, by an annual progression, the duty be
reduced to one shilling per gallon.

There can be but slight ground of apprehension, if

any, of a falling off in the public income from the

immediate or early adoption of these measures, taken
collectively, that is to say, as to tobacco, foreign spirits,

paper, malt, spirits of wme, wine, in the order in which
they stand, whilst, on the contrary, it is more reason-

able to expect an augmentation of revenue, to be de-

rived from a mighty increase of consumption, imply-

ing much addition to the comfort of families, and, it

may be hoped, leading-to an improvement in the health,

morals, and manners of the people.

Comprehended in their full range, and in all their

bearings, and presented in one view, graduating and
timing the steps by which those great purposes may be

best attained, the next seven years, with the blessing

of peace, will be sufficient for all the objects now
suggested.

There could be no difficulty in producing materials

for a more enlarged budget, but enough has been pro-

posed for early consideration, and should circimistances

enable the Chancellor of the Exchequer to advance

so far, there will be the more facile means of realising

additional benefits to the British Empire, and gene-

rally, to the great Family of Nations, by the removal

of other impediments to social and commercial inter-

course, domestic and foreign.

Sept. 1, 1853.

CHINA AND THE CHINESE.

What can be entitled to more attentive consideration

than the social and moral state of this remarkable

people, contemporary, as may be presumed, in the

early advancement in the arts of life, with the Egyp-
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tians, Babylonians, Assyrians, and their more imme-
diate neighbours the native races of India, and now-

constituting one third of the population of the globe 1

Whether or not England be called upon to take

any political part in the affairs of China, is a subject

in itself of the deepest interest, for it involves this

question ; in what degree, if any, is it in the power of

the British Crown, using such further means, only,

as are allowed by our Christian profession, to intro-

duce and promote the establishment of Christianity as

the authorized religion of China 1
'''' But the argu-

ment as to political action, is for the Cabinet, rather

than for popular discussion.

In its social and moral bearings, however, the ties

of sympathy are not the less binding, and it is fairly

open to all, to throw out reflections and suggest

thoughts, calculated to awaken or quicken, an iur

terest in this vast body of the Heathen.

It is past human power to pronounce upon the

Providential purposes for which these islands, and
more generally speaking, the Anglo-Saxon race, have

been permitted to acquire an ascendancy over the

populations of the Earth, which, already so great, ap-

pears to be increasing, from day to day, whilst other

nations make but slow progress, if any. Still, ^ the

military and naval prowess and the moral power of

this country and this race, are such as to command uni-

versal acknowledgment, and consequently, there is a

great and anxious trust to be accounted for.

The Chinese nation, after many centuries of rule,

under the semblance of a despotism the most absolute,

but in truth, acting by a delegation of ofEce and au-

thority, corrupted by a devotion to money, from high

to low, and experiencing the weight of authority in the

prince, in its capricious exercise only, appears now to

approach to a dissolution of the social ties, essential

to its existence as a state.

* Christianity is already tolerated in China, by the late treaty
;

the treaty of Na>! KING.

I 2
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And this peculiarity marks the present juncture, as

it undoubtedly has ripened the crisis. The opium
war, lamentable and disgraceful to this country as

was its origin, has unveiled to the rulers of China
their own weakness, and manifested their incapacity of

governing and inability to resist the arms and dis-

cipline of Europe, whilst at the same time, the la-

bours of the missionary, reflect the light of truth from
the Bible.

If to these facts it may be added, that the revolt in

China has for its objects, not only the overthrow of

the Tartar dominion, but the discontinuance of image
worship, and the establishment of Christianity, the

field for reflection does indeed enlarge.

At this extraordinary crisis, the following sugges-

tions are offered, as the tribute of duty of an earnest

mind, zealous for the rescue from the degradation and
corruptions ofidolatry, of a people highly moral in their

precepts and avowed principles, sadly debased in prac-

tice, but still, distinguished by their patient industry,

and happily, now affording hope of conversion to the

true faith.

The suggestions for immediate consideration, are ;
—

1. How to effect the removal of all restrictions

upon emigration from China, so as to admit of the

transport and resettling of an entire family, and in

particular, of young married people.

2. The encouragement of colonization by the Chi-

nese in all parts of the British dominions, by enabHng
them to acquire property in the soil, as well as by
other means, and the institution of schools and col-

leges wherever they may settle, for their instruction

in the European languages and the Christian reli-

gion, and the concurrent or reciprocal teaching of

other nations professing Christianity in the Chinese

tongue.

3. The free and general circulation of the sacred

writings, for which object, neither expense nor exer-

tion should be spared ; in particular a large cor-
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rected edition of the Bible, in the Chinese character,

should be printed at the public expense.

4. The united efforts of the clergy and laity of the
church of England and of all in union with her, are
demanded for the establishment of churches wherever,
in China, it may be practicable, for the performance
of divine service in the native tongue, with the acces-

sories of schools and colleges.

5. An invitation to the Chinese themselves, to ren-

der these estabhshments and institutions self-sup-

porting.

With such preliminary or introductory measures,
and the great and increasing demand for labour, espe-

cially in some parts of the torrid zone, the transport
of these poor people, from their own over-populated
country, would become a work worthy of missionary
zeal.

The emigration should be conducted with careful re-

gard to character and upon the footing of a privilege to

the emigrant ; the Christian convert, being advanced
in preference, to stations of trust and confidence.

Upon this basis, a system might be super-structed,

tending to a union in heart and purpose, between the
most distant lands, and embracing the circuit of the
entire globe.

In any view that may be taken of this vast and
most interesting subject, too much consideration and
attention cannot be given to the cultivation of the
Chinese language. Do any desire to assist in the con-
version to Christianity of this people ? A familiarity

with the Chinese langniage appears to be indispensa-
ble to success ;—at the mother s knee, in school and at

college, the Chinese tongue should be a leading object

of teaching ; in common with the Hebrew, this lan-

guage might be required, to some extent, as a qualifi-

cation for Holy Orders, and above all with the Mis-
sionary, who, if also educated in medicine and surgery,

with the healing of the body in one hand, and of the
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soul in the other, must prevail, humanly speaking,

wherever circumstances be in any degree favourable

to the great end in view ; the conversion of the Chi-

nese Nation to the Christian Faith.

The great advantage of the union of the Christian

missionary and the physician in one person, has re-

cently received a remarkable illustration in the suc-

cessful labours of Dr. Bettelheim in Loochoo. This

devoted missionary has resided seven years in these

islands, situated between Japan and China, practising

medicine and occasionally surgery, and at the same
time teaching Christianity, wherever and whenever
an opportunity offered. His missionary labours, and
his translations of the Gospels and Epistles into the

Loochoo tongue, are detailed in the report (the seventh)

of the Loochoo mission, "^'^ and his medical services,

especially his introduction of vaccination, in the

"Medical Times," of the 6th, 13th, and 20th of Au-
gust. It appears from these accounts, that his success

in healing, and the Christian fortitude with which he
persevered in doing good in spite of opposition, ill-

treatment, and difficulties almost insurmountable, at

length won the affection of the people, and induced
their rulers, notwithstanding their professed contempt
for foreigners, to tolerate, almost to encourage him,

and even privately to seek his assistance and advice.

This favourable feeling, arising out of love and respect

for the healer of sickness, considerably increased the

number of his Christian converts, and induced even
his guards, appointed to watch and report his move-
ments, to declare that the God of the Christians had
blessed Loochoo.

Sept. 1, 1853.

* Office, 48, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street. This Mission was
established in the year 1845, under the name of the "Loochoo Naval
Mission."
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ELEMENTS OF A PLAN FOR THE LIQUIDATION

OF THE PUBLIC DEBT.

[The year 1819, when this paper was thrown into circulation^

was a most anxious crisis in the civil affairs of this kingdom!]

Whatever may be the difference of opinion, as to the

causes and motives of the late war, it is evident that

the British nation retires from the contest, with the

advantage of great increase in all the means of poH-

tical power.

In agricultural and cultivated surface, the increase

is very considerable ; in the British American Colo-

nies, in the Antilles, in Asia, in the south of Africa

and in the British Isles, the augmentation of territory,

of population and of production, constitute great ac-

cessions of power.

In manufactures, generally, the ability of the United
Kingdom to maintain successful competition, through-

out the world, is demonstrated ; the British warehouse
is the resort of all nations for clothing, in most of the

varieties required by the convenience and taste of

each ; the increase of demand on British Industry,

exerted in the usefid arts, is indisputable.

And so happy is the distribution of these several

interests, so fortunate the relation of the several parts

to each other, so harmonious the whole, as to provide

resources for protection and defence, in the marine, by
which the intercourse, for the exchange of the natural

and artificial productions of each, is conducted.

The effect of this harmonious and powerful combi-

nation, has been experienced, in the invincible fleets

and armies of Great Britain, in the unexampled ex-

penditure by which those fleets and armies have been
maintained.

How then, does it happen, that the increase of

public happiness, is not only, not co-extensive with
the increase of power in the body politic, but, is to be
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contemplated, as declining in the inverse ratio of that
increase '? That power in the whole, is suffering and
sorrow in the individual 1

The causes of the anomaly may be reduced to three

general heads, namely :

—

The system of the public debt.

A population, exceeding the actual demand for

labour.

Education, as respects all classes of the commu-
nity.

^

Of these important subjects, the first mentioned
only, is intended for present consideration, because
relief from the burthen of the pubHc debt, appears to

be indispensable to the successful institution of cor-

rective or remedial measures, with reference to all de-

partments of social life.

Industry is the vital principle of property ; ab-

stracted from labour, the land, the spindle and the

loom, are alike inert and unproductive ; afree course

to honest exertion, and protection and compe7isation to

the industrious, are therefore, first principles in the

social compact. A public debt, whatever the circum-

stances in which it may originate, bears adversely

upon those principles : the duties and taxes, insepa-

rable from a public debt, enhance the price of all pro-

ductions, particularly the price of agricultural produce

;

the market for the productions of labour, and particu-

larly of agricultural labour, is, consequently, circum-

scribed ; the course of industry is checked. The
enhanced price of food, and of all the necessaries of life,

disturbs the relation between the rate of labour and
cost of subsistence, and places at hazard the compen-
sation due to the active and industrious classes of the

community. The charge of interestfor loans ofmoney
ought, therefore, never to he incurred by the State

;

—
or, if necessary, as the alternative from a greater evil,

should, with the least possible delay, be removed, by the

fair and honest discharge of the principal debt.

Great Britain has so long been accustomed to a
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national debt, so many conveniences actually do result

and so many advantages appear to result, from her

system of public debt, as to render the approach to the

question of final and complete liquidation anxious, and
not unmixed with the apprehension of the charge of

temerity. The British system of public annuities is

sanctioned by time, is recommended by the faciHties

which it accords to the annuitant, and is familiarised

by use.

But, if the positions now advanced, be true generally,

they are true, more especially, with regard to Great
Britain ; for, abstracted from the active disposition and
industrious habits of her people, her empire is only a
name. The sanction of a Hmited period of time, cannot

alter the inherent character of things ; if, for upwards
of a century, a system of public annuities has been re-

cognized and acted upon by the government, necessity

has ever been the plea for calling into action a measure
always held to be objectionable ; and experience cannot

be urged in favour of the attempt to support and con-

tinue the system : the convenience of individuals, is

not to be indulged to the prejudice of the best inter-

ests of the community, and the apparent advantages
will be seen, as the illusions of the fancy, if the system
he at variance with the first principles of society, ^/'the

labourer he deprived of his fair reward, if in conse-

quence, the good order and well being of the state, be
fearfully borne upon and interrupted.

The public debt of Great Britain, has been, for the
most part, concocted on pecuhar principles, principles

which can only be justified by necessity, and severe

indeed, must be the necessity which can justify their

application.

It is not lawful, between individuals, to condition for

the payment of interest, and, also, for further compen-
sation, by an addition to the principal sum advanced
on re-payment of the loan ; a contract of such descrip-

tion, between individuals, would be held to be repug-
nant to fair and honest principle ; would disgrace the
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lender, and injure, if not destroy, the credit of the

borrower.—What however is conditioned, what under-

taken in a British loan ? An examination of the three

per cent, annuities will lead to sufficient explanation.

In a bargain between the public and the loan con-

tractor, under which a three per cent, annuity is created,

it is conditioned, that in consideration of the advance

or payment of a sum of money, ordinarily varying

between fifty-five and sixty-five pounds, a transferable

annuity shall be granted, of three pounds
; provision

not being made, for the redemption of the annuity,

for any less consideration than the amount of stock

created or raised, in favour of the annuitant, upon the

grant of the annuity, namely, one hundred pounds

;

and, as it may be convenient to the annuitant, to sell

the annuity, without awaiting the chance of a forced

redemption, the government engages to carry, periodi-

cally, into the public market, to purchase pubHc annui-

ties, sums of money, progressively increasing with the

progressive amount ofthe annuities actually, from time

to time, bought up : under the arrangements for this

purpose, the amount applicable to the reduction of the

debt of the United Kingdom, for the year ended 5th
January, 1819, was £15,620,503 175. 5^d/'

One effect relied upon from this plan, is the excite-

ment of confidence on the part of the lender, and un-
doubtedly, the calculation is encouraging ; he is assured

of five per cent, interest or thereabouts, on the capital

advanced, he has before him the calculation of the effect

of the Government demand, in the market for public

annuities ; he buys an annuity for which the grantor

assures to him a market, for the grantor is to be the

chief buyer therein ; and he entitles himself to receive

£100 for every £60 advanced, (taking £60 as the
average) should his annuity be cancelled, compulsorily.

The disadvantages of these terms are heavy and

* House of Commons Reports.—The public accounts, cited through-

out, are the accounts to the 5th January, 1819.
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severe towards the public. The legislature binds the

public to pay the annuity which the government has

granted, so long as held by the annuitant ; when
no longer so held, when redeemed, in virtue of the

contract with the annuitant, the amount of the an-

nuity is still required from the public, and for what
purpose 1 to be carried into the market for public

annuities, to assure to the holders, so far as extensive,

constant and obligatory purchases, can assure, an ad-

vantageous price for such annuities.

It is to be admitted, that the ulterior object proposed

or spoken of, is the redemption ofthe whole ofthe public

annuities ; but, in the face of the advance in the price

of the annuities, incident to the present system of pur-

chase by the government ; in the face of the frequent

creation of other annuities, in the face of the too proba-

ble calculation of the return to a state of war, is such a

result to be expected '? The idea ofthepublic debt being

effectually redeemed, by means of the present system,

cannot be gravely entertained, by any person possessing
ordinary powers of reflection.

This is an awful conclusion ; a conclusion in which
the country cannot rest : an alternative is to be sought,

and the final object of these reflections is to point to

that alternative. It will not however be improper,

previously, to state some of the consequences, which
actually flow from the public debt.

By the direct and indirect efiect of duties and taxes,

the difficulty of procuring individual support by plain

and simple exertion, has been greatly increased.

By the unrestricted issue of paper by the Bank of

England, occasioned by the immense collection and re-

issues, by the government, the facility to speculative

pursuits has been greatly increased.

By the example of persons, successfully engaged in

speculative dealing in the public annuities, a similar

spirit has been excited and carried into the pursuits of

trade, to an unparalleled extent.
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Tbe encouragement of patient labour and exertion,

has consequently declined ; the disgrace of pauperism
and insolvency has, therefore, diminished. The opera-

tions oftrade having taken a turn decidedly speculative

;

regular profits from trade are, comparatively, seldom
realized. What greater evil can befal a commercial
community '? The indisposition to honest and patient

labour, and the disposition to pursuits merely specu-

lative, when carried to an extreme, comprehend the
dissolution of the moral character of trade,—that is, in

a trading country, the moral character of the com-
munity.

The agricultural difficulties of the country, have been
rendered plainly intelligible, by parliamentary discus-

sion ; they are every where felt, and the statute book
declares, that the people of the United Kingdom, must
not expect, under the present system, at any definable

period, to eat cheap bread ; and yet, notwithstanding

this admitted state of difficulty, this Kingdom, on the

supposition of relief from the proportion of the duties

and taxes, incident to the public debt, might be ex-

pected to grow corn, at a rate of price sufficiently low,

to meet the flour of North America in the markets of

the south of Europe : that measure of relief being sup-

posed, the great capital of this country, the laborious

habits of the people, the skill and management of the

British farmer, the proximity to the markets of France,

Spain and Portugal, would, probably, admit a liberal re-

turn of rent to the landed proprietor, and, of sufficient

reduction of price to maintain competition in those

markets : it is not intended to be understood, that the

United Kingdom could grow more than sufficient, or

even sufficient, grain for the national consumption
;

the suggestion embraces simply, the conception, that,

in the case supposed, the rate of price would be such,

as to assure to the grower, a foreign market for grain,

in the event of a surplus quantity being produced, and
consequently, would encourage, in the highest degree.
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the investment of capital in the cultivation of the

soil.

Whether that extent ofconsequence, would or would

not result, it is unquestionable that, under the sup-

posed relief from impost, the people would be cheaply

fed, and that great and powerful impulse to the agri-

culture of the United Kingdom, would be experi-

enced.

The same remission of duties and taxes, although not

calculated to affect the demand for manufactures in a

similar degree, would greatly augment that demand ;

the United Kingdom is undoubtedly, the general resort

of nations, for the productions of the loom and the

anvil ; most descriptions of British manufacture are

produced at prices which render the labour of the manu-
facturer a blessing to mankind ; but it is clear, not-

withstanding, that an increase in domestic agriculture

would cause an increase of consumption in manufac-

tures at home, and that reduction in price, and conse-

quently, extension of market abroad, would ensue from

the supposed reduction of impost. In many leading

particulars indeed, the statute book, to the very letter,

is at variance with the first principles of political eco-

nomy : the duties which are imposed on the material

of many branches of manufacture, may be instanced,

namely ; the duty on silk, hemp, flax, cotton wool, fo-

reign sheep's wool, indigo and most of the other im-
portations of materials for dying, printing piece goods
and other processes of manufacture : partially cor-

rected indeed, by drawbacks and bounties, but still

weighing sensibly against the demand for British

manufactures.

Many of the trading and fiscal laws ofGreat Britain,

are the growth of times of distressing emergency ; those

laws and regulations, to great extent, when enacted,

were allowed to be objectionable, were adopted as the
lesser of conflicting evils, and it would be presumptuous
to assert that measures less onerous, under the cir-
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cumstances, could have been devised : tliat consider-

ation, is not however, now to be entertained ; it is

plain, that the British system of public annuities is

objectionable in principle, and it is indisputable that

great inconvenience and distress proceed from its actual

operation.

It is, therefore, to he considered, whether the imme-
diate, partial relief, and the eventual, entire relief of
the British nation,from the burthen of a public debt,

upon the basis of a general contribution in respect of
property, including the amount of stock created in

favour of the public creditor, and the amount of all

other public securities (not being the property of ex-

resident foreigners) can be rendered practicable and
safe?

It is difficult to estimate the private property in the

United Kingdom, with the accuracy to be desired. By
a statement published by Dr. Colquhoun, denomi-

nated " An Attempt" to estimate the property in Great

Britain and Ireland (1812), the amount of private

property in the United Kingdom, is represented to be

£2,647,640,000 : in that statement,the cultivated lands

constitute one-half, nearly, of the whole sum, the cul-

tivated lands, in England and Wales, being estimated

at something more than £24 per acre ; the other par-

ticulars are evidently the fruit of much labour and
research, and upon an attentive examination of the

statement, taking into view the authorities cited in its

support, there does not appear to be any reason to

question the propriety of considering the private

property in the United Kingdom under-rated, if

taken for the present purpose, at the sum of two
THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED MILLIONS, which is lesS

than Dr. Colquhoun's estimate.^

Colquhoun on the wealth, power, and resources of the British

Empire. 2nd Edit. p. 55.

{
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The public obligations, in respect of the national

debt, separate into four divisions ; namely,
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Being a charge of £47,859,987 155. 11 ^d (exclusive

of the heavy expense of collection), in respect of a
principal sum'of £1,161,803,292 45. Sd., and annuities

for lives and terms of years, with regard to which
last no equivalent in a principal sum has been brought
into the statement.

The sinking fund, as to which the first mentioned
K
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charge of £15,620,503 175. 5^d. has been created, is

required with reference to the funded and unfunded

debt, only ; if the debt were provided for by other

means, the demand on the public, on that account,would
cease and determine.'"'

To provide for the liquidation of the funded and un-

funded debt, it is proposed, first,

That;—

-

All private property in the United Kingdom, in-

cluding all claims on the Government (not being the

property of ex-resident foreigners), be declared liable

and subject to a contribution of fifteen per cent.

By which measure, taking

The Private Property, at £2,500,000,000
The Funded Debt

at 797,401,119 lOi

Allow for claims

of ex-resident

foreigners 15,000,000
782,401,119 lOi

The Unfunded Debt at 51,992,095 14 2i

Total ...£3,334,393,214 15 1

Specific provision would be made for the reduction of the Principal

of Debt to the amount of £500,158,982 4 2

Principal of Debt, totals.

Funded £797,401,119 lOi
Unfunded 51,992,095 14 2i

849,393,214 15 1

Leaving £349,234,232 10 11

to be provided from the following means and resources.

If a decided intention were manifested by the
legislature to liquidate the national debt, on the

basis proposed, it is anticipated that government stock,

* For the advantage of simplicity in treating the subject, regard is

not had to the partial deviation from the principle of the sinking fund,

which has been made in aid of the supplies for the current year.—In all

that is said, throughout, reference must be had to the public accounts,

5th January, 1819.
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of every description, would advance to £100/''' Sums of

money, varying from small to great, are in daily course

of accumulation in the United Kingdom, as well by
public bodies, as by individuals, which are the constant

subject of investment : in the contemplated event of

the advance of all government stock to £100, a propor-

tion of such monies, would be tendered to the British

Government, without the intervention of third parties

(as in a contract for a general loan) and without the

creation of a principal debt exceeding the principal

sum advanced, to be secured by transferable deben-

tures or otherwise, at an interest of three pounds
per annum for the one hundred pounds ; which
would equal the produce of the same sum, if laid out

in the purchase of 3 per cent, stock, at 100. It will

be admitted, that the security of the British Govern-

ment for the payment of the interest of money is

desirable : if that security be not found in the public

market, it will be sought at the treasury : the con-

ditions of a loan, if money be not required at stated

times ; if accepted, at a moment of convenience to

the lender, and not of necessity to the borrower,

will be prescribed, in frequent instances, by the

Government, and not by him ; and it is as clear as

any prospective view of the nature of the question

under consideration can be, that in the event of the

measure now proposed being adopted, the facilities for

the payment of the portion of the public debt, not

otherwise provided for, arising from new and proffered

loans of money, at a moderate rate of interest, would
be considerable. It is not now assumed that the rate of

interest, generally, would be altered or affected, but

* Unless, upon a liberal and compreliensive view of the relative rights

and interests of the funded and other proprietor, a lower maximum
should be concluded upon in respect of the 3 per cent, and other Stock

below 5, per cent ; a consideration which it is not deemed necessary or

becoming, to entertain, in these pages : the argument and the calcu-

lations proceed upon the basis of 100 for all Stock; the view, the least

favourable, to the liquidation of the debt.

k2
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simply, that the security of the British Government is,

to many persons and for many purposes, so desirable,

as to enable the country, in the case supposed, to bor-

row money, to a considerable extent, at a low rate of

interest.""

It is proposed, that all monies so lent, shall be ap-

plied in discharge of the principal of the present debt

;

a fresh debt, will indeed, thus, be created, but, without

any obligation to continue the present sinking fund.

Other means and resources, with reference to the

reduction, either of the capital of the original debt, or

of the supposed newly created debt, are presented for

consideration, namely :

A contribution in respect of property to he acquired

or invested in the United Kingdom, after the date of

the first general assessment.

Surplus from the taxes, which may be so regulated as

to amount to a considerable sum, without preventing

the large and liberal relief, immediately required.

The amount of stock which may for ever remain

unclaimed.

The contribution of 15 per cent, on the probable

greater amount of property, within the United King-
dom, than the sum of 2,500 millions.

The examination in detail, of these particulars

will not now be deemed necessary : in combination,

they present the means of eventually completing the

liquidation of the public debL Opinion may vary as

to the expediency of resorting to all those means

;

opinion may vary as to the selection of the means
if recourse be not had to the whole ; but it is not

questionable, that the means suggested, would be

adequate to the purpose of the eventual liquidation of

* It may fairly be presumed, that the Accountant General, most or

all the corporate and other public bodies, and charitable institutions,

the generality of trustees, and many individuals, on their own account,

would avail themselves of an opportunity of re-investing the amount of

part or the whole of the stock held by them or in their names, on Go-

vernment security, if paid off, and the opportunity were presented.
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the debt, not otherwise provided for, taking the

amount at 350 millions.

The following are the operative means, by which it

is conceived that the contribution or levy of 15 per

cent, on the property actually within the kingdom,

may be rendered practicable and safe : it would not

be prudent, if practicable, to carry the whole into effect,

as respects the levy of money, at one moment of time,

and the modes to be proposed, embrace considei-ations,

which not only guard against that inconvenience, but,

which it is presumed, ^«^ exhibit the whole measure,

in a more advantageous point of view than may have
been anticipated.

In respect of the stock-holder, annuitant for lives or

for terms of years, and creditor on imfunded govern-

ment securities, no more would be necessary, than the

abatement of 15 per cent, from the capital stock or

claim of each individual.

In respect of persons liable and subject to assessment

on landed or other property, such persons being also

public creditors, the cancelling of stock or other debt,

to an amount equal to the amount of their respective

assessments, would satisfy the demand upon each.

In respect of persons liable and subject to an assess-

ment on landed or other property, such persons not

enjoying the facility mentioned in the preceding para-

graph, the levy of the contribution must be accommo-
dated to the circu 711stances of the several parties.

With regard to many, facilities would imdoubtediy
be presented, by floating balances, by monies invested

in foreign fimds, by monies lent on mortgage, by the

early and convenient sale of property and by other

means.

But it must necessarily, happen, that a large amount,
in the aggregate, would be required from persons, not
possessing any other property or resources than the

immediate subject of the assessment : such persons

may be classed thus
;

1.—Proprietors of land, dwelling-houses, mines
and canals.
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2.—Manufacturers, ship owners, merchants, tra-

ders, farmers and others.

It is suggested ;

That the term of ten years might be allowed to the

first class, for the payment of the principal sum to be

assessed ; interest to be payable in the mean time, on

the principal unpaid, at the rate of 5 per cent, per

annum, by half yearly payments ; or if the principal

sum remain unpaid after the expiration of ten years,

the rate of interest to be increased to 6 per cent, until

the principal be paid.'"' In effect, a redeemable property

tax.

That the assessment on the second class, should be

payable by equal instalments in each of the first five

following years ; in the mean time, interest to be pay-

able on the principal sum assessed, at the like rate of

5 per cent., by half yearly payments ; discretionary

powers being vested in commissioners to extend the

time of payment of the principal sum, but not in any
case to exceed the term of ten years.

It will be objected
;

That the discharge of the national debt would
occasion a redundant capital.

That the circulation of the amoimt of the half-yearly

dividends on stock is favourable, nay essential, to the

prosperity of the country.

That the inquisition into the estate and property of

every individual is objectionable, in principle, and
would be inconvenient in practice.

That the advance of all government stock to 100
would give an advantage to the stock-holder, more
than equivalent to his contribution of 15 per cent.

;

that he would derive a direct benefit, instead of

bearing the burthen of the assessment, in common
with the landed proprietor and commercial capitalist.

That the want of the security of the Government
would be severely felt, by the aged, the infirm, the

* Lower rates of interest would now be recommended.—^^^. 1, 1853.
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minor ; by corporate and other public bodies, by chari-

table institutions and by commercial capitalists.

These objections, are severally, of apparent weight,

and it is not possible, in an imperfect state of society,

to devise any comprehensive range of action, wholly

free from difficulty ; it is however conceived, that each

particular objected, will admit of a satisfactory answer.

Capital cannot be, directly, either increased or di-

minished, by the liquidation of the public debt, by the

means proposed : the stock-holder orpublic annuitant,

as such, is not a capitalist.

The discontinuance of the sinking fund, would only

render unnecessary the levy and re-investment by the

Government, of a sum equal to the demand on account

of that fund.

The reduction of demand on the nation by the public

annuitant would, in like manner, only render un-
necessary the levy and repayment of a sum of money
equal to such reduction.

The proportion of the payment to be made by the

landed and other proprietor, in money, would pass

through the Exchequer, to the stockholder, who would
become an investor to the same amount. Money must
circulate for this purpose, but there would not be any
increase of capital.

There could not, in either case, he any increase or

diminution of capital ; whether mo7X or less amount of
money he passed through the Exchequer, the amount of
capital remains the same. The real effect, would indeed

be, the reverse of that which is supposed in the ob-

jection; the relief which the country would experience

under an extensive remission of duties and taxes, would
give activity to capital, and consequently would, in

the first instance, tend to the want, rather than the

superabundance, of capital.

The question of the half-yearly dividends, turns

upon a similar consideration ; the meaiis of those pay-
ments arefirst derivedfrom thepublic. In the instance

of a village, containing fifty heads of families, who may
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contribute directly and indirectly to those issues, at the

rate of £5 per annum, each ; ifnot so called upon, each

individual (supposing the rate of wages to be the same)

would find at his disposal, five pounds, yearly, more
than he now commands, which he would expend within

his own sphere, and would thus be the instrument of

a better circulation, for all social and political purposes,

than can be produced by any other means ; so with

respect to all other classes of society. The instrumen-

tality of the tax-gatherer, cannot be necessary to the

healthy circulation of the body politic.

The inconvenience incident to an inquisition into the

estate and property ofevery individual, is, undoubtedly,

very considerable, and for any inferior purpose ought
not to be proposed : the purpose in question is, how-
ever, of the deepest concern to all who feel the value

of social existence ; distress and danger press, and if

the measure now brought into view, comprehend the

means of extensive relief, of what comparative weight
is the inconvenience objected ?

It is admitted that the stock-holder would enjoy an
apparent advantage, as objected : three per cent, stock,

under the influence ofthe measure recommended,would
advance to 100 ; the contribution of the stock-holder

being only 15 per cent, he would receive £85 for what
would, noiv, in the market, produce only £70 ; but a
similar advantage must ensue from an advance in the

price of stock, from whatever cause ; and it will not be
contended, that the nation is, for ever, to be oppressed

with debt, to prevent the stock-holder from obtaining

£100 for the £100 stock which the books of the Bank
of England, record in his name. The objection appHes
rather to the principle on which the stock has been
created, than to the principle on which it is proposed
that it be redeemed.

It is also admitted that inconvenience would ensue
to various establishments and classess of persons, ifthe

Government were, at any time, wholly to decline all

guarantee of interest for money, and it is not now,

• 4
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Sinking Fund

Funded Debt

Unfunded Debt

Annuities for Lives, or for Terms of Years

Immediate Seduction.

The whole of the Sinking Fund.

Funded Debt, amount

Allow for claims of ex-resident

Foreigners

Fifteen per cent, on

Principal

797,401,119 lOi

15,000,000 O'

ie 782,401,119 lOi

interest, &c.

£ 8. d.

28,131,187

529,178

3

17

27,602,008 6 6f

31

ir

Fifteen per cent, on Unfunded Debt
| ,

The Debt and Interest would immediately be simplified and reduced to

The application of the assessment on the property estimated at 2,500 millions would alsi

exertion of the country, and the principal sum I of the Assessment being collected, tl

the sum of

Until collected, the Interest thereon at 5 per cent, per annum, payable by the several part

of Interest payable to the stock-holder, would amount to

Leaving to be provided for to complete the liquidation of the debt, the principal sum of .

Or for Interest and Annuities for lives and for terma of years, and charges of management

It is to be observed on the above statement, that the sum remaining to be paid in re

remained unpaid, the sum of i69,037,230 25. \d. would be correct ; on the extreme suppc

the sum for Interest and Annuities for lives and for terms of years, would be as follows

:

Interest on £349,234,232 IO5. ll*^., taking an average rate of Interest

Annuities for lives or for terms of years

In the event, the amount would vary between the two extremes, that is between ie9,(

* Because so far as the principal sum might remain unplaid, the interest would run at the higher ratt

a lower rate of interest; i£?100 of the principal of the assess|nent, whilst unpaid by the proprietor, wouk
relieve the country from the payment of £3, £'6 10#., or £\, as the stock bought up might be.

'
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Management.

1,161,803,292 4 3
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so long as the whole of the principal sum of 375 millions
rary, namely, that the whole sum of 375 millions were to be paid immediately.

£12,421,107 3i

2,028,612 18 3i

14,449,719 18 7

nd £14,449,719 18^. U. and may be taken at 13 miUions.

d applied to the extinction of the public debt, would relieve the country from a debt carrvinir
s interest; but when paid off and applied to the extinguishment ^JlOO ^tk'^W
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necessary to determine, definitively, whether, after the

liquidation of the amount of the present debt, such

guarantee should again, in any or what degree, and
under what circumstances, be accorded or not ; the

incompatibility of such engagements, with first prin-

ciples, has been shewn'''', and in any event, it would
be grateful to the country, to find her security the

object of solicitude, and that the lender of money, on
the security of the British Nation, could no longer

command the terms of advantage which he has

hitherto enjoyed.

The immediate effect of the measure proposed may
be considered as represented in the table opposite.

For the present purpose, the principal sum of funded
and unfunded debt, remaining to be provided for, after

the cessation of the sinking fund, and the application

of the principle of a contribution of fifteen per cent, to

the funded and unfunded debt, and to the private

property in the United Kingdom, may be taken at

350 millions, and the interest thereon and annuities

for lives or for terms of years, at thirteen milhons nett,

as represented in this table.

The means and resources for the liquidation of this

principal sum of 350 millions, have not been strictly

defined, but it has been shewn that they are ample,

and might be adopted, wholly or in part, as should be
deemed expedient.

These means and resources may be recapitulated as

follows, viz.

Future property and investments.

Excess of taxes.

Stock unclaimed.

The probable greater amount of the private pro-

perty, than 2,500 millions.

* P. 122.
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Expiration of Annuities for lives or for terms of

years, by effluxion of time.

On a review of the preceding statement, it appears,

that the burthen to be borne by the combined pro-

perty and exertion of the United Kingdom, in re-

spect of the pubUc debt, amounts to £1,161,000,000,

besides annuities for lives and for terms of years,

amounting to two milHons and upwards ; equal to

an aggregate principal sum of one thousand two
hundred millions or thereabouts ; and that the annual

charge in respect thereof, amounts to forty-eight

millions, nearly, exclusive of the heavy charges of
collection. The whole of the private property in the

United Kingdom, has been stated at two thousand

five hundred millions ; it may be somewhat more or

less, but a diiference is not to be presumed, sufficient

to vary, materially, the apparent relation of tlie debt

to the property, which, combining the consideration of

the sinking fund, is as one to two, or approaching

thereto.

By this brief summary it will become manifest, that

the conceptions which have been disclosed, do not in-

volve the principle of individual or personal sacrifice
;

it is sufficiently plain, without having recourse to

analysis, that the pressure of the debt, already falls

heavily on the proprietor : the husbandman, the arti-

ficer, all in the subordinate ranks of life, are distressed
;

and in a country, so knit by the social ties, what dis-

tress can afflict the poor that does not re-act on the

wealthy 1 The wealthy bear, not only their own im-

mediate proportion of the burthen, but, by re-action

from those who are below them in the scale of society,

are destined, eventually, to bear the whole ; they are

the last to feel the entire weight of consequences, but

they are the responsible members of the firm, and on

them the consequences will accumulate and finally

fall ; the burthen being equal to fifty per cent, on the

property. The redemption proposed, proceeds on the

calculation of a contribution of fifteen per cent, only :
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it may appear paradoxical, but every proprietor

would relatively, be much richer, after the alienation

of part of his property, than before, and the expec-

tation might be indulged, that he would become a
member of a well regulated and prosperous, instead

of a deranged and harassed community.
These explanations have been deemed necessary to

the introduction of the draft of Declaration annexed.
The nation requires immediate relief, and the form of

a declaration has been preferred, because it is more
manly, quite as constitutional, and in all respects,

more becoming, that measures comprehending the re-

duction, as to extent, though not in effective value, of

the property of every individual, should originate with
the subject, rather than with the executive govern-
ment, on whom this peculiar and weighty duty, cannot
fairly be devolved, without the previous favourable

manifestation of public sentiment and opinion ; and if

persons, whom the question, from extent of possession

and weight of influence, more nearly concerns, should
in any instance, assemble to dehberate on the subject,

the conceptions are thus presented to them in a form
the most convenient for that purpose.

DRAFT OF DECLARATION.

WE, the have, with great anxiety,

considered the state of the United Kingdom, on the
well-being of which we severally depend, in all the
relations of social existence : we are actuated by an
unfeigned desire to contribute to the relief of the
inconvenience and distress which press upon all

orders of society ; we are persuaded, that clear,

simple and comprehensive arrangements, in respect

of the national debt, are necessary to that end, and
under the influence of that conviction, we consider
it a duty of indispensable obligation, to declare our
sentiments, judgment and opinion thereon : which
we, accordingly, declare, as follows ; namely :
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Ist. That, the British Empire embraces a variety

and extent of territory and population, comprehend-
ing the means of producing great increase of national

wealth and power, and of advancing private and indi-

vidual comfort and happiness.

2nd. That, notwithstanding the possession and
command of such means, the national duties and
obligations are with great difficulty discharged, and
severe and unusual pressure and inconvenience are

experienced, in agriculture, in trade and in manufac-
tures ; by every order and class in active and social life.

3rd. That, the great weight of taxes occasioned by
the present systehi of the national debt, is a principal

cause of the existing inconvenience and distress.

4th. That, the abandonment of that system is in-

dispensable to the full and proper exercise of the

powers of this great community.
5th. That, the immediate reduction of the amount

now payable by the British nation, annually, and
the eventual complete redemption of the pubHc debt

of the United Kingdom, might be effected vrithout

violation of the national faith, and without any
dangerous or mischievous disturbance of the state

of property.

6th. That, the annual sum payable, either to the

government annuitant, holder of public floating secu-

rities, or to the commissioners for the redemption of

the pubUc debt, considered with reference to a prin-

cipal sum of debt, is equal to 1,200 millions or there-

abouts.

7th. That, the sum payable in respect of the na-

tional debt, including the charges of collection and
management, approximates to one million sterling,

weekly.

8 th. That, the levy of that sum, combined with the

levy of the further sum necessary for the current pur-

poses of the State, oppresses the industrious, injures

the capitalist, and threatens the most calamitous con-

sequences.
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9th. That, the national debt is susceptible of liqui-

dation, on the basis of a contribution of fifteen per cent,

from private property, including the amount of stock

created in favour of the public creditor, and of all

other public obligations.

10th. That, it is therefore expedient, that all Go-
vernment securities, not being the property of ex-

resident foreigners, be declared liable and subject to

a contribution of fifteen per cent, on the value thereof

11th. That, in the event of the adoption, by the

legislature, of efiectual measures for the general

application of such a principle of contribution, the

continuance of the sinking fund would become un-

necessary.

12th. That, in such event, the contribution of

fifteen per cent, to be paid by the public annuitant,

or other public creditor would, virtually, be efiected,

by the permanent reduction of all public annuities

payable to British subjects, and of all other public

securities, to the extent of fifteen per cent.

13th. That, the nation would be immediately re-

lieved by that measure, from claims amounting to

twenty millions nett, annually, or thereabouts, that is

to say, by the cessation of the sinking fund and the

diminution of the public debt.

14th. That, the contribution of fifteen per cent, in

respect of land, manufacturing, shipping, commercial

and other property would, further, as we apprehend,

relieve the nation, from claims amounting to fifteen

millions nett, annually, or thereabouts.

15th. That, it would not be necessary to press for

the immediate payment of the contribution of fifteen

per cent, in respect of the subject matter of the pre-

ceding paragraph, because, for the term during which
the same should remain unpaid, an annual payment
might be accepted, by way of interest, until pa3rrQent

of the principal.

16th. That, it appears to us however, that, to a
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great extent, a peculiar facility for the payment or

satisfa-ction of such contribution of fifteen per cent, is

presented ; namely, in respect of all persons who are

public annuitants or otherwise public creditors, and
who would also become liable and subject to the con-

tribution of fifteen per cent., as holders of other de-

scriptions of property.

17th. That, the contribution on account of such

other property, might be effectually and readily made,

by such persons, by cancelling an equal amount or

value in public securities.

18th. That, we apprehend, that the class of persons

referred to in the preceding paragraph is numerous,

and that such persons are, under the present system,

in effect, paying an annuity to themselves, from their

own property, under a heavy loss, by means of the

expence of management, and under the more severe

consequences of loss, prejudice and inconvenience, by
sympathy with and participation in, the public and
general distress.

19th. That, to assure the final and effectual reUef

of this United Kingdom from the disadvantages inci-

dent to a public debt, it is expedient that measures

should forthwith be determined upon, with a view to

complete the liquidation of the debt.

20th. That, various means and resources are pre-

sented for that purpose, namely ;

—

The contribution, which might be levied, for a

time to be limited, in respect of property, to be

acquired or invested hereafter, in the United

Kingdom.
A surplus of taxes, after effecting the great reduc-

tion now indispensahly and immediately required.

The expiration of the annuities for lives or for

terms of years, by effluxion of time.

The probability that some part of the government

debt will for ever remain unclaimed, and that

the amount of property, in the United Kingdom,
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exceeds the sum of 2,500 millions, at which sum
the same has been estimated as the basis of the
14th paragraph.

21st. That, without offering any positive opinion as

to the expediency of having recourse to all the mea-
sures suggested in the preceding paragraph, or as to

the selection of measures, should not the whole be com-
bined, we recognize therein, means for the ultimate
payment and satisfaction of the principal of the na-
tional debt, not provided for by the other measures
recommended in this declaration.

22nd. That, whilst the measures now recommended
and suggested, would be in course of operation, we
anticipate that all government stock would advance
to and remain at or above 100, and that the sum of

one hundred pounds, invested in the purchase of three

per cent, stock, would, consequently, produce an an-
nual income; not exceeding three pounds.

23rd. That, the security of the British government,
for the principal and interest of money, is a security

of a description highly to be desired.

24th. That, sums of money, varying from small to

large sums, are in constant course of accumulation in

this United Kingdom, as well by public bodies as by
individuals, which monies are the frequent subject of
investment in government securities.

25th. That, in the contemplated event of the ad-
vance of all government stock to 100, we anticipate

that a considerable proportion of such monies would
be tendered to the British government, on loan, with-
out the intervention of third parties (as in a contract

for a general loan), the principal sum advanced,
simply, to be secured by debentures or otherwise,

at a rate of interest of three per cent, per annum.
26th. That, the application of such monies, when

so lent and advanced, in aid of the hquidation of the
existing debt, would, as we anticipate, very powerfully
accelerate the discharge thereof, and, although a new
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debt would thus be created, the new contract would
be plain, direct and simple, unincumbered with the

obligation of the present extensive sinking fund, and
which would, as we presume, at no distant period, be

terminated by the entire cessation of the public debt.

27th. That, we are impressed with a deep convic-

tion of the advantages which would flow to this Em-
pire, from the force of simple institutions ; that we
cannot apprehend any mischievous or dangerous con-

sequences from the temperate and gradual, but early

and complete, relief of the nation, from the present

compHcated system of finance ; and we do, therefore,

hereby express our anxious and unqualified desire,

to witness the adoption, and to promote by our in-

dividual example, the execution of any measures,

founded on a principle of equal contribution, adequate

to a purpose, which, comprehending the interests, in

their vital principle, of this mighty Empire, embraces
the interests of the human race.

SUPPLEMENT.

It has been observed by persons for whom the

Author has much respect, that a \dew in detail, of

the advantages to be expected from the measui'e sug-

gested by this tract, if adopted, would have added to

its interest.

It is obvious, that an extensive range of beneficial

consequences might be anticipated, and that the sub-

ject might be dilated into a work of much larger

compass ; but the desire to produce an entire, unbro-

ken view of the leading piinciples and calculations,

which must decide the judgment, on this great ques-

tion, has prevailed over every other consideration, and
determined the Author to adhere to the arrangement,

under which he originally endeavoured to condense

his conceptions.
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He avails himself, however, of the publication of a

new Edition,'"* to remark :

—

That the proposed contribution of fifteen per cent,

on the value of property in the United Kjngdom, is

to be considered as a composition for duties and taxes

and other public obligations, very much exceeding in

amount, the rate of composition proposed ; or, as a

property tax, of the like heneficial character, in respect

of persons to whom facilities for the payment of the

composition might not be presented.

Thus :

The amount of the first and principal assessment,

is estimated at five hundred millions and up-

wards,t the annual value of which, as a considerable

part would be contributed in 3, 3^ and 4 per cent.

Stock, may be taken at twenty millions.

The general relief, consequent, immediately, upon
the legislative imposition of that assessment, would
be 4

& s. d.

In respect of the Sinking Fund 312,410,077 9 2

From the Funded Debt 117,360,167 17 1

UnfundedDebt 7,798,814 7 1

Private Property 375,000,000

56812,569,059 13 4

in round numbers, eight hundred and twelve
MILLIONS, and the annual demand, in respect of the

national debt, would be reduced, from the nett sum of

FORTY-EIGHT millions to the nett sum of thirteen
millions, or thereabouts, or, if the charges of collec-

tion be added,§ fifty-one would be reduced to four-
teen, millions.

The diiference, is thirty-seven millions, to which
may be added the consideration of the public current

* Seventh Edition. f P. 130. % Table, p. 137.

§ The charges of collection amount to the average sum of JB7 O-s. 4i^.
per cent.—See House of Commons Reports.

L
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expenditure, which might be expected to subside, in

the like ratio of fifteen per cent., in respect of the

public appointments, within the United Kingdom,
and in a ratio considerably higher, in respect of all

stores purchased for the use of the State. If it be
allowable to take the reduction, under this head at

FOUR millions per annum, ^^' the amount will be forty-
one MILLIONS, to be remitted in relief of the country.

It will therefore, be readily admitted, that the

contribution of fifteen per cent., by proprietors, pos-

sessing facilities for that piupose, and the property

tax of five per cent, per annum on the amount of the

assessment to be paid by proprietors, not possessing

such facilities, until convenient to pay the principal

sum to be assessed, would be met by a more consi-

derable measure of direct and immediate relief ; and
it is hoped, that this statement will be admitted to

be a satisfactory explanation to the very few persons,

who have objected, in general terms, that the measure
proposed, is theoretical or impracticable. What objec-

tion can be urged that will not apply with equal or

greater force, to a property tax in aid of the present

system 1

If indeed, it be said, that the circulation would be

injuriously afiected, the contrary has been shown
(pages 134 to 136): the abstraction of money, from the

innumerable channels through which it would other-

wise flow, to be re-issued through the medium of the

Exchequer, is a forced and morbid, in place of a na-

tural and healthy, circulation.

Or, if it be apprehended, that a sudden and inju-

rious rediiction in the value of commodities would
ensue ; it may be sufficient to remark, that the reduc-

tion of price would proceed, not from a market over

stocked, which, leaving the cost the same, only reduces

the return ; but from the reduction of cost, by means

* The current expenditure, exclusive of the interest and other

charge of debt, exceeds 22 millions per annum.—House of Commons
Reports.
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of the remission of duties and taxes : the cost would
be less, and, therefore, the price would be less. The
sole guard required, would be the protection of the

stock on hand, whereon duty should have been paid,

either, by the return of the duty, or ])j allowing a
reasonable time for the consumption of that stock,

before the effective repeal of the duty. Since the in-

troduction of the system of bonding, the stock of

goods, whereon duty has been paid, is much dimi-

nished.

The progressive consequences and general effect,

upon the country, will not now be enlarged upon,

nor will any calculation be made of the effect of the

ultimate, entire, relief of the nation, from the burthen

of debt ; but the consequences, with reference to the

parochial poor, may require some notice.

The cost of subsistence would be reduced by means
of the general reduction of duties and taxes : in such

reduction, would probably be included, the duties on
most articles of import, used for the purposes of manu-
facture, and on most articles of home manufacture

:

in consequence, the demand for labour would be
increased, and the approach to a fair adjustment
between the rate of labour and the rate of subsist-

ence, would be facilitated. A just state of relation,

in those particulars, is essential to the management
and direction of the parochial poor ; if the rate of

labour be below the rate of subsistence, the poor un-
avoidably recoil upon those in the several degrees

above them in the social scale, and the consequences

become severe, and ofan anxious and awful description.

The adjustment of the rate of labour to the price of

subsistence, cannot be effected by direct legislative in-

terposition : it does not however, therefore follow, that

a tendency to a just balance in that respect, may not

be promoted, by the legislature or by the Executive

Government : if employment could be increased, and
the price of subsistence, at the same time, be reduced.
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the number of pauper poor would decrease : on the
supposition of the remission of the duties on salt, on
the constituent ingredients of beer, on soap, candles,

coals, and on some other articles, and that bread were
reduced in price ; such circumstances, concurring with
the remission of the duties, which now narrow the
demand for articles of home manufacture, would
tend, powerfully, to the reduction of the number of

the poor depending on parochial aid, and the moment
would be favourable to the institution of a system, if

such could be devised, to prevent the great evil of

supernumerary population. On this subject, some
thoughts occur to tlie Author, but he forbears at this

time to communicate them, because they can only be
rendered effectual in application, in the event of relief

in the more commanding particular, which is the sub-

ject of this publication, and because the question of

population and the poor, is of a magnitude to require

more distinct consideration.

The argument in support of the assessment of pro-

perty, thus urged in the years 1819 and 1820, isappH-

cable, in its general bearing, to other forms of direct

in lieu of indirect, taxation ; the relief of industry and
of the circulation being its objects. It is now evident

that the measure proposed in this tract, had it been
adopted when proposed, would not only have saved

the country from repeated crises of distress and agony,

but have hastened the state of prosperity, now enjoyed,

mainly through the repeal and reduction of taxes, and
which it is hoped, will be long enjoyed with large in-

crease.

The succession tax, is a good form of direct taxa-

tion, and when confirmed as a permanent tax, might
become a means of hquidating the public debt by the

redemption of the tax, when desired by the proprietor.

September \, 1853.
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